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FORE\MORD

There is nothing new about the need for change in the labour market.
Change is and always has been the norm. More recently, however, there
has been a sharper edge to things. Competition sets international
standards, and failure to adjust to it exacts a severe penalty. Couple that
with the onward rush of technology and the much increased uncertainties
of financial markets, and there is little surprise that companies are
constantly seeking to do things in better ways and to adjust more readily

to the changing demands of markets and customers.

It

was against this backdrop that the National Economic Development
Office together with the Department of Employment commissioned the
Institute of Manpower Studies to carry out a major study of changing
working patterns and practices in four important sectors of the economy
- engineering, food and drink manufacturing, retail distribution and
financial services. The aim was to assess the nature, extent and underlying
rationale of the changes in working patterns and practices that have been

taking place, and to consider their implications for the competitiveness of
British industry.

_-2

The researchers -John Atkinson and Nigel Meager - found that
ave
introduced by
widespread changeíin Çõiking prac
companies in the past few years. These changes have been designed to
improve competitiveness by increasing productivity and facilitating
technological change; and to allow companies to resPond more flexibly to
changing market conditions. The study identifies and analyses
conceptually the different forms of flexibility which companies have
sought to introduce, particularly in 'numerical' terms (for example the use
of part.time and temporary workers) and in 'functional' terms (for
example multi-skilling). Together they can allow companies to fit more
precisely the demand for labour to its supply, improve productivity and
the use of capital equipment, reduce overtime and encourage employees to
acquire further skills.

A summary of the findings of this study when still in draft was discussed
at the meeting of the National Economic Development Council in
December 1985, when it was agreed that the final report should be
published.
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I

acknowledge

with

pleasure our indebtedness to the researchers responsible for

the study and to the companies, trade unions and other organisations who
readily took part in it.

so

There is much in this report for companies and trade unions to study. The
developments taking place present major opportunities to improve the
'Where
change is
country's competitive position and so to create more jobs.
secured through consultation and negotiation, it is lik ly to last and to be
effective in meeting the aspirations of companies, trade unions and employees
alike. I commend this report to them and to all who interest themselves in the

labour market.

John Cassels
Director General
National Economic Development Office
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
OF MAIN FINDINGS

INTRODUCTION

chosen for interview were all large ones

This report is about flexibility in UK
firms In particular, it is intended to take
forward our understanding of the entent and
nature of recent changes in working practices

þetween them they employed lome 66_Q,!100 frrll- and part-time workers) and were all faced

7.7

in large IJK companies ostensibly aimed at
securing greater workforce flexibility. The
research is designed to errplore how far changes
to manning practices have been introduced,
what kind of changes they are and under what
conditions different practices have emerged.
The report also considers the implications of
such changes for flrms'broad employment
policies and practices, for workers in those
firms and for the labour market in general.
The report is divided into three main

I.2

perts:

r hrt

1 introduces the report by discusing in
general terms what 'flexibility' means and .
what issues it raises, and by summarising the

results of the research;
2 outlines the substantive findings of the
'^Patt
study, looking füst at flexibility in the number
of workers and their distribution over time
(Chapter 2), then at flexibility in the tasks
performed at work (Chapter 3) and
iubsequently at alternatives to flexibility within
the firm, such as subcontracting (Chapter 4).
The final chapter in this part considers
flexibility in the structure of pay systems

(Chapter 5);

r hrt

3 discusses these findings, looking first
at employers' aims and intentions in
introducing such changes (Chapter 6), then at
the effects on workers and the views of their
union representatives phapter 7) and finally
reconsidering in the light of the research some

of the unresolved

issues

which these changes

have raised (Chapter 8).

7.3 This study is based on three sources of
information; first, an er<tensive literature

with the

need to accommodate substantial
mæket or technological change in recent years.
Thus the sample focuses on organisations
which economic orthodo>iy suggests are least
flexible (large ones) when faced with a need to
respond to change. In other respects, such as
location and subsectoral characteristics, the
sample is more balanced, but we can make no
claims for its representativeness for all trms nor

for companies in other sectors of industry (an
area perhaps for further research). It was
possible in only a few cases to interview local
irade union representatives and thus it would
be unwise to view their responses as necessarily
representative of all the trade unions in the
sectors studied.

7.4

The 'fle¡ribility debate' has been
widespread in the IJK and the rest of Europe
over the last two years. For this reason, and
because flexibility itself is a notoriousþ slipp.ry

with a brief overview of the
research is addressed, before
this
issues to which
1.18) to outline its
paragraph
(from
proceeding
tndings.
main

concept, we begin

WrIY FLEKBILITY?

British employers and their perceptions of the
need to change manning practices and obtain
grcater flexibility from the workforce would
require a detailed economic history of at least
the last 20 years.
research

It is, however, clear from the

to date þee particularly CBI

1985,

IMS 1985, OECD 1981) that tlnee key
pressures to innovate can be identified, one or
more of which is invariably cited by employers.

review; secondly, interviews with representative

7.6

organisations such as employer and trade
associations, trade unions, etc in each of the
sectors chosen for the fieldwork; and thirdly,
interviews with managers and trade unionists
n72larye flrms in four sectors: engineering,
food and drink manufacturing, retail
distribution and financial services. A detailed
analysis of this sample is shown at Appendix II.
For the moment wè should note that the firms

factor is associated

2

TIfi

PRESSURES FOR CHANGE
1.5 A full account of the factors influencing

Consolidnting prodwtivity gørzs, This first

with

greater comPetitive

both the recent recession and
ihe subsequent upturn in trade. These have
given riseio a neèd to improve productivity
and cut unit labour costs and more particularly
to develop policies and practices which
consolidæe and sustain higher productivity
pressures during

levels to meet current and future market

conditions.

L.7 Marþet uolntílity and urrcertninty. The second
factor stems from the changing nature of
market conditions enperienced by employen.
It appears that many frrms now face markets
which not only exùibit greater pressure of
competition (domestic and international) but
are also characterised by greater volatility and
uncertainty. In this situation trms apparentþ
feel a need to develop manning practices which
enable them to adjust to larger and increasingly
unpredictable fluctuations.

1.8 Technologiral change The third factor arises
from the increased pace of technological
change, which has given companies the need
for: (a) new manning practices to match

*d

(b) new manning
today's technology;
policies or strategies to enable them to
introduce quickly practices appropriate for
tomorrow's technology.

\vI{Y NO\v?

FACILTTATORS

part-time jobs which they want or because
they can find no altemative employment
opportunities.

L.LL Industrial rehtions climate The growth of
unemployment has also had an effect on
internal labour markets, in the sense that the
and/or fear of redundancy and
unemployment influence the industrial relations
climate and the ability of companies to obtain
from their workforces greater acceptance of
new manning practices.

t.lz

On balance, it remains unclear from
existing evidence how important these labour
market and industrial relations developments
have been in facilitating the observed changes in
working practices, and this was accordingly
identified as a topic for frirther investigation in
the present study. The key question must bq if
the new practices depend on these changes in
the environment, how sustainable will they be
in the face of further changes in that
environment?

AND CONSTRAINTS
7.9 But are these pressures

themselves

sufficient to enplain the developments in

\VHAT IS FLE)ilBILITY? THE

working practices observed in recent

EMPI.,OYERS' PERSPECTTVE
1.I3 It is useful here to consider the model of

years?

Certainly these pressures have intensified lateþ
but it can nevertheless be argued that they have
been present to some entent for many years

prior to the recent recession. Such evidence as
is available indicates that recent years have seen
the relaxation of two important constraints,
permitting new employment practices aimed at
flexibility (and the er<tension of old practicesinto new areas). These are the constraints of
labour market conditions and the industrial
relations climate.

L.10 l-abour marþet conditiors. The growth of
unemployment to historically high levels, and
its persistence at those levels despite the
recovery in output, are well documented. Such
high unemployment levels and the absence of
generalised skill shortages have meant that
employers can generally be more certain

of

obtaining the kind of labour they require on
the local labour market as and when they need
it, and consequentþ they have less need to
retain labour during troughs in their workload.
At the same time workers may be more
inclined to accept the pattem ofjobs so
produced, either because

it

gives rise to the

the 'flenible firm' deveþed at the Institute of
Manpower Studies. The model is heþfuI, not
because it describes the situation of any actual
organisation, but because

it contains all the

main parameters of change observed in the
research

work to date. It draws into

a simple

framework the new elements in employers'
manpo\¡/er practices, bti"g"g out the
relationships between the various practices and
their appropriateness for different companies
and grouprof workers. The model is therefore
used here as an analytical tool. Its purpose is to

identify different types of flerribility, to
demonstrate how employers tend to seek those
different types of noiUitíty from different
groups of workers and to suggest that
émployen are reorganising their workforces
into different categories according to their own
(posibly unique) needs for flexibility.

7.74 The model identfies four types of
fle*ribility, as follofus:
tNumutalflæibility. This is concerned with
enhancing firms' ability to adjust the level of
3

labour inputs to meet fluctuations in output.
There is a variety of practices which companies
may adopt to achieve numerical flexibility,
according to their o\Mn particular
circumstances, but those most often reported
are either the use of additional or
supplementary labour resources to meet

in the level of output, such as parttime, temporary, short-term contract and casual
workers, or the alteration of the working time
pattems of existing labour resources to meet
changes in the level of output, which might
again involve the use of part-timers or of varied

changes

shift pattems, overtime, 'annual hours', etc.

t Funaional flexibility. This relates not to
changes in the number of workers, but to
changes in what they do. It consists of a frrm's

ability to adust and deploy the skills of its
employees to match the tasks required by its
changing workload, production methods

Figurell

and/or technology.

It is concerned with

the

versatilty of employees and their working
flexibility within and between jobs.

t Distnncing strategies. This third category
involves the displacement of employment
relationships by commercial ones, as employers
may opt, for enample, to subcontract rather
than reorganise their intemal manning
practices.

t

flexibiliry. This final category is concerned
the
€rftent to which a company's pay and
with
reward structure supports and reinforces the
various types of numerical anð/or functional
flexibility which are being sought.
Pay

1.15 The 'flexible frrm', then, has geared itself
up to achieve these fl€xdbilities. Atkinson (1985)
and IMS (1985) give a detailed account of the
flexible flrm, whose essentials are summarised
in the Figure 1.1. It consists of a 'core' group
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of employees surrounded by perþheral groups
of workers who may or may not be employees.
The peripheral groups, with appropriate

need for greater flexibility or whether they are
also (or eîen primarily) putsued for some of
the 'ortrinsic' benefits they confer on employers

contracts and conditions of service, provide
numerical flexibility. Functional flexibility is
achieved in the core, supported by appropriate
incentives and rewards, posibly including
enhanced employment security. In theory this
is possible because the peripheral groups soak
up numerical fluctuations in demand. The core
is the centre of the diagram; the surrounding
ring is the periphery whose ready er<pansion
and contraction achieves numerical flexibility;
and the outer ring (of commercial
subcontractors, specialist selÊemployed workers
on project or fee-based contracts, etc) represents
the adoption of distancing strategies.

(including weakening of trade union influence
and power). Moreoveç unions have oþected to
the methods by which such changes have been
achieved - the argument being that the new

I.16 Finaþ we re-emphasise that the flexible
firm is an anaþtical construct, which brings
together into a common framework the
changes which are occurring (often on a
fragmented basis) and reveals their
commonalities and the relations between them.
It is presented neither as an er<ample of a type
of organisation which already enists nor as an
ideal for organisations to aim at. A key
question for this research is to ask how far such
changes are actually taking place and how far
they represent a conscious strategy to
restructure the workforce into core and
periphery.

BENEFITS?
So far the discussion has been conducted

from the point of view of the employer, but

an approach is short-sighted and destructive of
harmonious industrial relations and that the
new practices will be unsustainable in the
longer run. The issue of mutuality of interest
between employers and employees is therefore
one of those which we seek to address in the
research.

THE PRESENT STUDY
SUMMARY OF MAIN
FINDINGS
1.18 The research for the present study was
conducted in order to illuminate some of these
issues; in particular, to er<plore the entent to
which more flexible working practices had
been introduced, to ascertain under what
circumstances particular kinds of change might

FLEXIBILITY IN FIRMS: \X/HO
1.77

practices have been unilaterally imposed rather
than jointly determined by negotiation,
agreement and consent and are opportunistic in
taking advantage of current weakness in trade
union bargaining power and high levels of
unemployment. It is further argued that such

be found, to consider how permanent they
might be and to look at their implications for
employers, workers and job-seekers. The main
findings are summarised in the following
paragraphs.

it

is clear that many of the changes outlined
cannot be unambiguously regarded as being in
the mutual interest of employers and employees
alike. Indeed, there are emerging notable
differences of opinion as to the o$ectives and
effects of such changes, and there is
considerable potential for industrial relations
conflict over both the fact and the manner of
their introduction. For er<ample, trade union
and some academic comlnentators (TUC 1985,
ETUI 1985, Rubery Wilkinson and Tuling
1981) have questioned whether such
developments in working arrangements and
practices are indeed associated soleþ with a

BUSINESS STRATEGIES
L.79 Changes in manning practices reflect in
large part changes in business strategies. The
research identified great differences between the
four sectors in the 'typical'business strategies
being implemented by firms, and it is worth
noting these at the outset.

L.20 In food and drink manufacturing firms,
the typical busine¡s strategy involved a shift to
low-cost, high-volume, continuous production
plant, often involving rationalisation on fewer,
þroduct-specific sites. Such plant was intended
5

to enploit new technology, to improve quality
and process control and to build in acapaaty
for quick switches between similar product
lines. Respondents \Ã/ere either shifting to high
value-added products and establishing their
brand name as a market leader or securing
volume through an orientation towards 'own
label' products for the big food retailing
multiples. For most this stretegy involved the
deployment of a high productivity, full-time
workforce to secure the most cost-effective use
of new technology with minimum downtime.
As a result, many firms placed strong emphasis
on functional flexibility among process and
maintenance workers. Work scheduling
typically involved attempts to reduce seasonal/
market fluctuations if possible, or otherwise
to use temporary seasonal workers. At the
same time, we found a strong move
towards contracting out non-hygiene related
ancillary services where it was cost-effective

to do

I.2I

The engineering frrms demonstrated
grcater diversity and a wider range of strategies
but these often entailed a shift to a
decentralised business organisation, frequently
involving the concentration ofproduction on
feweç best-practice sites. Firms were seeking to
maximise the use of new technology within
functions and where possible to integrate these
functions through new technology. Most firms
were attempting to promote 'build-to-order'
methods, increasing variety and quality and
reducing stockholding, while orientating
production towards expoft markets. This led
them to emphasise functional flexibility among
skilled groups of workers, and to shed
penpheral functions where cost-effective.
distribution firms were either

trying to increase the value added per square
foot of sales floor or promoting price
competitivenes (particularly in food retailing)
as the main method of enpanding market share.
The latter strategy sought to secure price
competitiveness through enploiting economies
of scale (larger units), boyrrg power and
contâining labour costs. All respondents were
seeking to lower costs by reducing
stockholding, coordinating sales and stocks
and, most importantly, by reducing the
number of employees in post through new
technology. Most were intent on varying

6

7.23 In financial

services most of our

respondents were seeking to enploit their
er<isting physical network of branches and

diversifr into othe¡ financial and non-financial
services while reducing unit costs. This was
leading them to reorganise the corporate
structure to promote diversification where
needed. Typi..lly, firms were trying to
maintain the network cover at reduced cost
through the use ofnew technology, branch
reorganisation, merger and six-day trading. All
were intent on raising labour productivity
through increasing the use of enisting new
technology to take up output growth. Diversitcation plus greater use of new technology was
leading firms to improve the calibre of
professional employees while systematising
thejobs ofclerical and branch staff.

7.24

so.

7.22 In retail

opening hours to meet the local trading
pattern.

We did not encounter any company in

any of the four sectors which exhibited all the
features illustrated in the IMS 'florible firm
core/perþhery' construct, and we found no
evidence of de jure job security for core workers.
Three common themes linking business
strategies to manning practices were observed: a
perceived need to improve the responsiveness of
all factors of production to changes in business
requirements; a shift towards decentralisation as
a means of doing so; and a reluctance to
increase the number of employees in the
process All three gave rise to pressures to
'We
now consider
increase workforce flexibility.
how far the repondents demonstrated the types

-

of flø<ibility discussed

above.

NUMERICAL FLÐilBILITY
7.25 Numerical floribility is defined as the
ability of firms to adjust the number of
workers, or the level of worked hours, in line
with changes in the level of demand for them.
Nine out of every 10 respondents had
introduced changes to manning practices since
1980 designed to increase numerical flexibility.
These changes were of four main types:
temporary workers, part-timers, overtime and
new shift patterns, and flexible working hours.

The incidence of these four types of change
varied greatþ from sector to sector, with,

broadly speaking, part-time employment of
more importance âmong service sector
respondents, temporary working more
important in manufacturing and flo<ible
working hours more an aspiration than a
reality, save amongst part-time workers. We
now consider them in tum.

Temporary work
1.26 A-ong the respondents increasing
numerical floribility, tempora{y workers were
employed in three out of every four cases.
Temporary working had increased among 42
per cent of these respondents since 1980, yet
iraditional (seasonal, holiday and absence cover)
tempora{y work appears to have changed little.
WeTound that the increased use of temPorary
work in food and drink and engineering was
associated with the creation of a buffer
peripheral workforce as a hedge against market
uncertainty, while in financial services it was
more often employed as a hedge against any
future job loss iesulting from the impact of
new technology. In retail distribution little
pressure for change was noted, save for the use
of YTS trainees as a form of perþheral
workforce. Gmporary work was largeþ
restricted to unskilled and semi-skilled jobs
and/or to jobs requiring non-company-specific
skills, as firms declined to meet substantial
training costs for temporary workers. We
found ihat the increasing use of temporaries
was opposed by trade unions mor-e strong.ly in
-firms
those
wilhout a tradition of using them.
In most cases this opposition had conditioned
the terms, but not the fact, of their use. Hence,
except in retailing, most temPora{y workers
received the samè basic pay rates, but less
favourable conditions of employment, than
permanent workers.

timers than they had in 1980. The two main
factors underþing the growth of service sector
part-time working were e desire to match
manning levels more preciseþ to fluctuating
customer patterns during the working day and
the reduction oflabour costs through

substituting part-time labour (with
signitcantly lower non-pay costs) for full-time
labour. Opening hours in retailing which
would attract premium râtes for full-time staff
were more likeþ to be covered using parttimers on non-premium rates (where possible).
Like temporary working, the increased use of
part-time workers was generally limited to
unskilled and semi-skilled jobs requiring

minimal training. This permitted substantial
use in retailing and restricted their use in
financial services. However, job slstematisation,
associated with new technology, was believed
to have reduced this constraint in both sectors,
particularly in financial services.

Overtime a¡rd new shift patterns
Overtime working was common in all

7.28

sectors encept financial services. In the
manufacturing sectors the use of overtime had

increased among three-quarters of our

engineering frrms, but among only t2 per cent
of food and drink frrms. However, in both
these sectors we observed a move to reduce
systematic overtime, to increase managerial
c-ontrol of overtime and to construct shift

slstems which did not incorporate overtime. In
the service sector the picture was quite
dif[erent. In the (few) firms using overtime in
financial services, its incidence had been

Irg"ly to cope with Saturday
opening.-Howeveç althõugh more heavily used
in retailing, onþ a quarter of retailing firms
reported increasing their use of overtime since

increasing,

1980.

In fact, overtime working among part-

time workers in retailng had grown

Part-time working
1.27 Among the flrms increasing numerical
flexibility, pari-time workers were employed in
three out of every four cases' Fewer than one in
every 10 manufaðturing frrms had increased
theii use of part-timers, while in financial
services twolthirds, and in retailing nine out of
every 10, were making greater use of part-

considerably, but it was not classed as overtime
by our respondents as much of it attracted no
premium iate. We sartv no evidence of any shift away from premium payments for

ii*il"t

overtime in manufacturing.

129 Eight out devery 10 manufacturing
flrms incieasing numeriðal flexibility hadchansed thefu;hift svstems to achieve it, but
,*oíg service ,..toi frt-t changes to shift
7

patterns were most common among Part-tlme
workers, with new, and generaþ shorter, shifts
emerging.

Flexible working time

seeking to increase functional flexibility had
achieved a limited overlap between maintenance
craftsmen, onþ one-third had achieved dualskilling even within electrical and mechanical
trade groups and only 15 per cent had achieved

it

across the electrical/mechanical divide.
However, in process and operator areas, all
those firms who had sought it had increased
the mobility of operators between jobs at
similar skill levels (30 out of 31 firms). Fewer
firms had achieved functional flenibility across
group boundaries, particularþ where this
involved different status or union membership,
although new test, inspection and monitoring
equipment had enabled operators both to move
into both inspection roles and to conduct

1.30 Only one firm (in food and drink) had
moved to â system of contractual annual hours.
Elsewhere, flqdble working hours were
restricted to part-time *ork rr, whose working
time pattems were increasingly defined as
minima with additional hours to be supplied as
required, or as a fixed number of hours with
the distribution of those hours within the
week to be determined as required. In general,
service sector respondents were very reluctant
to require full-time staff to worked flexible
hours, or indeed to roster worked days.
Floritime was generaþ seen âs a 'perk' for

routine maintenance tasks. The main
constraints to functional floribility identified in
manufacturing were union demarcation,
training implications and (much less often)

employees.

health and safety considerations.

7.34 Among service sector respondents the
situation was radicaþ different. Achieving

FUNCTIONAL FLEXIBILITY
7.3t Functional flexibility is detned as the
ability of firms to reorganise the competences
associated with jobs so that the job-holder can
d.ploy such competences across a broader range
of tasks. This may involve horizontal
enlargement of competences at roughly the
same skill level (eg electrical/electronic craft
skills) or vertical enlargement, which may
either be upwards (eg operator/quality control)
or downwards (eg maintenance/operator).

7.32

We found that a shift towards greater
functional flexibility was restricted largeþ to
manufacturing firms. Nine out of every 10
manufacturing respondents had been seeking to
increase the functional flexibility of their
workforces since 1980. This falls to two in 10
in retail distribution and just over that figure in
financial services.

1.33 Among

these manufacturing

respondents we observed three main types of
increased functional floribility: (1) horizontal
enlargements within maintenance areas; (2)
vertical and horizontal enlargements within
process and operator areas; and (3) vertical
enlargements between different areas. Within
maintenance three-quarters of our respondents

8

in functional flexibility was not
generaþ reckoned to be an important priority
for our service se€tor firms. They either had it
by tradition or they could get it relativeþ
increases

easily.

1.35 In food retailing we found a high level
of mobility between tasks among shop staff
where jobs were unskilled. This was traditional
and had not changed significantly in recent
years. Department stores and non-food
chainstores '\ /ere more constrained and

generaþ sought to build up orpertise within
departinents, but many had developed floating
staff trained to move between such
departments. New technology had increased
the potential for such lowlevel mobility by
slstematising jobs but increasing use of parttime workers had correspondingly reduced it.
In financial services there remains a substantial

amount of traditional functional flexibility, but
this was being undercut through increasing
levels of part-time work and increasing
recruitment of specialist senior staff. As in
retailing, new technology has increased the
potential for clericalJevel job mobility in
financial services, and with lower levels of parttime working than in retailing the net effect
has been to increase such mobility.

DISÏANCING
7.36

Distancing is defined

as

the displacement

avoid the constraints of an inappropriate pay
structure.

of employment contracts by commercial
contracts, as o<emplified by subcontracting. It is
an alternative to flexibility rather than another
form offlexibility. Seven in every 10
respondents had increased their use of
distancing since 1980. Of these, 90 per cent
had increased their use of subcontracted
ancillary services, 51 per cent had increased
their use of subcontracting in non-ancillary
areas and 22 per cent had increased their use of
selÊemployed workers. Increased distancing was
associated with a wish to concentrate corporate
resources on areas of comparative advantage, to
find cheaper ways of undertaking non-core
activities, to shift the burden ofrisk and
uncertainty elsewhere and to reduce (or
contain) formal headcount and wage bill.

PAY FLEXIBILITY
7.37 Pay flexibfity is defined as the ability of
firms to adjust pay structures to encourage
functional flexibility, match market rates for
scarce skills anå/or reward individual
'We
found that about two-thirds
performance.
of our firms had changed their pay structures
to secure greater pay flexibility.

1.38 In m¿nufacturing

pay flexibility mainly

involved the introduction of new pay systems
to encourage the acquisition and deployrnent-of
the additional skills ãssociated with functional
fl*ibility. These were of two types: a
multigraded structure reflecting and
encouraging skill acquisition and a simplified
structure with fewer, broad grades. The first
was often reported to be a transitional phase
'We
found very few cases (six
towards the latter.
out of 26 reporting change$ where 'individual'
restructuring had been introduced in
manufacturing.

7.39 Although

in pay flexibility
service
sector, they
in
the
were less common
concerned
to
principaþ
were by contrast
through
such
performance
encourage individual
payments,
commission
pay,
devices as merit
increases

performance assessment, etc. However,
åiversification within financial services had led
to the creation of new pay systems for
subsidiaries in different subsectors in order to

CORPORATE STRATEGIES
7.40

Having considered the ortent and nature
changes in manning practices,
we go on to ask how far they derive from
conscious and long-term corporate employment
strategies. We found that the impact of
recession had generaþ heightened awareness' at
all levels in firms, of a need to change working
practices to maintain competitiveness. This
varied directly with the impact of recession on

of these observed

organisations and was therefore less evident in

the service sector. Combined with increased
management communication direct to the
workforce and (in a few cases) the erosion of
union bargaining rights and organisation on
site, the net effect had been to reduce union
opposition to change.

7.47 Firms tended not to have long-term
manpower strategies comparable with their
business strategies, save in cases where the latter
entailed major technological change. Observed
changes in working practices in manufacturing
in particular were therefore much more likeþ
to have been devised and initiated at site level

than centrally. Further, while most of the
observed changes could not truly be
represented as enforced, they had often been
secured because of a shift in collective
bargaining strength towards the employers,
resulting from (real or threatened)job loss
associated with recession. This was particularly
true in manufacturing. Neither union nor
management respondents generaþ regarded
this situation as permanent. Indeed, most
management respondents in manufacturing
relied heavily on the pennanence of that
imbalance in collective bargaining strength, and
on the continuation of high levels of
unemployment, to maintain the changes in
working practices they had achieved. Few
thought the former likely, and while most
thought the latter more likeþ few saw it- as
suffiãent on its own either to maintain the
changes already achieved or to permit further
changes.

7.42 Changes to pay structures' the impact of
new investmint and greater stress on direct
9

communication with workers were widely
regarded by managers as wâys of maintaining
the achieved changes. Single-status terms and

conditions and xplicit employment security
agreements were neither widely observed nor
mentioned in this context.

1.43 The main constraints to achieving
greater floribility observed were: (1) inaãequate
skill levels and training resources, which slowed
the pace and limited the entent of change
towards functional flexibility; (2) status
differences, both staff/manual and union
membership differences, which constrained
movement and, where combined, often
prevented it. Iegislative and other institutional
factors were generally regarded as much less
important than internal, domestic ones. Our
service sector respondents were generaþ less
constrained by either of these factors.

7.44 Firms' orientation

towards securing
greater flexibility was generally inward-looking
and distancing initiatives had been strongly
constrained by operational and cost
considerations to particular, usuah ancillary or
support, activities such as cleaning, catering,
security, transport, etc. Retailing, with the
gro\À/th of concessions, franchises and'store-instore' trading, was the only significant
exception.

I.45 The changes observed in firms provide
some confi.rmation about the growth of
segmentation in the labour market. At any
given level of skill our respondents were likely
to require both functional and numerical
flexibility, but as skill levels rose so did the
emphasis on functional flexibility. As a result,
this differential emphasis was producing
markedþ different contractual, working time,
pay and job content regimes between groups of
workers.

FLEXIBILITY AND
\x/oRI(ERS
7.46 Peripheral forms of employment such as
temporary and part-time jobs had grown
among our respondents since 1980. Such forms
entailed'intrinsic' or unavoidable shortcomings
for workers; in particular, they tended to lack
employment continuity and security. In
10

addition, as such jobs were inclined to require
only lowlevel skills, and their peripheral status
tended to inhibit investment in training from
employers, workers in them were unlikeþ to
enjoy substantial opportunities for advancement
on internal labour markets. These
shortcomings \ruere accentuated because they
were often overlaid with 'er<trinsic' or avoidable
ones, which apparently had little to do with
4chieving flexibility and more with reducing
ëmployment costs. In particular, most
peripheral status workers enjoyed substantially
worse provision of non-pay benefits than did
their core counterparts and, although most
respondents paiå pro røø hourly rates for
peripheral workers, the actual administration of
pay tended to disadvantage them, particularly
in regard to part-time work and overtime

premn.

7.47

'We

found that the advantages

sometimes claimed to flow from þeripheral
status were likeþ to be enjoyed by very small
numbers of freelance professionals in shortage

occupations. Significant advantages did accnre
to core workers, however. In particular, access
to retraining, job enlargement and the
acquisition of higher skills had begun to open
up some 'caÍeeÍ'movement for manual
workers which they had not previously
enjoyed. Although full-blown staff status was
rare for manual workers, most core workers
had enjoyed some piecemeal progress towards
harmonisation since 1980. However, o<plicit
employment security egreements for core
workers were not observed. Most often,

particularþ in manufacturing, any change
towards security entailed no more than a
reduction in the threat ofjob loss rather than
anything more positive.

7.48 Looking at the wider labour market, the
growth of segmentation seems likeþ to increase
the volatility of employment pattems, gri"g
rise to more short-term intemrpted
employment while at the same time reducing
access to core status jobs. In addition, we
would expect frrms to shift their recruitment
orientation to workers not aspiring to core
status, particularþ

if

service sector employment

continues to grow..

7.49

Firms saw a potential problem arising

out of 'poaching' of reskilled manual workers.

In addition, they were increasingly reluctant to

train peripheral workers, yet wideþ feared that
nobody else would either. However, this was
not generally regarded by our mânagement
respondents as a problem for most perþheral
workers, save in the case of subcontracted
specialist work (eg pattern making, jig and tool
making, etc).

FLEXIBILITY
RECONSIDERED
1.50 In the light of the findings of the
research, we reconsider some of the issues
raised in the introduction.

7.57 First, we need to ask how far the
initiatives being introduced are likeþ to
promote the desired end of a more floçible and
responsive workforce. This research
demonstrates that, despite their lack of longterm employment strategies, our respondents
had generaþ introduced changes explicitly

aimed at securing the different manning

implications of their business strategies. Most
respondents saw achieving greater flexibility as
a necessary but not a sufficient, condition for
securing their business plans. Although the
changes were extensive (viewed across frrms),
they did not often represent qualitative breaks
with previous manning practices within
individual firms nor did the changes to

manning practices observed encompass major
changes to existing company cultures.
7.52 'We should therefore also consider how
far the changes achieved can persist under
different internal and extemal conditions. We
conclude that to achieve change most
manufacturing respondents had relied heavily
on a shift in the balance of collective bargaining
strength, which they believed to be temporary.
This reliance was less marked in the service
sector. Very few firms had instituted employee
relations strategies intended to sustain, far less
artend, their initiatives, save where substantial
capital investment had occurred.

7.53 An important

issue is whether

segmentation is increasing as firms seek
different flexibilities from different workers. We
conclude that segmentation had increased
among our respondents preciseþ because the
type of flexibility they sought varied between
skilled and unskilled groups. As a result,
peripheral workers (particularly part-time ones)
were confined to low-skilled jobs as access
routes upwards through internal labour markets
were denied them.

7.54 A major concern of some commentators
is the possibility that the growth of peripheral
low tech
workforces implies a 'low skill

-

-

low productivity' workforce. This research
confrrms that firms who had strongly
committed themselves to the use of substantial
proportions of supplementary peripheral
workers in order to achieve numerical floribility
(primarily our retailing respondents) had found
this ability to secure versatility from their
workforces inhibited. Howeveç where
functional flexibility had been the dominant
aim, firms tended to rely on traditional
practices like overtime and shiftworking to
secure numerical flexibility. Further, perþheral
forms of employment were, in general, found
o"ly in occupations where employers had not
sought, and did not expect to need, much
versatility or a high level of skill. W'e conclude
that employers have not sought to introduce
low skill - low tech jobs so that they can be
tlled with workers employed on a peripheral
basis, but rather thet wheie such jobs orist
anyway employers have seen advantages in so
them.

tlling

1.55 Finally, we need to consider whether
employers' needs for fleriibility can be secured
in ã fashion consistent with the interests of
'We
conclude that the reskilling often
workers.
implied by functional flexibility is generaþ in
the interests of employer and employee alike,
but that some of the er<trinsic shortcomings
associated with perþheral status do not
contribute to flexibility. Rather, they represent
attempts to cut labour costs.

t
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NUMERICALFLEXIBILITY

INTRODUCTION

¡

As we have seen in Chapter 1, numerical
flexibilitv is concerned with employers' ability

2.3 If this is so, and our discussion in

2.7

to adiusi emplovment levels to workload,
o.rio"d bv p.¡oá. As that workload fluctuates,
å-olouerti.spond to it either by changing the
n.r-båt of workers deployed (ie the use of
additional workers) or by changing the
distribution of worked time (ie the use ot

er<isting workers). This chapter considers how
this is ãchieved and in pæticular looks at
changes in the manner and entent to which it
has b"e.n achieved since 1980. But first we need
to ask how far our respondents have been
seeking to achieve
since that time.

gr"it"t

numerical floribility

The costs of becoming numerically flexible

have themselves reduced'

Aooendix III of recent developments in the
concerned
fo'rri s.cton with which *.
"it
suggests that it may be, then we would oPIt
frrlit to demonstrate changes in their manning
Drectices intended to increase their ability to be
irumerically flø<ible. We asked our respondents
in firms whether they had been seeking to
make themselves moit numerically flexible
since 1980, making it clear that we were
concemed with signifrcant and deliberate
chanqes to manniñg practices, rather than
,-rl11r.rl, and inciãental ones. The results are
summarised in Table 2.1.

Without wishing to prejudge how
important these changes might have been in a
poitfolio of other corporate employment
orioriti.t. and bearing in mind the orientation
'of
ou, sample to*trðs large frrms, it is clear
that roughþ nine out ofevery 10 ofour
..rporrd.îtt had been seeking to increase the
numerical flodbility of their workforces since

2.4

-

NUMERICAL FLEXIBILITY
IS IT INCREASING?
2.2

Firms have always required numerical
flexibility to some extent, to deal with
workload fluctuations during the working
week or year and to adapt to the.changing

day,

relationsÉip between output produced and
labour required as technology changes' W'e
have arguãd, however, that the Pressures on
.*olovãrs to be flexible in this sense have
intËntífi.d recently for one or more of the

following

reasons:

r

Fluctuations have become larger, more
frequent and more unPredictable;

¡

Under increasing competitive pressure

-

comoanies have beiome less able to bear the
,hor^t-t.r- costs of notbeing numericah

flexible;

Table

2.1

1980 and had introduced significant changes to
manning practices in order to do so' Behind
this applarãnt homogeneity there lies enorrnous

diversity, as will be discussed later' For the
we should note that as the nature of
the fluctuations differs between firms and
between sectors, then so must the manning
practices adoPted to meet them'

-o-."i

THE DTVERSITY OF CHANGE
2.5 In discussions with our respondents it
became cleæ that the key factors which

Numerical flexibility: all sectors
Recording no

No of firms

Seeking to increase
numerical flexibilitY

significant change

participating

since 1980

or reduct¡on

16

15 (940/o)

1

10

17 (900/o)

2 (10o/o)

Retail distribution

20

1B (900/0)

2(10W

17

14 (B2o/o)

3

Financial services

64

B (1 1 o/o)

Sector
Food & drink

Engineering

Total

74

(B9o/o)

(6qo)

(1

Bqo)

determined how they approached their
increasing requirement for numerical flexibility
were (a) the frequency and timing of
fluctuations, and þ) the predictability and scale
of fluctuations.

2.6

Under (a), fluctuations may occur within

of temporary workers. Eqorh, uncertainty

as

to the size and duration of the fluctuation may

important - many companies will use
overtime or manning with temporaries at the
launch of a new product/service, until they are
more certain of the long-term sustainable level
of demand.
be

the working day (peak customer times in
shops, banks, restaurants, etc); within the
working week (there is a Saturday sales peak in
retailing, which in turn creates a Tuesday peak
in cheque-clearing and credit card companies);
within the month (individuals getting paid at
the end of the month again create a peak in the
workload for some financial institutions); or
within the working year (there are summer
and winter peak demands for different kinds of
food and drink, seasonal production peaks in
agriculture, Christmas sales peaks in retailing,
seasonal claims peaks in insurance, etc). It is
clear how the time pattem of fluctuations may
affect the form in which numerical flexibility is
sought thus, for example, the short-term
(daily, weekly, etc) fluctuations were more
likely to be handled, if regular, through use of
supplementary part-time workers or other
variations in shift patterns. The longer-term
(seasonal) fluctuations were more likeþ to be
met by the use of a pool of temporary or
casual labour (or perhaps by extended overtime

bulk of what follows will be drawn from our

working).

72 respondent fi¡ms.

-

2.7

Turning to

þ),

scale of fluctuations,

2.8 Thus there must be inherent differences
between the patterns of workforce fluctuations
simply on account of timing, scale and
predictability. However, our discussions showed
that the diversity of approach to numerical
flexibility taken by our respondents was far
greater than these factors would suggest, and
these are best considered by looking in detail at
the various forms of manning to which our
respondents had in fact turned. There are four
of them:
Gmporary workers;
Part-time workers:
Overtime and alterations to shift patterns;
and

Flexible working time.

2.9 In the ner<t four sections of this chapter
we will consider them in turn. In each case we
will briefly cite previous studies and our
discussions

with

sectoral 'er<perts', etc

but the

the predictability and

it is clear that in most

industries the kinds of fluctuations described
above are in some sense inherent in the
structure of the business and so are largely
predictable in their timing and size. Many
fluctuations are much less predictable,
however, and again they vary in their time
span and duration
from the long-term
cyclical fluctuations associated with the
economic cycle to short-term shocks associated
with exchange rate or commodity price
changes, sudden changes in the weather, new
orders (or cancellations of orders) and one-off
peaks due to special projects or new product
launches. The degree of surprise attached to a
fluctuation will affect a company's response
a sudden large order with a short delivery date
may leave a company no choice but to work
overtime, whereas the same order with longer
notice might have been scheduled into

-

-

production troughs or resourced with a team

TEMPORARY \VORI(
Evidence from previous studies
2.70 In a labour market in which, reinforced
by social attitudes and protective legislation,
'permanent' employment contracts have
become the norm, temporary work has
nevertheless continued to exist, primarily as a
means of meeting the short-term labour
requirements of employers who enperienced
seasonal workload fluctuations or of providing
cover for permanent employees on holiday, sick
leave, matemity leave or other forms of
absence. Historically, the proportion of
temporary workers in the employed workforce
has been dominate{ by two trends (Meager
1e85):

r A g'clical pattern

in which the proportion of
temporaries varied with the economic cycle as

15

emÞloyers laid off their temporary workers first

rings of temporaries and casuals (IDS Report

in the"downturn and rehired them in the

449,1985);

upturn;

r The maintenance

r

A structural shift towards

of a register of casual
workers at Lyons Gtley (Industrial Relations
Review and RePort 334, L984);

an increasing

proportion of temporary workers drre to a
Îotrg-t t- secular increase in the relative
implortance of sectors (and occupation$ which
usó a relatively high proportion of temporary
workers. The shift from manufacturing to

r

buffer of 'supplemental
contracts at Control
lO-month
employees' on
Data (Iæek 1985).

In recent years, however, the UK temPorary
work hbóur market has also undergone
significant changes as a result of tht pressures
describ.d in thiJ report (greater volatility,
uncertainty, reluctance to be caught with a
large permanent workforce in the face of a
downturn in demand, etc).
Examples of these types of changes
abound in the recent literature. Meager (1985)
documents the recent growth in the use of
temporary labour by B"ritish etnployers, which,

althåugh"falting shórt of an 'o<plosion of
tempoiary work', stands at about 7-8 per cent
of th. e-ployed workforce and is on an
upward ttãttd. Itt use is now increasingly.
flexibility,

as

a specific desire

well is

As far as sectoral variations in the ortent
of the use of temporary workers are
nature
and
concerned, there is little previous evidence. As
reported in Meager (1985-), the JMS postal
survey of temporary work conducted in
October 1984 showed very little variation in
the ortent and use of temporary workers by
about three-quarters
broad industrial sector
were found to use
sectors
of employers in most
original data
the
t.-potary workers. Using
from the-IMS survey to er<amine the use of
temporary workers in the more,narrowly
defined sectors under study in the present
research, some inter-sectoral variation was
found, although the numbers of cases are too
small for any fir- conclusions to be drawn.
The figures are nevertheless of interest as
background and are shown inTable 2.2.

-

2.71

with

for numerical

traditional absence and

The table is selÊorplanatory elcePt that it
should be noted thãt although all the retail

holiday ðover.'Well-publicised developments in
individual companies include:

organisations used temporary woþs, the
oiettt of use appears relatively small. This may
be attributed toìhe survey's taking place in
October before the main wave of Christmas
temporaries had been taken on.

r

The use of short-term contract employees at
British Alcan plants (Brown 1985);

r

a

2.I2

services is pæticularly important here.

asociated

The use of

The creation of three categories of manual

employees at Findus: permanent staff and two

Table 2.2 Use of temPorary workers bY sector.
Findings of 1984 IMS iemPorary Work SurueY
Average

o/o

of

No who had increased

No using

workforce

use of temporaries

employers

temporaries

temporary

since 1980

Food & drink

to

12

o.ó

7

Engineering

47

Jt,

3.6

20

Retail distribution

11

11

,7.¿

10

o

6

2.1

4

No of

Sector

Financial services

studied in the bulk of lhis report'
Note: The populat¡on of firms in the above table is different from those
Source: IMS

76

-

Results of the current study

respondents and apparently increasing,

2.I3

particularly in companies which had not
undergone major recent investment in plant

Against this background we may now

turn to the results of our own study. There

is

no clear distinction between permanent and
tempomry employment. The definition used
here is the one used in the previous IMS study
(Meager 1984), ie a temporary worker is one
whose employment at an establishment is
recognised by both the firm and the worker to

be for a limited period, whether or not the
worker is actualþ employed by that firm, by an
employment agency or is selÊemployed. It is

immediateþ clear that major sectoral differences
exist in both the degree ofuse and the changes
to traditional patterns of use. The results of our
study are shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3 is not at all concerned

with the

traditional uses of temporary workers, such as
holiday cover. Rather it contains only those 64
firms who were identified in Täble 2.1 as
seeking to increase their numerical flexibility
and considers their use of temporary workers

for this purpose. It is clear that the ø<tent of
use varies from about half our engineering
respondents to all the food and drink firms.
Similarly, the proportion who have increased
their use since 1980 varies from less than a
quarter of the retailing firms to over half in
financial services. 'We now go on to consider
each sector

in turn.

drink
2.I4 The hiring of temporary

increasing use of temporary workers was rarely
a practice which generated workforce or trade
union opposition. Furthe¡ it was felt by some
of the sectoral representatives that numerical
flexibility through the use of temporaries was

particularly common in small, non-union firms
(excluded from the present study) and, as noted
in Appendix III, there are over 5000 companies
in food and drink with fewer than 200
employees.

companies saw the increased use of temporaries
not merely as an o<tension to a traditional
activity but as something fundamentally new
part of an overall strategy to build in
flexibility to cope with any eventuality. This
was particularly true of larger multisite
companies who had been subject to a strategic

-

unskilled and

semi-skilled production workers was
widespread among our food and drink

2.3

2.15 These pressures are, of course, in
addition to the more traditional use of
temporaries in the sector to cover seasonal
fluctuations. But the very fact of this
widespread traditional response to seasonal
variation in demand and supply meant that the

2.16 In addition to this general pattern, two
points should be noted. First, several food

Temporary !\¡ork in food and

Table

and machinery and an increase in capital
intensity. Generaþ the forces leading to an
increase in the use of temporary workers
stemmed from growing cost pressures and
greater uncertainty about the success of new
product launches in an increasingly competitive
market. Also observed were pressures associated
with requirements for shorter lead times for
orders and shorter product shelf life from the
high-volume, quality-conscious multiples.

Use of temporary workers: all sectors
No of firms seeking
increased numerical

Temporary workers

lncreased use

flexibility

currently in use

since 1980

Food & drink

It

15 (1000/o)

7 (470/o)

Engineering

17

Retail distribution

Sector

9

(530/o)

B (47o/o)

1B

12 (66W

4(22W

Financial services

14

13

(930/0)

B (57o/o)

Total

64

49

(760/o)

27

(42o/o)

77

're-think' in a number of manning areas
(including greeter functional floribility)' At

these had begun to recnrit-most or
all new operatives on a temporary fixed-term
contrect basis (for a few month$ before
makins them bermanent' This provides an

l.rtt

t*oï

.rrily íd¡urt.dluffer

to- coPe

with fluctuations

andä useful screening device for- potential
recnrits to the permÃent workforce' Secondly'

;h;;;t

.apitål-intensive frrms increasingly.
;;;ì;..""iderable effort to avoid the need
for temporary workers by attempting to
'flat-plan' thä workload throughout the year'
or ifihis was not possible using overtime or
internal redeployrnent instead' This latter

ontion

*tt

óttii.nl.tly common in

.åift ,
å""ttri*t"""uld

.

be takett from a line with slack
dä*arrd and used to man an extra shift on a
llt. *ith peak demand. Similarly, multiplant
peaks or
making use
by
urrcåtain new product demand
in some
capacity,
of other plants with excess
not the
or
cases in óther countries. Whether
the first
as
seen
,rr. of t.-porary workers wâs
then'
depended,
option in meeting fluctuations
the
of
structure
on such factors as the size and
culture.
company and whether the company
*r, triËr,ttt.d towards the traditional use of

.ompani., would often cope with

seasonal workers.

the food and drink companies who
*.d. ,rr. of temporary workers paid the,'rate
for the job' and most provided terms.and
conditións identical to those provided to

2.17 All

regular employees (although, de fac.to,. ,
temDorary workers were otten €xrcluclecl

,
Íom

benefi ts).

Canned Savouries plc in its north of England
plant, emploYit g 7OO workers, has
iraditionallv made use of temporary
operatives io handle seasonal workload
nir"iuttio"t. The company has a winter peak
in d.rrr.rrd, which it hìs àttempted to handle
by 'smoothing' production throughout the
lráar. It has n.vei yet managed to achieve this
'fuIu f"ttd hieh inierest ratti haue reduced its
attiaciivenesl), hence the need for up to.100
temporary wãrkers- The -temporary workers
fto"ittt in with the formal consent of

tt

ih. tradJrrnion under an agreement which
grants the temporaries the right .tf fit-:' .
iefusal on any þ.tm"ntnt vacancies' Having

18

hasiezutt to impair its ability to meet
fluctua"tions internaþ (as a multiproduct, .
multisite operation, however, it is often able
to redistribïte production internally to meet
seasonal fluctuations or to handle its many

new nroduct launches). It takes the
t.-porari.s on a 'quasi fixed-term contract'
jobs
basii (ie the contraðts specify that the
other
in
but
are to last 'not longer than" '')
terms.and
pay,
respects they receive identical
.otrditiottt to equivalent permanent workers'

companies

Iaree number of products such that

,"*i..-r.irt.d

had this arïangement in place for-some time'
to,
the company has found it-relatively.tasy
the
temporaries',as
of
increase ihe'proportion
heaclcount
permanent
in
long-term reduction

Temporary work in engine"qg
the patterns of use of
temoorary workers were similar to those
d.r"rib.d fot food and drink, particularly in
companies where major technological change

2.78 In engineering

h;i^';;;ned

anã cost-cutting pressures had
provided a desire to reduce overcommitment to
ä oermanent workforce at a time of
i,,T;;;i;ry. As in food and drink, the use of
i"*oor.* *orkers was lægely confined to,
*.*i- ,rrá unskilled manual operatives' At the
same time, companies

in all four

sectors

reoorted t sto*th in the use of contract
o.'of.rriorritnd technical staff in data

-

this was particularly
io"rk d ií engineering with its higher .
,.o.tir.m.nt fãr electónic, technical and
ãtä"tfriitn skills. In many cases' however, this
gto;th wãs asrociated more with the tightnes
ãf th. ,.l.urnt occupational labour market than

üo..rritn. etc-and

with

a quest for gr.ãter flexibility'

2.7g A number of important differences
between the two sectors emerged, however' In
narticulæ. there was no strong tradition of
'r".rorrd use of temporary work in engineering
and thus employerJconsidering ortending the
ur. of te-poìary work did not have this
ï.se än which to build' Almost half

"r¿iri"*f
r.rp."a.nts.did not wish, .i-y":^11'^:bl'
""t
to use temporaries in any systematlc manner
but used only the occasional agency.or
,horr-t i- cåntract employee for holiday cover
or for occasional one-off special projects' In
these cases we noted that reduced permânent
h..d"ont,, with less 'built-in surplus', had

frequently resulted in a slight increase in such
use.

2.20

Secondly, this lack of a 'seasonal'

tradition, plus a higher level of unionisation in
engineering, combined to produce much
greater workforce opposition to the principle of
use of temporary workers than was found in
food and drink. That said, however, several of
the companies reported that the use of
temporaries was no\M (reluctantþ) accepted by
the unions, whereas it would not have been

five years earlier.

2.27 Thirdly,

this lack of seasonal demand

pattern, and the more storable nature of the
product, has meant a greater ability to
'flat-plan' production in engineering and hence
fewer predictable fluctuations in workload. The
tendenry has been to deal with short-term
unpredictable fluctuations
sudden orders,
special projects, etc
from stock, or
increasingly (given high rates ofinterest and

-

-

other pressures militating against large
inventories) via overtime. To the extent that
there has been an increase in the use of
temporaries in engineering, then, it has been
l*g"þ a more strategic approach to deal with
longer-term uncertainties associated with the
economic qycle and with market shifts by
building up a buffer of temporaries in the
upturn in order to be able to reduce manning
cheapþ in any subsequent downturn. As in
food and drink, the temporary buffer is
commonly used to recnrit into the permanent
'core'. Further, and again as in food and drink,
there was no observable tendency to provide
temporaly workers with less favourable pay,
terms and conditions than their permanent
counte{parts.

2.22 These three features, the lack of a
temporary work tradition, union opposition
and the use of temporaries as a buffer at a time
of market volatility, are clearly shown in the
two er<amples described here to illustrate the
above analysis.
Presscraft Ltd, employing 2500 workers,

growing problem of market
It supplied (from five plants)
components for the motor industry and
faced a

unpredictability.

reported that its customers were reluctant to
increase basic orders but would increasingly
resort to short-term increases in demand of

up to 30 per cent. This gave the firm the
problem of a continual prospective decline in
orders (from 130 back to the basic 100),
although continued one-off increases to
orders meant that actual production was
fairly stable (at 130 or thereabouts). The
company had been obliged to reduce
stockholdings as a result of financial pressure
from its parent company, and so could not
meet the orders this way. Instead, it resorted
to a combination of overtime and temporary
workers. Overtime was restricted by custom
and practice to around 20 per cent ofbasic
hours and management did not wish to
increase it further, citing cost, productivity
and absence as the main constraints. The
traditional form of numerical fler<ibility did
not plug the gap and so a new form was
introduced, in the shape of temporary
production workers on contracts of up to 72
months and on notice of a week. The plants
were all strongly unionised, with UMAs in
all of them, nor had there been any use of
temporaries in the past. Nevertheless, union
agreement was forthcoming on the use of
temporary labour, subject to certain
limitations. First, payment was at existing
hourþ rates þut they were not covered by
the pension scheme, the life assurance
scheme, the company sick pay scheme and
the redundanqy agreement); secondly, no
roll-over beyond 12 months of service was
permitted on a temporary basis; thirdly, any
tempora{y employee would be given priority
for permanent vacancies, and would become
automatically permanent if still on the books
after 12 months; and finally, although the
agreement did not specify levels of use, 'the
stewards start to grumble if it reaches 10 per
cent of the production workforce. .. either
because it threatens overtime earnings or
because they feel we should recnrit
permanently'. None of these provisos were
seen by management as a real constraint. At
the time of our interview, overtime was
running at 16 per cent of basic hours and
temporary workers at 9 per cent of the
production workforce.

Switch Gear Ltd, an electrical engineering
company in ScCIland with 1150 employees,
was seeking to conso]idate employment after
a substantial demanning er<ercise. It was

hoping to achieve this through mobility of
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2.25

over the course of a year.

Many companies had, in addition to

regular,.'."o11day^s a week part-timers, a force
of1.r. day (often Saturday).andlorevening-

part-tim..r,'and {thgush thl p-l1t"t]::-::ffd
workers

between comPanies, in several these
were employed on a tempor¿ry-:::?t"Ï.**it
lsometimes drawn from a register of such
people) and would work intermittentþ for the

retailing ;::rç#.t

,igrrifi.antly

2.23

L"iUifi,y

less

movement

lJ"i3lî;
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îi*,i.,îliî-.ffå*
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There was no

;;.p?;il"r"Iî "-r.
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temporaries for the duration of the peaks. This
was found particularþ in food retailing, where
the seasonal peaks consist of relatively short,
but intense fluctuations in an otherwise flat
trading pattern and tend to coincide with
Christmas, Easter, bank
holiday periods
holidays, etc. A number of large chainstore
companies with central distribution operations
used temporary warehouse staff prior to
Christmas and sale times. Again, this was a use

-

which was increasing propoftionately in some
cases as greater productivity was being achieved
from permanent staff.

2.26

Once again, the most important
constraint here was one of skill and training.
Our respondents were reluctant to bear
substantial training costs for such temporary
staff, and as a result their use was restricted to
the least skilledjobs. Several strategies for
overcoming this constraint were identified. The

most common was the 'pool' of temporaries
who built up job and product knowledge in
the course of repeated periods of employment;
then there was the use of ex-employees who
retained some elements of skill and insight;
then there were a variety of redeployment
strategies involving the moving of permanent
staff from the least skilled jobs to man up more
highly skilled jobs and backfilling with
temporaries. Nevertheless, this constraint was
operative for virtually all our respondents, most
strongly in department stores and more
specialist retaiïng outlets and least strongly in
'We
found no industrial relations
supermarkets.
constraints on the use of such labour in
retailing, even in unionised companies.
However, in contrast to the two manufacturing
sectors, we found several cases where retailing
temporaries received lower hourþ wage rates
than their permanent equivalents (as well as less
favourable non-wage benefits). I¿bour market
constraints on recruitment of temporary shop
assistants were felt only in central London
(several chainstores paid significantþ higher
rates to London staff for this reason).

2.27 An o<ample of these deployments

was

found in a chain of photoprocessing shops:
Photoprint, a chain ofphotographic and
developing processing retail outlets, face a
massive summer peak in business resulting
from the holiday trade, with 50 per cent of
their business conducted between June and

September. This is met by recnriting
temporary staff on one, two and

three-month contracts, starting in May and
building up to a peak of 280 temporaries in
addition to a permanent staff of 714
fuIl-timers

anð, 460 part-timers. The
temporary staff are restricted to sales work
and the permanents move over to operate the
fllm-processing mini-labs. The temporaries

are largeþ excluded from processing work,
not so much for health and safety
considerations but mainly to avoid damage
to negatives and faulty processing. Most of

the temporaries are part-time workers also,
usually working 1,5 hours a week, with both
management and workers seeking to keep
earnings below NI thresholds through
rewarding any overtime with time off in lieu
fairþ quickly. The temporaries tend to be
either students on vacation or ex-employees
(labour turnover.is high at.43 per cent). The
company recogruses no unlon for collective
bargaining purposes, so there are no effective
industrial relations constraints. Nor were
labour market constraints mentioned.

Temporary work in financial
services

2.28

As fäble 2.1 shows, temporary workers
well represented among the workforce
in financial services in terms of numbers,
although almost all our respondents used some
and over half had increased the number used
since 1980. Our discussions confirmed that
such increases that had occurred had been from
a small base and mther limited in scope. Most
of our companies used temporaries (sometimes
ex-employees) for holiday cover, etc. Like
retailing, branch banking and building societies
have short trading rycles with peaks within the
are least

day, week

or month, and flexibility in working

time patterns is the key to achieving the
numerical flexibility to deal with this. (As in
retailing, howeveç some of the building
societies used part-time Saturday staff who
were employed on a temponry contract basis,
as distinct from their regular part-timers.) At
least one compan1a however, had a pool of

VDU operators on
head office peaks in
processing of transactions which could not be
casual clerical workers and

call for coping

with
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met through the usual use of part-timers.
However, our discussions suggested that coping
with fluctuations in trading patterns during the
day, week or season had not led to an increase
in the use of temporaries on any major scale in
financial services.

2.29

Banks (and building societies to some
extent) have had a traditional paternalistic.
approách to manning and a clearly defined
inærnal labour market with ports of entry
mainly at the bottom, together-with- a
careerlorientated labour force. If anything, this
culture has tended to militate against the use of
tempomry workers. Some companies are

begiïning to orperiment with à

greatet use

of

'nðn-career' staff (mainly part-timers), and as
part of this are considering the use of
i.-pottry workers. The traditional approach,

witË a sec.tre long-tervice workforce buttressed
by service-related benefits (cheap mortgages,
eic), was being increasingly questioned in a
wórld of slack labour markets and increasingly
competitive product markets' One building
socieìy, for er<ample, had brought in a

t.-pót.ty clerical workforce to deal with the
t ..ttt .hã.rges to mortgage interest relief and
the accompãnying extra workload. It had
continued the use after the initial requirement
had ended, as it saw temporaries as a useful
means both of screening potential permanent
recruits and of'breaking-up' the traditional
internal labour market. The temporary stafl are
now used as a fluctuating buffer to cope with
workload variations arising from new product
launches, etc.

2.30

Another source of the growth in

temporary work in financial services is the
p.oárs oi technological change itself. Certainly
ihis has led to the increased employment in
many of our respondents of computer and
systems specialists on fixed-term contracts to
deal with installation of new systems. But the
main effect noted was for firms to man uP
with temporaries in those sections where jobs
were expected to be lost when the installation
was completed and a new system came on
stream. This was obviously done not just to
cut the cost of demanning but also to preserve
as much as possible of the employment security
tradition (and to keep within 'no redundancy'
it in some iases). Again, the use of
,gt
temporaries as a buffer in this way was

.-.t

restricted to relatively mundane clerical jobs.

2.31 In insurance

companies, too, there was
traditionally little regular use of temporary
workers (except for the usual holiday and - .
absence cò"et), although some companies did
use fixed-term contrâct labour (or sometimes
ex-employees on a casual basis) to deal with
seasonal workload peaks (mainþ winter

claims).

*æ .t

cause of change here

a buffer against technological

job los

for permanent staff

PARËTIME WORK
Evidence from previous studies
2.32 The growth of part-time, predominantly
female, *otking is already well documented;
betweán ¡une iOl+ and March 1,985, while the
proportion of women in the employed
woikforc. grew from 40.1 per cent to 44.4 per
cent, the proportion of part-timers among
those women grew from 38.3 per cent to 46.3
per cent. The important point for our, purposes
is not so much the scale of this growth as its
unevenness, for as we have shown in Appendix
III, while paft-time working has been
in the service sectors in -recent years,
expanding
-has
conlracted in the two manufacturing
it
sectors with which we are concerned. Clearly, a
sector-by-sector analysis is needed to establish
how far the overall growth in part-time
working is due to fums' changing practices and hÑ much is due to structural shifts in the

relative importance of fums and industries

with

different practices þee Clark 1982).
As argued earlier, it is as yet unclear
exactly how much of the growth in female
part-time work is driven by demand factors
i-or. *o-.n offering themselves for part-time
work because of the greater demand from

2.33

employers) and how much by supply factors
(employers offering more part-time jobs because
ihey pérceive a greater availability of women
entering the labour market wanting part-time
work). It seems undeniable, however, that
demand side factors are important. This was
shown, for example, both in the IMS case
studies (IMS 1985) and in research receltly

conducted for the Department of Employment
(Robinson and Wallace 1984). The latter

t:
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Virtuaþ the onþ

concluded, again on the basis ofcase studies,

that:

'The research findings indicate that the
patterns of employers' demand for labour are
the principal reason for the sustained growth
in part-time employment, at a time when an
adequate number of full-time workers are
available. Employers' preferences for
part-time rather than full-time labour were
essential to the adoption of more cost-effective
employment policies dirøted hy pressures to
imprwe effkienq, in hlghly competitiue condit¡ons.

The

advantages of employing women for
part-time work were most apparent in low
paid jobs... In manufacturing the benefits to
the employers derived from møximising the

utilisation of capiøl equipment and from the
ablllty to maintnin continuous produrtion without
incurring premium rates for wertime or shirt
worÞing. In service industries the use of parttime labour allows managers greater freedom
in matrhing lnbour demands with changing
pattems in operøtional or customer requiremenß
and simplifies the implemenøtion of a fue day
workíng weeÞ for full-time employees when
busines houts are extended to six dnys. By
relnting working houts more closely io labour
requirements, employers could contnin wage clsts,

and at the same time created part-time jobs

with a wide variety of working hours. The
increasing diversity of working schedules
served to augment the numbers of women

willing to work for less than a full-time
week, in some instances at unconventional
hours' (our italics).

2.34 There are two key demand-side factors
emerging from previous studies. First, that
part-time working facilitates the cost-effective
matching of manning to output fluctuations
and enables fuller utilisation of fixed assets. The
second is that such labour can often be cheaper
per worked hour than comparable full-time
labour, particularþ where premium rates are
involved for full-timers. They are not the only

-

ones, ofcourse
higher hourly productivity
rates for part-timers and higher ratios of
worked to non-worked time have also often
been claimed. But they are widely agreed to be

the central issues driving more firms to use

The previous IMS work suggests that
is flexibility through the better matching of

part-timers, which dominates employers'
rationales in shifting towards part-timers.
Nevertheless, the secondary extrinsic
advantages were identified and the lower
non-pay costs of part-timers were frequentþ
cited. The relative strength of these two factors
requires more investigation and it seems likeþ
that this varies between sectors and between
fums of different size and degree of
unionisation. Robinson and W'allace (1984)
found that although 'there was no
discrimination in the ho"rh rates paid for jobs
in the same grade, the operation of wage
payment systems allowed men on low basic
rates to augment their earnings by overtime,
shift premia, bonus and other pay components
which werc {ar less frequently available to

women'. Further, savings on-National
Insurance contributions may be a significant
benefit to employers and Robinson and Wallace
found that 'In service industry establishments,
gross weekly earnings of 20 to 70 per cent of
female part-timers were beneath the threshold
for contributions to the National Insurance
Scheme'.

236 Other recent work which has examined
the growth in part-time work includes Ballard
(1984), who looks at the patterns of work and
the situations and attitudes of women
part-time workers and Industrial Relations
Review and Report 320 (1984), which usefully
summarises the findings of a survey of 50
(named) organisations which use part-timers
and which again singles out flexibility of cover
as the major motive for extending their use.
Detailed recent e)ømples of how individual
companies make increasing use of part-timers
are found in Industrial Relations Review and
Report 334 (1984) (Lyons Gtley) and British
Institute of Management (1985) (Marks and
Spenceç Whitbread Retailing and others).
Results of the,current study
2.37 Against this background we can no\Ã/

more part-timers.

2.35

employment levels to workloads ('cheaper use
of labour') rather than the extrinsic benefits
from a lower cost per hour of part-time labour
('use of cheaper labour'), or lower unionisation
rates, or higher productivity, among female

it

turn to o<amine the experiences of the firms
taking part in this study. Major differences

23

between sectors are again evident' The results
of our study are shown in Table 2.4.

onþ with frrms who
had been increasing their numerical floribility
since 1980 and shows how their use of
Table 2.4 is concerned

It is clear that all the
used part-time
respondents
iervice sector

part-time workers varied.
workers

-

in retailing more than nine out ot

every 10 such respondents had increased their
use tf pæt-ti*.tl .t well as two out of every
three in financial services. In manufacturing we

found a lower use of part-timers (in
engineering much lower) and a negligible
increase in use (less than one in 10). W'e now
go on to consider the sectors in turn.

Part-time \ñ¡ork in food and drink
2.38 Most of our respondents in food and
drink used some part-time workers. Iæaving
aside the fairly small number of cleaners,

canteen and office clerical workers, we found
only one substantial area of use. This was

production operatives on part-time-moming or
(more usually) evening shifts, and for the most
òart it was a contracting number. The jobs
ihe-seL'es were mostly unskilled and the main
reasons for the contraction had been a
combination of (a) a general reduction in
unskilled labour as automated equipment
displaced many of the less skilled jobs; Þ) fr;ttt
wiãespread agreements between unions and
manalement that under circumstances of

demanning part-time jobs would be the first to
go; and (c) ãn increasing drive for continuous
ãnd semi-continuous production with an
associated need to reduce changeover times and

Table

2,4

rosrcr full-time workers across 168 or 120 hour

working.

2.3g

The one firm which demonstrated an
increase in part-time work stands out as the
soL e*ampÎ. of a contrary trend. It is therefore
worth ddcribing in a little more detail, but we
would emphasise its uniqueness. Elsewhere the
elimination of part-time working was
proceeding apace.
Bakewell Limited is part of a large
multiplant comPany, and it produce
,.lrtiu.þ short-run"batches ôf products to be
sold under supermarkets' 'own labels''
Although thácompany has invested heavily
in new"technology, thä process is stiJl
inherentþ laboui-intensive. No production
,,rn lastrionger than eight hours and the
baking mix ãnd packing machines- then have
to be changed for the nent run. The
comDanv has moved to semi-continuous
op.räti* (120 hours, compared with 108
pieviouslyj, but given the îø<ibility required
iot t-all, ftequently changed runs, this
operation is manned overwhelming^ly by
oteratives workins mainly five x five-hour
,Ëift, ,rth., than Full-timä shifts. The change
to part-time shiftworking was planned over
sevãral years, all new recruits are taken on as
part-timers and many of the previously
frtil-ti-. operatives have converted to
part-time (iome under the DE job-splitting

providing the flexibility
required for frequent line changes, the
part-time shiftworking has reduced unit
Îabour costs (via elimination of paid meal

icheme). Às well

as

breaks) and enabled the company to cover. for
absenóe by asking someone to do a 'double

shift' (without incurring premium

rates).

Use of part-t¡me workers: all sectors
No of firms seeking

Sector
Food & drink

increased numerical

Part-time labour

lncreased use

flexibility

currently in use

since 1980

15

12 (80W

Engineering

5

(29o/o)

1

(70/o)

'1

(60/o)

Retail distribution

1B

1

8

(1

00qo)

17 (e4W

Financial services

14

1

4

(1

000/o)

e(64W

Total

64

4e (77W

28(44W
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Part-time work in engineering
2.40 In engineering the pattern was very

females. With the er<ception of a few
supervisory jobs, the administrative and

managerial hierarchy among these firms in
stores and offices remained full-time, as did
most jobs in distribution and warehousing.

similæ, o<cept that several companies,
particularly in the heavy mechanical end of
engineering, had a predominantly male
workforce and part-timers only in office jobs.
In this sector, again only one company had
increased its use of part-timers. Some part-time
jobs had been lost through contracting out
ancillary functions and part-time shifts (mainly
in light electrical, electronic and domestic
appliance asembly work) were tending to
disappear in the face of greater automation and
capital intensity.

Full-time, permanent staff; this is the 'core'
of orperienced staff, containing the highest
proportion of males, and is the main source of
material for promotion to management jobs;

2.47

r Part-time, permanent

So, taking the two manufacturing
sectors together, it is evident that the main
reason for the small and declining use of
part-time working among our respondents \Mas
a lack of any intrinsic perceived advantage for
management in sustaining or increasing use of

part-timers on a substantial scale. Certainþ it is
true that the male domination of the
workforces of our respondent firms was
important; certainly there was strong union
opposition to part-time encroachment; certainly
the displacement by automation of many
of the unskilled assembþ/processing/
packing type ofjobs had also played a part. But
in the main we found that management
strategies in these sectors did not focus on
part-timers as appropriate forms of manning.
The position was quite different in the two
service sectors.

2.43 At the risk of oversimpliÊcation, most
retailen studied had a workforce consisting of
three broad $oups (other than head office and
administrative staff):

r

staff, consisting

mainly of female workers with domestic
commitments, working at peak weekday times
(notably midday);

r

Part-time, evening and weekend staff
(permanent or temporary), consisting of a
mixture of staff similar to the permanent
part-timers, together with young people (often
older school students) working a small number
of hours, often on temporary contracts (they
may equaþ be boys or grlÐ.

Generaþ the proportion of workers in the
second and third categories in the retailing
workforce has been increasing under a number
of pressures.

2.44 First, the two factors noted in 2.34
precision planning in order to make cheaper use
oflabour and reduced hourþ costs in order to
use cheaper labour
were writ large among
our labour-intensive retailing respondents.
Intensive competition and squeezed margins,
particularly in the retail food multiples, have
meant that there is a strong need to match
manning levels during the day and during the
week to fluctuations in customer demand. This
need for 'precision planning' has, therefore,
given an impetus to the use of part-timers, even
at pro ratn rÃ/age rates. In addition, however, we
found the further incentive of lower non-pay
hourly costs cited by all our rerailing
respondents (saving on National Insurance
contributions and pension schemes mainþ) and
lower hourþ pay rates in a quarter of them. At
the risk of oversimplification, it would appear
that 'precision planning' provided our
respondents with an orientation towards the
use of part-timers in the first place but that the

-

-

Part-time work in retailing
2.42 In retailing all the firms studied used
paft-timers in substantial numbers. In food
retailing firms the proportion of part-timers in
some stores reached almost 80 per cent of
headcount and in all but four cases the
proportion of part-timers had increased since
1980. Among the firms seeking to increase
numerical flexibility of the workforce all but
two (6 per cent) had demonstrated an increase
since that time. It is no er<aggeration to say that
for retail distribution part-time working has
become the dominant form of numerical
flo<ibility sought. Part-time working was,
however, restricted largeþ to sales assistant and
cashier occupations, and almost wholly to
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orsanisation of both their shift systems and
joüs was carried out with an ey-e towards,
'furth., cost savings principallythrough the

-

construction of shift systems which would

keep

NI thieshold levels where
also through limiting j3b content

earninss below

porribË, but
i., such a wav

justify an
full- and
between
diffeìential
,ât"
hourly p^y
as

to permit

and

oart-timers. Some companies were aware' glven
ihe different so< distributions of their full-time
pãt-ti-e labour forces, ,of the danger of
indirtt ser< discrimination if part-timers

*ã

received a lower rate. Further, some companies

.iri-.d

to obtain higher productivity and
quality of service ftom part-time staft'
Superimposed on these pressures, there
has been ä tt tå towæds more varied and
o<tended opening hours, on weekday evenings
and weekends. Trhese developments have been
met to some et(tent with rotated full-time

2.45

work, but more usually they have led to an
increase in the use of part-timers' This was
done in two ways: fuit, by ortending the ..
working hours of Permanent pæt-time statt,
,rroailvär, a voluniary basis, but increasingly
,rainst a contractual commitment to work
,ñor. horrn as required. This was somewhat
constrained by Nãtional Insurance thresholds
and bv emplovee domestic commitments,

a"d it would be wrong to lay too
*rr"h ,ti.r, on the compulsion - by and--large
it was done by mutual agreement'. Secondly,
this entended cover was achieved through

ho*.*t,

greater use of separate evening and -weekend

ãart-timers - the third category of worker
'noted in 2.43. Both these routes had the
advantages of (a) not disturbing greatly the
fixed working time Pettems of most ot the
full-time *or"k tt; þ) substituting workers on
a basic raæ

of pty foi those who would

otherwise be oïþremium rates; and (c) using,l"boo, which attiacted lower non-pay costs' All
the frrms to whom we spoke had-th* own
loften verv complicated) syrtem of rules
èov.rirrg

iho *ìrked *h.tt, who would be

work more hours and how they
would be paid. But in general we found that
the more ôpening hours shifted away kom a
asked tõ

9-5 pati.*,

the more the manning
präti..s shifæd from permanent full-time
wotk to (often temporary) part-time work' .
Companies studied were almost unanlmous ln
th.it'ft.llng that a general introduction of

rezular
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Sunday opening would result in a further
propoitionat. i-ncr.tt. in the use of part-timers'

2.46 It is worthy

of note that several

to
employers felt that there would be a limit
(andof
part-time
ratio
the
itJ-i"äm. in

temoorary) staff to full-timers, although lew
what the limitwas (few
^..
to see the proportion of full-timers fall
below about 30 per cent ofheadcount,
io*.u"r). Bevond this limit, it was argued,
o.odu.tirritv ánd quality of service would
'rrrff.r. ,, the 'p.tiph.ral' workers would have
,à" fiirl. ,oppãtt ho- the 'core', and the 'core'

*.t "Li'*"tly
;;J

would its.lf b. put under considerable strains'

several companies felt that they had to
pool
of full-timers sufficiently large to
keeo a
o.odu.å the required volume of promotions

n"tih"t,

rnd managerialþosts' Some of
the companies itudied appeared-alreldy to be
,ooror.hirrg these constraints' Clearly, the
ü^rÅit, ot tñe entent of part-time working were

i;;;;o.t"itow

mainly those imposed by the skill, product
knowiedse and ðustomer service requirements
and these varied considerably'
with the high.tt part-time ratios (70..per cent
or thereaboãts) achieved in food retailing and
the lowest (20'-30 per cent) in department
stores and those specialising in enpensive
lcarpets. furniture, etc) or specialist (cameras'
àl..i¡.tl equipment, etc) product lines' Again'
the principal underþing constraint here is,the
cost ineffectiveness of providing substantnl
trainins for workers who will deploy those
r[iffr Jrfy for a few hours a week' It would
,pp.t rti, this general constraint is somewhat
,ii.eptible to er.ã.mal and cost factors for
or*plq the higher proPortions of part-time

oittt"ifiíg frrms

-

staff Ëovering Sãturday trading in many.stores
and the fairly widespread intention (1$ in.
Scotland the practicã) of using a significantly

hieher propoition of part-timers for Sunday.
traldins to ãnable full-tirners to avoid, or at least
unsocial hours working' Union and
labour market constraints wete ottce again of
relativeþ less imPortance here'

-inittit.,

These trends and their limitations are
exempliÊed in the cases discussed below:

2.47

Ltd, a chain of newsagents stores
pæticipating in the.study, had resolved the
nroblems of seven-day operatlon and
Ltended opening hours almost 91tir9ly
through thi useãf part-time staff' Their 380

Patrerchain

stores \Mere mostly manned with one fulltime store manager and up to three full-time
equivalent workers wholly supplied by
female part-timers. There were a number of
advantages claimed, as follows. First,
manning levels were wholly determined by a
centrally imposed formula linking sales value
per hour with staff cost. Thus, the cheaper
the staffcost per hour, the higher the
manning level likeþ to be achieved at any
level of sales. This predisposed the company
to use part-timers on account of their lower
non-pay costs, mainly NI and sick and

holiday pay, but the more important reason
was the fluctuating sales value per hour
during the course of the day and week. This
did not just predispose, but obliged the
company to use large numbers of parttimers, working individually negotiated
patterns of hours which varied greatly in
their distribution but which tended to keep
pay below the lowest NI threshold. That
this was the more important rationale is
evidenced by the virtual absence of part-time
labour in any of the administrative,
warehousing and distribution functions of
the business. A second factor was that as the
company o<tended its product ranges
towards those yielding higher sales value per
square foot, so the regular trading patterns
were increasingly disturbed. Although all
workers, both full- and part-time, were
contractually required to work additional
hours to meet such new pattems, part-timers
did so at non-premium rates, and further,
according to management, were 'more likeþ
to accept it and more likeþ to accept time
off in lieu rather than payment'. Finally, the
use of part-time 'sunday only' staff
permitted full-timers to avoid Sunday
working. This aspect of the use of parttimers was increasing, not for cost reasons
(the part-timers also received premium pay at
the same rate as full-timers) but to take the
pressure offfull-timers. By offering part-time
Saturday and Sunday onþ jobs, the company
hoped in the future to achieve regular fiveday operations on weekdays for its full-

timers, while improving the calibre of its
weekend staff lthe job would pay up to the
equivalent of 30 time-rate hours) to the
entent that keyholding and cashing-up
activities could be conducted by such staff.

ABC Foodstores, a supermarket group with
120 major food retailing stores and with
some 16,000 employees, had a marketing
orientation towards increasing their sales to

in social categories A, B and C in
the more affluent areas of the country
involving a high-quality, wide-range product
strategy. Much of the manning strategy
adopted by this company reflects the classic
supermarket case
a high proportion of the
customers

-

store workforce made up of part-time, lowskill, low-cost labour working time patterns
to match daily and weekly customer flows.
This proportion has fallen to 58 per cent
currently and in the newest stores it is closer
to 50 per cent. This contraction is not due
to union pressure or labour supply problems.

It is a result of the growing requirement for
greater product knowledge and a higher level
of customer service and the gro\Ã/th of more
specialist product lines like pharmacies, for
o<ample. This involves a recruitment

orientation towards'slightly better calibre'
shop staff, who it is felt are more likeþ to be
attracted to full-time positions, and an
increase in training activities, which it is felt
are likeþ to be more cost-effective if directed

to full-timers and part-timers with long
service (the current westage rate for parttimers is 30 per cenQ. A subsidiarry reason is
that it is hoped to contain 'shrinkage'
without increasing levels of supervision
through curtailing the use of part-time and
casual staff. Paradoxically, this retreat from
very high levels of part-time working comes
at a time when EPOS is automating and
simplifying much of the checkout work and
providing easily available data on customer
flows, both of which make precision
planning through part-time staff easier to
orgâruse.

This clasical approach to the use of
supplementary part-time and casual workers
was found in two quite different retail
chains. In the first, Everopen Ltd, a chain of
supermarkets employing 30,000 stafl the
proportion of part-timers has grown to
approaching 70per cent ofstore staffover
thè last six years. The relative simplicity of
such jobs, particularþ in newly designed
stores

with EPOS systems operating,

means

that customer service is interpreted more
simply as having enough people in post at
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with deliveries and
qni.kly get produce into the -shop a$ t9
op..r tnft.i*t tills to avoid delays. At the
any one time to deal

ti-.,

costs are reduced per worked
hour; although pay lates are equivalent' NI'
pension and overtime premia costs are
reduced. So part-timers are used mostly on .
the main buiin.rs days, Thursday, Friday and
sáme

Saturday, both during the day and.to

well

as

a

facilitatå hte night opening,
regular twilighi 6-10pm shelf-filling shift'.
Iríadditiorr, iop-np stúdent casuals are used
on Friday nighìs and Saturday. It is reckoned
bv the management that a Part-time
.å-pon.n, ðf zo p.t cent is the most they
as

can sustain.

The second chain is Cosyfit Ltd, a furniture
retailer with 180 outlets, employing nearly
5000 staff. Here the part-time labour is at a
much lower level, 26 per cent, but has risen
ftom 20 per cent in four years' Manning .
levels are determined centrally by a formula
linkins staff costs to a proportion of sales'
The cãmposition of the agreed staff budget
is a mattér for local discretion. In this case,
Dart-timers are mainly used to cover Saturday,

i.tr it the peak ttrdittg day, and to provide
cover for Sunãay and evening opening as
reouired. Their contracts commit them to
*árk up to 30 hours per week; their usual
horrrs arrd their distribution are stated, but
with a proviso for extension (with notice) as
needed. Most, in fact, work eight to ten

*t

hours oer week' All terms and conditions are
oro ro*, with most benefits accruing on a
i"ngth of service basis. The company
esdäate that, taking into account headcount
costs (workwert, ttãitting, canteen subsidy,
etc), the actual cost of two part-timers is
r[gntly more than one full-timer, so their
rationíe for using such labour is wholly
based on the idea of precision planning'

Part-time work in financial

it'
increased their use of part-timers to achieve
Ho*.u.r, it had not grown on such a wide
front

-

Changes have taken place- in banking'
oarticularlv t'.rn.h banking, and, as was noted

2.4g

äarlier, there has been considerable growth in
the use of (mainly women) part-timers at a
time when prr-ân.nt headcount has been
static or de.lititg. This use of part-timers.is as
a suoolementary workforce to cover branch
notably
p"rË ìttdi"g times during the week
pensions'
from
Apart
Friday.
a
on
Îunchtimes
such workers tend to ieceive pay and all
are
benefrts on a pro ratnbasís. The cost savings
when
onþ
there
being
their
made through

-

needed

least one bank studied had increased
to 'precision plan' the use of part-

iiÀ.t¡. At

its abiitv
timers bv moving from traditional part-time
lontracts (speciñne the number of hours to be
worked pèi*..t t"¿ *tti"tt hours and days are
to be wórked) to a more open--ended contract
soecifuinE onÍv the number of hours to be
rirrtL.¿ p'.t *..k, with the actual rota to be
agreed 'aì required' with the bank'
although the use
of oart-time branch staff is growing in the

2.50 It should be noted that

brrikr, and as such r.pr.,.nis a significanttreak
with ihe tradition of having all bank employees
as 'câreer staff, part-timers still account for a
verv small part õf total employment' In 1982
f.*al. part-timers (the only data available to us,
but virtuaþ a proxy for all part-timers in
bankine) stãoðat 6.8 per cent of total
h"rd.oint in the London clearing banks; by
1985 it sþod at 8.9 per cent. Among Scottish
clearing banks the pênetration of part-timers is
rig"inärty higher, 12.9 pet cent in 1982 anå
tí.0 p"r cent in 1984. Sources in the industry
iudsË that this Scottish level is approaching the
for banking operations' Further, the
large numbers who work on
include
fisures

'-tíi.""-

oart-time workãrs and for many of the same
,"rrorrr. About two-thirds of our respondents

,liifr, in centraliseã'factory-style' cheque-

who were seeking numerical fledbility had

l-i

r\iIl

L.cr.rs. of higher productivity

to work more intensively over a t¡ot¡ shift
than would be feasible for an equivalent full-

services respondents, like
considerable use of
made
those in retailing,
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"nd

because the bank can save on meal
ùr.rkr, etc and because the part-timers are- able

lboth

2.48 Our financial

i

among our retailin-g fums, and the,

less
extent of use iã particulæ firms was much
considerable
noted
also
We
retailing.
ifrr"
differences in the patterns of use between
r.latt within finåncial services, so it is worth
looking at them seParatelY.

services

i

as

clearing operations. This is a traditional use
which has not been growing in the companies
studied. A similar (again traditional) use of
large numbers on part-time rotating shifts to
cope with multiple but regular workload
fluctuations (daily, weekly, monthly) occurs in
the credit card companies. These bank
subsidiaries are the largest proportional users of
part-timers in the sectoç and part of the
observed gro\Ã/th in the use of part-timers in
the sector as a whole is attributable to the
expansion of the credit card companies.

2.51 Analogous to the issue of Sunday
opening in retailing is the question of Saturday
opening by banks. Unlike the retailers (and
unlike building societies

which

-

see

below) banks

have opened on Saturdays have

not

generally opted for the use of part-timers or
temporaries but have taken 'volunteers' from
the full-time staff (who are paid a premium
rate). The desired Saturday trade is not chequecashing, etc but selling securities, advising on
loans, etc, so well-trained and er<perienced staff
are required. It is not as yet clear whether this
pattem will continue as entended opening
spreads
a possible altemative is the move to
shift rotas for full-time branch staff. The
situation currently is that our banking
respondents recognised the skill and training
constraints on the use of separate part-time
Saturday staffbut v/ere not (with one
exception) sufficiently confident about the
pennanency of Saturday opening to introduce

-

six-day rosters.

2.52

Building

societies make somewhat

greater use of part-time workers than do banks,

particularly in England and Wales. In 1977
they accounted for 7.8 per cent ofheadcount in
the sector; by 7984 this had risen to 18.1 per
cent. Their use in the societies has traditionally
been similar to that observed in retailing.
However, some of the societies studied were
manifesting an increased use of part-time staff
(in an attempt to keep lvage costs down by
matching manning to workload more
efficiently) and more flexible and varied hours
patterns. As with the banks, the part-timers are
mainly female (often ex-full-time employees)
and are employed as cashiers, dealing

with the

public, and clerical/secretarial support. Another
similarity with the banks was that part-timers

in the building societies studied received wages

and all benefits (including mortgage subsidies)
pro ratn. The sole er<ception here is that the
building societies studied also had a large
category of 'saturday only' part-timers whq as
in retailing, tended to be on lower pay rates and
did not rcceive pro ratnbenefrts.

2.53 It should not be thought that all
building societies follow this pattern. Just as in
banking, there are strong cultural factors
influencing manning practices; one of the
bigger societies interviewed, for enample, so
valued the long service and commitment of its
staff that it fierceþ resisted the use of part-time
staff to meet business fluctuations, reþing
instead on the versatilty and mobility of its

full-timers to shift from back to front office
jobs at peak times and for lunch cover. It is of
interest to note that both banks and building
societies have traditionally experienced
considerable functional fl€r.ibility at ell
occupational levels (see Chapter 3). Several of
the companies studied orpressed a concem that
the growth in the use of part-timers - who
tend to be trained to a lower level than fulltimers and who work on standardised,
'packaged' tasks - might ultimateþ impair
this traditional functional flexibility and inhibit
the company's ability to deploy people on any
tasks as required.
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In both the banks and building societies
studied there were also technological reasons
for the grolvth in the proportion of part-timers
(see also þan 1984). Most of the computerrelated technological change has affected 'back
office jobs' where many of the full-timers are
located. The new technologies have both
reduced the labour requirement and integrated
previousþ separate functions (most of the
building societies, for er<ample, no longer have
separate mortgage sections, anears sections, etc
each branch). The part-timers by contrast are

in

mainly counter staff, for whom the
requirement has grown as business has grown
(despite the introduction of automatic teller
machines, etc). Further, in some companies
there has been not only a reduction in the
number of full-timers in 'back office' jobs but
also some substitution of part-timers for fulltimers as automation and the introduction of
standard packages for many clerical/secretarial
tasks have made it easier to parcel up some
tasks into chunks to be done in a short period

ll
29

by

a part-timer (eg the sending

out of standard

working overtime (at an

.åo.ipot d.n.. io .otto-ers, the processing of

each).

mortgage and other loan applications, etc).

2.58

2.55

By contrast, the insurance companies

studied manifested neither large numbers nor a
significant growth in the use of part-timers'
Cãmpanies did use part-time clerical and
seceårial staff in a iraditional way (for copy
typing, etc) in both branches and head offices'
Éä.h.t did orperience the peaks and troughs
of customer demand during the working day
and working week which were found in the
banks and building societies, but it seems that
most insurance branches \Mere too small to
allow for the kind of supplementary shifts
found in banks and building societies (a typical
branch might have a salesman and a general
receptionist/clerk/ tYPist).

OVERTIME AND
SHIFTWORKING
Evidence from previous studies
2.56 The use of overtime and variations in
shift patterns are traditional approaches to
securing greater flexibility in working time.
Tndeed, the twó are often intimately
ãonnected in that as demand increases a
company may expand its use of overtime up to
the ooint where it becomes economic to
.hrrig. the pattern of shifts. These responses
diffeifrom lhose e¡<amined above in that they
involve changing the working time pattern of
existing employees, rather than,adding extra

prtt.-i.

workeit, toìchieve numerical flexibility. Of
course, it may be that in changing to,a new

shift pattern io-. -ot workers need to be
recr,tited - putting on a night shift, for
example - Jnd in such a case shiftworking.
could be seen as a source of flexibility which
incorporates both types of response.

2.57

Looking first at overtime working, its

use in manufaðtoring firms has increased

substantiah in the last four years. Thus,

of all
manufacturing operatives were working
overtime (an average of 8.3 hours per

whereas

in 1980 29.5

Per cent

operative), latest Department of Employment
figures forJune 1985 show 36.5 per cent

These trends may seem paradoxical in
the lisht of the increased ease and reduced cost

.rf

..äit-errt

on the external labour market

since the gro\Mth in unemPloYment.
Neverthelãss, grven the increased volatility and

uncertainty ofdemand in many industries,
companies who are unsure of the ease and cost
with which they can shedlabour in the event
of an unfores..n do*tttotn may look towards
overtime as a relatively painless way of
adusting manning levels in the short run. On
thä tradã union siãe, most unions have a policy
stance at a national level

which opposes the

working of systematic overtime at a time of
hish un"empläv-.nt - the 1984 conference of

thã Confederaiion of Shipbuilding and
Engineering lJnions, for example, pased- .
*.it"h.l-ittgly a motion calling for a L0-hour
limit on the amount of overtime worked in any
four-week period, along with legislation to
eliminate systematic overtime. Case-study
evidence, however, suggests much greater
ambiguity on the part of the workforce and
local woikplace reþresentatives, and the IMS
studies (IMS tgSS, Meager 1985) threw up
several examples where local union opposition
to the use of t.-potoy workers was centred
not just on their insecurity of employment.or
infeãor ærms and conditions, but also on the
consequent loss of overtime opportunities for
existing permanent employees. It is not,.
to find, at a time when
therefore, surprising
-for
numerical flexibility have
the pressures
intensified, that employers in manufacturing are
increasing overtime as an easy way of achieving
that flexi"bility mutually acceptable to both
sides.

2.59

As far as shift patterns are concemed
there is less that can be said in general terms
about trends, although a recent study concludes
that 'up to a third of manual employees now

work some kind of shift Pattern - a
proportion which could well grow in the
ñttúr., as employers seek to maximise the use
made of -otè ."p.tttive capital equipment and
extend the hours that services are available'
(Industri4l Relations Review and Report 303,
13 September 1983).

As detailed by the numerous studies of
shiftwork conducted by the European

2.60
ll.

30

average of 9.1 hours

Foundation for the Improvement of Living and
Working Conditions þee European Foundation
7979), there is a large variety of shift patterns
which may be adopted according to the
circumstances of individual industries and
sectors. In manufacturing in particular þut also
in some head office data processing and similar
functions in all sectors), the cost of new highspeed capital equipment often dictates the need
for higher utilisation rates and hence a move to
continuous or semi-continuous working and
appropriate shift patterns to achieve this

flexibility without resorting to costly overtime.
bramples of such changes were found in the

-

see also the cases
previous IMS Studies
reported in Blandy (1984); the change to fiveshift working at American Can (Industrial
Relations Review and Report 288, 1983); and
the new shift patterns for CAD technicians at
Westland Helicopters (Industrial Relations
Review and Report 327, 7984).IDS Study 335
(1985) also reviews recent changes in shift
arrangements and provides seven (named) case

studies.

2.61 In seryice sectors

the major force for
in shift patterns (or for the introduction
of shiftworking) has been the increasing length
and variety of opening hours (as documented in
the previous sections for shops, banks, etc) and
change

the requirement for longer operating hours on
some items of capital equipment such as
computers. In general, very little is known
about the patterns ofand rationales for shiftworking in the service sector, exrcept that they
are more likeþ to be associated with rostering
full-time staff"across six- and seven-day openiig
than with manning up 24-hour operations.

Table

2.5

Results of the curûent study
2.62 We now turn to the four sectors
included in the present study, to see how
employers in those sectors used overtime and
varied shift pattems to enhance their numerical
flexibility. Table 2.5 shows the use of overrime
working among the firms who were seeking
greaitü numerical flexibility and how far it had
increased since 1980.

Once again, this table is concerned soleþ with
those firms who were seeking to increase
numerical flexibility over the period since 1980,
and with those in which overtime featured as a
substantial manning practice rather than an
incidental and restricted activity affecting only a
handful of workers. What Table 2.5 shows is
the high incidence of overtime working in all
the sectors CI<cept financial services. All the
financial services firms now using overtime on
a significant scale had increased their use since
1980, as indeed had almost three in four
engineering trms. The growth in retailing had
been more modest, and in food and drink
negligible. \!'e will return to these data below
as they reflect very different approaches to the
use of overtime working.

2.63 Table 2.6 shows how far respondents
who had been seeking numerical flexibility
had changed their shift s)ßtems in order to
get or increase it. \&'e were unable to collect
data on the current entent of shiftworking
l.g.ly because practices varied greatly from
site to site among our multisite firms and
from occupation to occupation within
firms.

-

Use of overt¡me: allsectors
No of firms seeking
increased numerical

Overtime currently

lncreased use

flexibility

in use

since 1980

Food & drink

15

15 (1000/0)

2 (12o/o)

Engineering

17

1

Retail distribut¡on

1B

Fìnancial services

14

Total

64

Sector

000/0)

12(71W

16

(BsEo)

5(2BW

6

(43o/o)

6 (43o/o)

54 (84W

25(3eW

7

(1

31

Table

2.6

Changes to shift patterns: all respondents

Sector

No of firms seeking

Substantial changes to

numerical flexibilitY

shift systems

Food & drink

15

12

(BOo/o)

Engineering

17

15

(BBo/o)

Retaìl distribution

1B

Financìal services

14

Again, only firms making substantial gh.lnges
arid only those seeking numerical flexibility are
shown.-The results show that a high
proportion of respondents in manufacturing
-had

changed theii shift patterns but that
changes in the service sector were on a more

restricted scale, save for part-time workers in
'W'e
now proceed to oramine the
retailing.
-for
shiftworking and overtime in the
results

four

sectors

in turn.

Overtime and shift Patterns in
food and drink

increãse.

2.65

Most comPanies who had moved

had adãpted full-time shiftworking t9 achi-eve
fuller utiilisation. There was a general trend in
the companies studied to increase the weekly
hours during which the machinery was
operated, with continuous oPemtion most
marked in the brewing subsector. Almost
without orception, this remanning \¡es
designed to .li-intt. the need for built-in

ou.t"ti-. from both

process operators and

maintenance workers. Our interviews
suggested that this was the main reason -why so
few of our respondents in this sector had in
fact resorted tõ more overtime working
thev had so rearranged their shift syxtems as to
oo.r.t. 168 or 120 hours without the need for
oir.rti-. and this had more than offset any
increase in'precautionary' overtime.

-

Often this reorganisation went a lot
further than simply adding on extra shifts; in

2.66

many cases the lengths and.rotation patterns of
the shifts were alsJchanged. One company, for
er<ample, moved from working 120 hours per
*..k 1*ith three crews working five eigh¡
hour sirifts per week) to !44 hours (with four
*ork^ing three 12-how shifts per week).
Thus, with no capital outlay the company was
able to increase production time by 24 hours
per week. In addition, thç longer shifts reduced
shift
þtoduct waste (which occurred mainl-I at
ie if
changecrver$ and absenteeism
individuals were working only three (12-hour)
rather than five (eight-hour) shifts there would
be a greater disiiceîtive to iake a day off (at

-"*,

uneconomic and

less predictable fluctuations,

-

companies tended to allow a longer
precäutionary 'margin of error' and would

work larger amounts of overtime for longeç
until it bãcame clear whether the demand
t:'
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Íhere is nothing new in this

towards continuous production, however,
(usually associated with new capital investment)

with two major types of workload
fluctuations: (a) predictable seasonal
fluctuations; and þ) less predictable
fluctuations associated with market shocks,
new product launches, etc' Overtime was used
by -ãst respondents to resource-both types of
fl"uctuation,^but particularly by those with
discontinuous production. Small seasonal
fluctuations would be dealt with by overtime,
and some companies made quite sophisticated
calculations of how large an increase in demand
would need to be before overtime became
With the

t

15 (æqo)

traditional pattern.

faced

workers.

5(28W

Part{ime

change represented a long-term sustainable

exception the food and drink
firms studied made règular use of overtime, but
it was among those respondents who did not
have continuous or semi-continuous production
that the traditional Patterns persisted. As we
have seen, the food and drink companies were

it would therefore be
to take on a shift of temporary

Full{ime

3 (21o/o)

2.64 Without

necessary

I

the cost of a third of a week's pay mther than

a

fifth).

2.67 This attempt to eradicate systematic
overtime was widespread even among those
frrms who did not have very capital-intensive,
continuous operation plant. It was being
wideþ questioned by almost all our
respondents for maintenance and process
workers alike. Several firms showed clear
evidence of a shift towards rostering weekend
and evening maintenance into basic time rotas,
for example. Similarly, reorganisation of shift
patterns occasioned by reductions in basic hours
had led a minority of our respondents to
reschedule all production into basic time hours
through revising shift schedules.

2.68

Running parallel with this widespread

move to reduce overtime working was ân
equally common trend towards increasing
management control of the use of overtime.

This reassertion of control appeared to have no
greater basis than a crude shift in bargaining
power. It had led firms to remove some of the
'Spanish practices' like 'one in, all in' and Job
and finish' and to remove minimum pay
guarantees for overtime shifts.

2.69 Finaþ it is of interest to note that in
those companies still retaining substantial
numbers on part-time shifts, it was possible to

work significant amounts of overtime without
incurring premium rates. Indeed, in the single
company which had greatly increased its use of
pârt-timers (by moving towards semi
continuous operations, mainly staffed by short
part-time shifts), the ability to use part-timers
from one shift to cover for absence in adjacent
shifts was part of the motivation for the
change. The company was thereby able to
avoid production loss and overtime costs. The

only other notable trend in shift patterns in the
food and drink companies studied occurred in
those companies who were providing freshbaked food, fresh-cut sandwiches, etc to the
retail multiples. Growth in this market had
meant an increase in night work at the
companies concerned.

Overtime and shift patterns in
engineering
2.70

The general picture for engineering was

similar to that in food and drink manufacture;
however, the relative importance of the
components was reversed. Small batch
production was much more common among
our engineering frrms than in food and drink,
and as a result plant start-up and shutdown
'While
costs were generally less.
we still
observed pressure to increase the continuity of
production in engineering, it was not the
overriding imperative that many of our food
and drink frrms faced. Even so, we still found
substantial evidence of a movement away from
systematic overtime working. This was
particularly evident among the firms who had
made significant investment in modern
computff controlled machinery and were
moving towards multiple shift patterns to
increase the utilisation of this equipment and
secure adequate return on capital. Continuous
working did not always impþ new shift
patterns, however
thus one company had
introduced 'ghost manning' at night on some
lines whereþ the machines were run
unmanned at night, having been programmed
to switch themselves off in the event of
breakdown, etc. But what it did impþ was a
move âway from built-in, committed overtime.

-

2.77 In the food and drink sector this trend
had virtually obliterated the increased level of
overtime working resulting from market
uncertainty and fluctuations. In engineering it
had not, and the traditional use of overtime as
a quick, short-term and cautious response to
increases in demand was dominant. A net
increase in overtime working was found in
seven out of 10 ofour engineering respondents
seeking to increase numerical flexibility and it
was frequently characterised as a means of
'first-line' response to demand fluctuations,
particularly in companies which had reduced
headcount considerably during the recession. In
one company which had orperienced large
redundancies and 'mothballed' much plant,
remaining employees were taken off short-time
working as demand picked up. Then they
worked overtime until it was clear that the
demand increase was sustainable; and a machine
line was then brought back into commission
with new shift,

etc.

2.72

Although this appeared to be the main
factor þing behind the relatively high number
of engineering firms who had increased their
JJ

use of overtime, there are three other factors

which should not be ignored. The frst

is

eloquently summed up by a production
manager at one of our Scottish respondents:
'W'e'ie always run on a high level of overtime
working, bnt *. turned tñe tap right off in
1980. . .-since then we've increased overtime
working, but we're getting back to normal,
not doiãg something new'. The second is
somethin; ,rew: whlre the capital intensity of
productioä has increased in engineering, and
where PlC-controlled equipment has been
deployed into'flexible manufacturing systems',
thãn ihe dominant need to secure continuous
production was again found (as in food and
å¡"t 1. our respJndents in tÈese firms certainly
lookeâ to ,ort.åd continuous working and the
appropriate non-overtime shift patterns rather

io overtime working. Even those
respondents who had not gone so far downthii road reported that in future their use of
shifts was likeþ to become more important,
and overtime correspondingly les so' as a
means of responding to output fluctuations'
The third faðtor is associated with the
reduction in basic hours in engineering. We
had o<pected that this would have givenrise to
*""t , predisposition to use overtime, but in
"frãt orr, ,ärponã.rrt, generaþ had been
successful in building productivity levels up to
accommodate the reduction and if anything
tÊrän

l

,

reported that the reduced basic hours had had
bigg.t effect on shift patterns than on their
overtime proPensitY.

*..k

,itå the move to a four-day

week for production workers enabled the
company io 'engineer out' structural overtime
in regular maintenance, which could be
planned for the fifth daY.

2.74

As in food and drink, we found a major

shift towards managers increasing their control
over when and how overtime would be
worked. Again, this appeared to be largely a
question of relative bargaining strength'

Overtime and shift Patterns in
retailing
In retailing, the dominant finding was
to reduce levels of
overtime working among full-time gmployees

of

a widespread ãesire

as a means of responding to predictable
fluctuations in business. Thus, overtime was
becoming increasingly seen as appropriateonly

fo, unprãdictable, experimental or 'one-off

tradinÅ fluctuations. So, experiments with
Sunda! trading, bank holiday opening and
variations from anticipated trading Patterns
(possibly due to weather-related factors) were
Ë.q.r.tily met by overtime working among

a

o.ri r.spónd.nts. As a general rule, however,
and suþect to the coniraints identified earlier,
oor ,.siond.nts preferred wherever possible to
use supplementary recruits (part-time or

In addition to providing genuine
flexibility, however, there were several
.ngineerinE companies in which overtime had

temoorarv as appropnate) rather than resorting
niU-ti*e staff' Further, most
to oiu.rti-.
in so doing (to a greater
assisted
of them were
other three sectors) by
the
of
in
any
extent than
-of
high levels of
relatively
the maintenan..
could use
they
result,
a
As
labour turnover.
greater
confidence
with
recruits
suoplementary
could
than
quickly
backtrack
to
ability
ini'heir

to-

bå-r

iniitutionalised and management felt
there was an industrial relations constraint to
removing it, either by bringing in an extra shift
"for

production workers) or by
(mainly
inttodúcing new Íota and shift patterns (so.
that, for.åmpL, maintenance work could be
brought oot o-f overtime into standard time)'
The wish to remove systematic overtime was
an important motive in introducing new shìft

any of

orr otl.t

respondents faced

with

a

similar problem.

oatterns in some companies, as was the wish to
ä..o--odrte reductiôns in the working week'
Sometimes these pressures operated in concert;
thus, for CI<ample, ott. compìtty-working five

eisht-hour ãav shifts, when faced with the
"working
week to 39 hours,
red.rciion of the
moved to a pattern of three x 10 plus one x

x

1.,
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theïorking

2J5

2J3

l

nine (rather than four x eight plus one x
,.u.rì. This vielded a double benefit. The
lorrná shiftsialmost) paid for the reduction in

2.76 Table 2.6 clearly shows a divergence
between the use of 'overtime' for part-timers
and for full-timers, with less than a third of
frrms having increased full-time overtime and
morethan 80 p.t cent having increased
'overtime' working from part-timers. As we
have already indicated, the use of
,uppl.m.niary part-time labour itself facilitates

overtime working without overtime premia,
which in most cases did not apply until
worked time o<ceeded basic full-time hours in
any week. Among our smaller respondents this
was increasingly being introduced into
contracts of employment, which would specifr
'normal' hours but with a requirement to
work additional hours as requested. There are
obvious constraints on this practice, not least
Wages Council regulations of premia for
weekend working. All of our respondents
applied such regulations, but most reported
that they were not always so rigorously
observed elsewhere in the sector, particularþ
among smaller firms. However, even among
the larger firms in our sample, these

requirements were being questioned. Most
respondents were keeping a close eye on the
outcome of the current dispute between ASDA
Superstores (not among our respondents) and
USDAW in Scotland over the issue of premia
for weekend working for part-timers, and

issues of control also emerged; Saturday staff

are 'volunteers' and, though

formaþ this

is

what they are, there was little doubt in the
minds of our union pafticipents, nor indeed in
those of most of our management respondents,
that a signficant degree of informal pressure to

work

Saturdays could be, and often was,

applied. Most believed that, as in retailing, the
more such trading hours became fixed, the
more would rosters be introduced to cover
six-day opening.

2.79 We came across only one case where
rostered six-day working had been introduced
in banking, though it is more common among
building societies. Even those building societies
who had not generally sought to use more
supplementary part-timers have tended to use
them more consistently on Saturday mornings
in order to minimise rostering for full-time
staff. They had not on the whole gone for
overtime, as Saturday opening was traditional.

might be expected to attempt to introduce
reduced premia

if Sunday trading becomes

regularised. Thus, in retailing the issue is not
so much 'how much overtime?', but rather
'who works it, and how is it rewarded?'

Overtime and shift patterns in
fina¡rcial services
2.77 In financial

seryices overtime

working

follows a similar pattern to that in retailing,
but, because the use of supplementary staff is
significantly less (on account ofjob content and
tradition, principally), and because opening
hours are less variable during the week,
overtime working is generally restricted to
Saturday opening (in the banks) and for
absence cover and unanticipated trading peaks
elsewhere in the sector.
Interestingly, our respondents in
financial services recognised overtime working
as a useful form of flexibility but resorted to it
relatively little. This appears to be due l*g"ly
to tradition and employee resistance.
Significantly, the Saturday trading shift in most
of the banks is not called overtime, nor is it
contractually arranged as such; rather it is a
'separate contract' with a high basic payment
not related to an overtime premium. Similar

?.78

Overtime and shift patterns

-

constTaints

2.80 läking

the four sectors together,

it

is

clear that the most important constraints on
the use of overtime and shiftworking were
those of cost, control and acceptability. It was

on these issues that much of the bargaining
and planning which preceded any changes to
traditional patterns had tumed. For example, in
both the manufacturing sectors one of the
most widespread findings was that of
management initiatives to assert (or reassert)
their control over the sanctioning of overtime
working. This involved attempts to remove
systematic overtime, to incorporate regular
overtime into shift patterns and to get away
from the 'one in, all in' customs. Most
respondents here had made considerable
progress in achieving this control over the last
four years yet had not, with the exception of
some rescheduling of maintenance overtime,
significantþ altered the premium rates of pay
for overtime. Concurrent with this research
were the national negotiations in the
engineering sectoÍ, which apparently touched
on the issue of premia for overtime resulting
from reductions in basic hours, and this was
the sole indication of any likeþ movement here
l. I
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(although we are unable to

say

how such

blocks of worked time. Many companies now
reoort that further increases in this tension will
raise the cost of achieving the increased
flexibilitv thev require to deal with workload
flrr.turtån, *¿ ,i. looking to more radical
reorientations of the basis for working time'
This differs from the straightforward changing
of shift patterns because it involves not the
reschedúling of blocks of time, but the
reorsanisatún of the blocks themselves' The

issues

might be resolved).

2.81, In retailing all three of these constraints
were not only being questioned but have in
fact considerãUty to-tt.ã back, primarily through
the use of part-time workers' overtime'
Outside Wagts Council regulations it is
costless (ie not usually attracting premium
pal.rnents). increasingly controlled by .
contractual commitment and apparently
acceptable to part-time employees, providgd

-ori

pro-inent (in discussion, if not in

imolementation) ìs the notion of 'annual' or

onþ that it is not continual or substantial
.no.tgh to take earnings across the Nl
thresñold. In financial services such constraints
are beginning to make themselves felt as the
need fãr weekend working increases, but as yet

'coitractual' holrs whereþ employees are
contracted to work over a year or a season,

etc

(*ttf'

an average number of hours per period
month, ãtc) such that longer hours worked in
one period are offset against shorter ones in
and therefore do not incur overtime
".rnt^h.,
costs. Such restructuring may be fixed in

this need has not been so great as to require
consistent attempts to reduce the constraints.

FLEXIBLE \VORKING TIME
Evidence from previous studies
2.82 Overlaid on all the developments
outlined in the previous sections has been the
lons-term seculãr decline in the length of the
*oiking week, with current trade union
pr.rror."fot further reduction (the 1985 claim
ho- th. engineering unions to the EEF
includes a reduction of working time to a
35-hour week). Under previous reductions in
the working week somè companies have-looked
to cover the-ir costs through different shift
Datterns lsee the case studies in Industrial
it lrtiot i Review and Report 308, 1983 for
examples of wqys in which comparies have
changed shift pãtterns to cover reduced
working time without increasing overtime)'
Others lave gone for productivity bargains,
hisher utilisation rates, shorter break times, etc

may be attractive to some, just as rostered
hoiidays and an irregular working pattern may

not be.
To date, most developments in this area
have occurred in Europe (see European
Industrial Relations Review Nov 1983, IDS
Report 273,7984, and Griet 1982) and British
.ra*pl.t are harder to find (one of the most
innovative recent developments is that
involving the introduction of 'committed
hours' fõr individuals, averaged over a
12-month period according to work-load

2.84

lf.ir a summarv of 50 companies who effected
workine time reductions iñ t983l84 and the
deals thãt were struck to pay
see

for the reductions

Industrial Relations Review and Report

-

312,1984).
results add up to is
a widespread contradiction between reducing

2.83 What the case study

individual worked time and increasing
production/opening time. This gap has-largeþ

through the use of
supplementary labour or the rescheduling

t..n ,..o--^odateã

Results of the cuffent studY
2.85 The experiences of the companies

of
t,
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requirements, which was introduced at
Whitbread's Romsey depot in 1983 as part of
see Industrial
an overall 'flodbility; package
346,1985).
Report
and
Review
Relations

studied in the four sectors confirmed this
general impression of few major recent

ãevelopments in this area. Several of the
companies had 'flexitime' s)ntems for white
collir workers. These were mainly of a
traditional type, with 'core hours' during the
middle of the day and flodble hours at the
beginning and end of the day (various
arrangements existed for carrying forward
surpluses or deficits of hours). These systems,
however, were seen more as a 'fringe benefit'
to employees than as a means of securing better

matching of manning to workload fluctuations.
(Interestingly, one engineering company had
successfully o<tended 'flenitime' to the
shopfloor, which required that the workforce
be divided into autonomous work groups, to
whom the responsibility for ensuring full cover

of all jobs was devolved.)

2.86

As far as 'annual' or 'contracted' hours

were concerned, only one (food and drink)
company had fully implemented such a system,
although another (also food and drink) had
small numbers of maintenance craftsmen

working to

a contractual 46-hour week. Several
of the companies (all in food and drink and
engineering) could see clear advantages to such
a system as a way of reducing overtime costs
and responding to trade union pressure for

reduced average working hours, and some had
set up internal working parties to o<amine the

possibilities. Management opposition, and the
possible extra administrative burden of such
systems, were often mentioned as potential

obstacles, as v/as trade union and workforce
resistance.

2.87

In retailing and financial services we
growth of upward
flexibility in part-time workers' hours. Beyond
have akeady discussed the

this, neither sector provided an er<ample of
florible working time. Where the deployment
of supplementary staff is constrained þy skill
and training considerations) then er<tended
weekend opening certainly provides an
incentive to break with current practices, yet it
is unlikely that this will lead to anything more
than a move towards five-day working rostered
most
over six- or seven-day opening
respondents took a line similar to one of our
retailing respondents: ''Where we can't use
separate weekend staff... we'll make ends meet
with overtime... when the trading pattern
settles down, we'll either go for rosters to cover
all seven days, or we'll close the store on the
least busy day'. The closure option was not
widely mooted, save in the departmental and
specialist retail stores where there was least

-

recourse to supplementaries. A possible shift to
florible working time was barely on the agenda
for these respondents.

2.88

Clearþ the whole issue of rescheduling
of basic hours into more flexible blocks is tied
up with the number of basic hours. In all the
sectors reductions in basic hours required
rescheduling to some €rftent, and our
respondents all clearþ saw the other side ofthe
coin that the price of such rescheduling
might well be net reductions in basic worked
time. On the whole, with a small number of
notable er<ceptions, our respondents saw this as
an issue for the future
a key one.

-

-
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FUNCTIONALFLEXIBILITY

capable of responding to as yet unknown

INTRODUCTION

chãttg.s in these dimensions'

3.1 Just as numerical flodbllity is concemed
withiow employers adjust the numbers of

3.3

oeoole.-plov.d, or the hours they work to
åh"årinn *oit tot¿ levels, so functional
n*tliti is concerned with how they adjust
ttr" ¿.otäv-ent of the people employed and the
contenis of th.it¡obt to meet the changing
tasks generated by that workload' It is clear
that such a requirement is nothing new - .
reorganisation'of the way in which jobs and

fun'ctiånal fleriibility seem to be technological
and organisational. Ifjobs can b9 regarded,
crudelv. as collections of tasks, then new
t .hrróÍosy may render existing job boundaries
obsolete,"in thé sense that the most efficient

grouping oftasks intojobs has changed' .
Alternatively it may, by automattng some oI

an individual's job
which can be filled by other tasks. The cost
pressures on headcount, and the increasing
irolatility and uncertainty in workloads, are also

people are deployed is a continuous Process',
Ïlo*"u.t, jusi ai we saw that employersÌrad

the tasks,

been seekiirg more numerical flo<iùility from

their workeis since 1980, we need to consider
whether the need for functional flexibility has
also been growing since that time'

FUNCTIONAL FLEXIBILITY
IS IT INCREASING?

demanned, and simultaneously facing
fluctuating, uncertain workloads, need to be
able to deploy their remaining employees across
a wider rangã of tasks than previously'

-

3.4 All this makes intuitive sense, but where

As we have argued in Chapter 1, there is
a strong pirna facieóase for beliwing that such
a need ir'in.t ttittg, particularþ in view of the

is the evidence? We will go on below to
consider the results of previous studies to see
how far they can shed some light-on the
matter. But first, we present the tndings of the
current study. We simply asked,our
respondents whether they have been seeking to

technological, organisational, cost and

uncertainlv pressures in our four sectors
discussed ín App."di" IlI. This wgqld i.m.ply
that the need ior greater functional flexibility
can be attributed io ott. or more of the

,...rr. g".rt.r functional flexibility fr"P !h:"

workfoices since 1980. As before, we had fust
clarified with them o<actly what we meant by
functional flexibitity' and made it clear that we

following factors:

¡ Skill boundaries are being blurred by
technological change and this is accelerating;

were interested

r

Cost pressures on headcount may.lead to an
increasing Pressure to spread the available
a largei number

Table

"

of tasks; and

*orffo.ce which

o"þ in

significant and

deliberate changes in their manning pracjiTs'
shown in Table 3'1' It is
Their respons.J

r Growing uncertainty in p-roduct markets and
process may requre

o.rt. , trp i"

important contributions to the perceived need
foi functional flo<ibility. Companies having

3.2

workforci ov.r

The dominant pressures leading

emplovers towards in-creasing their workforces'

is

"re
importarrt to emphasise that these responses
..nnot be taken ãs representative of UK flrms
as a whole because oi the nature of our sample'

3.1 Functionalflexibility: all sectors

Sector

Recording no

No of firms

seeking to increase
functional flexibility

significant change

participating

since 1980

or reduction

Food & drink

16

1

(BBo/o)

2(12W

Engineering

19

17 (900/0)

2(10W

Retail distribution

20

4(2ow

16 (800/0)

Financial services

17

4 (24o/o)

ßQ604

72

39 (54q0)

33 (460ô

Total

ç"
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3.5

Without wishing to prejudge how
important these changes might have been in a
poitfolio of other co{Porate employment
^ptiotiti.r,
it is clear that nine out of every 10 of
our manufa.turing respondents had been
seeking to increase the functional flexibility of
their workforces. Among the service sector
respondents the picture was less clear; in

retailing only two in 10 had sought more, in
'We
will
financial services it was four in 10.
discuss later how our respondents had sought
to achieve this; for the moment we should
simply note the impofiant distinctions between
the sectors. Clearh among our service sector
respondents the perceived need to increase
functional flexibility is less important than in
manufacturing, and in the case of retailing

much

less.

3.7 This second area of flexibility between
craft and other groups (operators, technicians,
supervisors and other white collar staff) has
been less studied. The same can be said for
flodbility within these other groups themselves
(often areas where the technological pressures
and the industrial relations constraints are less
severe). A recent study of a number of
flexibility agreements in companies, however,
found, in addition to moves to combine and
er<pand craft jobs, enamples of team working,
semi-skilled grades doing some craft work,
craftsmen doing some semi-skilled jobs, the

bluning of white and blue collar distinctions,
changing supervisory roles and increased
flexibility within the white collar 'staff' areas
(Industrial Relations Review and Report 316,
1984). It is clear, therefore, that developments
are afoot which er<tend well beyond the craft
areas which have been the subject of most of
the previous research.

PREVIOUS STUDIES \X/HAT CHANGES HAVE
OCCURRED?
3.6 There is little or no statistical evidence on
how widespread such changes in job content
have been (indeed it is difficult to see how the
entent of such changes might be meaningfully
measured). There is, however, a wealth of case
study evidence in this area, most of which deals

only with manufacturing frrms. Further, much
of it (eg IDS Study 322, 7984 and the four case
studies therein) refers to craft occupations,

mainþ it

seems because this is an area in which
traditional job demarcations þetween trades)
have been most marked and in which,

3.8

The IRRR work and the IMS (1985)
both suggest that in pursuing their
strategies of increasing functional flø,ribility
employers have adopted a number of

research

approaches, which can be divided into two

broad categories.

r

The 'piecemeal' approach: this consists of the
entension or the changing ofjob descriptions.
Thus, in the craft area, this might involve
including part of what had previously been an
electrician'sjob in thejob description ofa
mechanical fitter, and uice uma. Altematively, it
might mean the abolition of the two 'core'
jobs altogether and merging them as a single

driving the move to craft flexibility; and that

job with a wider job description (perhaps
creating a new grade of'craftician' or
'supercraftsman' in the process). The essence
ofthis approach is thatjob descriptions
defining jobs still consist of lists of tasks - a
longer or different list than beforg but a

such moves were often hindered by rigrd pay
structures, by differential pay, terms and

r

accordingþ the achievement of flenibility is
most notable when it occurs. The IDS study
found, inter alia: that new technology and/or
more intense competition were the motors

conditions between different groups of workers
and by conflicts between different bargaining
groups and unions. The study also highlighted
the importance of training, effective
communication and planning in achieving
flexibility and suggested that greater flexibility
between craftsmen and other groups often
{epended on the achievementãf prior
flexibility within the craft Soup.

finite one.

The 'principle' approach: this largeþ

fixed job descriptions based on
Instead,
workers are divided into
lists of tasks.
groups distinguished by competence or skill
dispenses

with

level and their deployment is 'as required',
constrained by that competence. This involves

the establishment of the principle of flexibility
(constrained only by competence, health and
safety, etc), after the fashion of the model
which has traditionaþ existed in parts of the

tr
19

fundamentah than before, hard evidence

is

service sector and in some white collar and
managerial occupations.

limited to

the second approach builds in fuller
flexibilitv for the future than does the first

òdg.' o.-ples. Recent developments reported
inlndustrial Relations Review and Report

(described above) and well-publicised'leading,

CLrth

piecemeil approach, which effectively creates
new job deicriptions which may themselves
becoire rigid ind outdated in time. In practical
terms, however, strategies of the first type
appeã to be easier to nego-tiate and implement
in the short run. Several of the earlier case

include, for o<ample:

r Mobil Oil (Coryton Refinery), where- a
flexibility package included

studies from IMS suggested that companies had

run into problems with overambitious strategies
for introducing full functional flexibility
immediately, Jnd one of the conclusions of the
detailed resêarch on maintenance craft flexibility
in process industries conducted at the Gchnical
Chãnge Centre (see Cross 1985) was that .
'many companies were overly optimistic
*ith which the "human" aspects of
introducing new plant and equipment could be
resolved'.
has concentrated

technical requirements for achieving greaterflexibility and at what the newly fl*ible¡obs
will lool [ke, it also o<amines the industrial
relations and training implications of the
changes (see Cross 1985, Mitchell and Cross
1984t. This work reinforces the IDS
concÍusions and shows problems arising because
'hybrid craftsmen do not fit easily into existing
cráft otiott representative structures' and 'many
oristing payment systems for craftsmen only

...ognItð iommonality, not differences'. When

ovei thosè companies which still pursue a
centralised bargaining structure'' On training,
the key deficiency thrown up by the TCC
work involves the initial lack of information,
coordination and cooperation between industry
and the relevant educãtion and training bodies.
be er<amined further
when we rePort the results of the current
research

will

in the following section.

It

should

perhaps be reemphasised, howevtr, at this stage
that, although if is possible to detect a clear
feeling that iob bor¡-ndaries in manufacturing

indusiry

are changing faster and more

Lt
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boundaries between the two
Lucas Electrical

-

-

-significant

(IRRR 328,1984);

the development of

a

'modular' manufacturing system with each
module containing a new grade of
'manufacturing crãftsmen' spanning a number
of previously t.p"ttt. trades (tool setting, first
line maintenance and quality inspection)

(IRRR 331,7984);

-

Westland Helicopters (Milton IGy".Ð
operators to programmg CNq tools; group
working with cross-trade working in the

r

mechanical areas; multimachine manning' and

the production control and inspection functions
to bã combined in a single, skilled individual

(IRRR 336,7985);

¡

comes to negotiating change at the
workplace, Crós (1985) found that 'those
compãnies which could conduct all their own
bargãning at the site had a maj-or advantage

it

These issues

Cadbury (Somerdale plant)

increases of flø<ibility within both operative
and craft arca and some blurring of the

^r.

on process industries (food and drink,
chemicals, energy, etc) and looked mainly at the

3.10

craft/ operator flexibility. All
this wäs supported by ã new system of arca
rather than union based representation (IRRR

d.u.lJp-"r,å f

r

.æ.

While the TCC work

a new florible

'refinery ctaftst*n gtade', the abolition-of
demarcätions and restrictions in the craft æeas
and a ioint aqreement on the future

323, 1984);

ol the

3.9

thå research based on case studies

-

Perkins Engines (Shrewsbury)
,numerous
detailed revisicns to job content and working
practices in both engineering and production
är.as, plus a gett.ral cotttmitment to perform
dutiesìutsidã normal jobs as requested and
subject to competence (IRRR 340, 1985).

While there is no shortage of er<amples, then,
it should be noted that the IMS work found
cases of companies who were nor looking for
substantial (ór in some cases any) ilcrea¡ed.
functional flo.ibitity in the senses described
here (in craft or other areas). These companies
w.r. tappy with odsting specialisations and, .
clearþb definitions. Even in the craft areas thrs
acceptance of the st¿tus quo was by no means a
reluctant acquiescence to union'intransigence''
who saw no need to
Often it *ti

-*rg.-ent

change the status quo, ot who believed that the
cost óf chenge would er<ceed the benefits.
Several companies claimed not to want to incur
the eirtra training and wage costs of creating a
cadre of multiskilled craftsmen, especially as
they felt that they would then see such
cr.ftr-"n 'poached' by other companies.

3.II

Finally, it should be noted that the
previous IMS work found several companies
(particularly small companies, service sector
òãmpanies and non-unionised companies)
wheie this whole question of functional

flexibility

\Mas

not an

issue simply because

it

was something that had traditionally occurred
management would be more able to require
any employee to undertake any task for which
helshe was trained and competent. This may be
the main reason why the issue of functional
flexibility has been less well studied among
service sector firms. It may also enplain why
relatively few of our service sectoç respondents
in the current study said they had been seeking

-

greater functional
have enough. We

vary from firm to frrm and change as a frrm's
circumstances change.
3.I4 'We can locate a job in a firm's
organisational rt*"torð by means of a grid or
matrix. The horizonal lines represent
distinctions between skill or occupational level
(eg craft, semi-skilled, unskilled; or technician,
technologist, graduate engineer; or typist,
secretarry, office supervisor, menager, etc). The
vertical lines represent functional area of work

(production, distribution, maintenance, sales,
administration, etc). Figure 3.1 gives two

highly stylised enamples. Again there is
nothing absolute about where the lines are
drawn - it depends paftly on convention and

convenience and partly on inherent differences
between groups of tasks which define skill
levels and areas of work. A job can then be
represented as a box in the grid. Some boxes

Figure3l Occupationaland
functional classification of iobs
(examples)

flexibility - they already
will look at this further

Functional Area

below.

Distribution

FORMS OF FUNCTIONAL

Occupationt
skill level

FLEXIBILITY
detail at how our respondents had sought
greater functional flexibility. When considering
numerical flexibility, it was quite simple to
distinguish between four main forms which fell
into fairly distinct categories. This is not the
case with functional flexibility and it means
that we must first of all consider in a little
more detail oractly what our respondents were
trying to achieve under this blanket term
' fu ncdonal fl exibility'.

3.13 It will

be helpful ro srarr by setting out
a general framework which enables us to
distinguish between the different types of

tunctional flexibility being sought in the
companies and sectors under study. Iæt us
b.egin by defining a
Job' as a coilåction of tasks
allocated to an individual. There is nothing

immutable about the particular combination of
tasks which comprises a job.
Jobs have the
shape they do for a variety of historical,

Purchasing

Administration director
Despatch
manager

3.12 Now we go on to look in a little more

Sales

Despatch
clerk

Sales
manager

Purchasing
manager

Salesman

Buyer

Sales
clerk

Purchasing
clerk

Funcl¡onal area
Production

õ

Operations director

-g

!

Maintenance

Works manager

Chief engineer

Production
foreman

Foremanelectricians

Foremanengineers

o
o Skilled machine

Eleclrician

Fitter

at,

o
G

:o

CL

setter

Semi-skilled
Electrician's Fittels
machine
Assembler mate
mate
operator
Labourer

organisational and technical reasons, and may
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multiskilled craftsman

cover more than one square in the grid
and not all squares will be contained in a box

will

representing a job. The model is simplistic, but
isã useful device, fust for distinguishing
between those kinds of changes which do
represent functional flexibility and those which
dó not, and secondly for distinguishing
between various types of functional flexibility.

The

essence

fitter

r

Example þ) is an upward enlargement of the
job box, whereby an èlectrician adds a number
-of
high-level diagnostic electronic skills to his
port6lio and inCludes within his job box the
iasks which were previously the preserve of a

enlarge boxes in the grid. Other changes which
may iake place, notably movement of boxes

around the grid or shifting the vertical or

horizontal lines, do not by themselves
constitute increased functional fleriibility

a mechanical

skill level;

of functional flexibility is
that it is associated with a company's ability to

3.15

-

acquiring electrical/electronic skills, previously
the province of an electrician. This can be
as a sideways expansion of the
"onð.ptntlit.d
fitter'ijob box by the addition ofer<tra tasks'
In this case the fitter has added some new tasks
from a different knowledge area, albeit
conventionally defined as being at the same

technician;

lsee

para 3.18).

Thus, Figure 3.2 gives some er<amples of
the kind of box enlargement which replesents
an increase in functional flexibility. As the three
oramples show, the enlargement may take place

a downward
enlargement, whereþ a skilled machine setter
no longer simply sets machines but also
undertãkes the semi-skilled tasks of operating
them.

in a sideways, upward or downward direction'

All

e Example (c) represents

3.16

these er<amples differ, but they all have in
common an exþansion of the job through the

inclusion of tasLs which were not previously
part of it, and as such they represent an

3.2

Examples of
inóreasing functidnal flexibility
Fioure

inctear. in functional flexibility.

3.17 This shift/enlargement ofjob

content is
the key to functional floribility. Howeveç there
are thiee factors which we should note which
make the picture a little more complicated:

(a) Horizontal enlargemenÌ

Electrician

+

Extent: how far into the proximate job box
might a worker er<pand his skills 11rd deploy
them? Clearly, there is a lot of difference

r
(b) Upward enlargement

between full-blown dual-traded craftsmen and

a

marginal overlap of skills;
Technician

r

Duration: the picture may also change
according to whèn the flexibility is called into
play: it may be continuously and permane-ntþ
iee the trained-up electrician may do the full
)Jrfti"irr,'r'¡ob åil the time); it may be as and
when required (the fitter may still spend most
of his time on mechanical work and
exceptionally do electrical repairs); it may be as
short-term cover (the setter mey simply stand
in for an absent operator);

___--_>

(c) Downward enlargement

-.------->

Semi-skilled
operator

r

lines may not represent different knowledge
areas bui different locations or parts of the
organisation. Thus we might find an insurance
company in which the underwriting
depirtment is completely separate from the

r Example (a) shows an increase in functional
flexibility through the development of

a
!.
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Location: in some organisations the vertical

1

A change whereby an
also do claims work
clerk
would
underwriting
in functional
increase
is
an
vera)
ube
bnd
the
clerk
may be
though
even
floiUitity,
clerical
skills
unchanged
essentially
orercising
claims department.

might also wish to
say, nurses would
whereby,
changes
include
wards,
bank
staffwork in
different
on
work
branch
or
operators
shift
one
more than
lines
as
increases
in
functional
product
between
of
this
type'
flexibility
across a

wider

area. We

These distinctions should not loom too large
for present purposes; the cases are still all
er<amples

of functional flexibility

because they

all represent an increase in the range of tasks
which are, or might be required to be, done

3.I8

However, we need to be clear what sort
of changes do not represent functional
flexibility. For er<ample, the transfer or
permânent redeployment of workers from one
job box to another does not. This may involve
no significant movement in skills (despatch
clerk to sales clerk) or some increase in skills
þales clerk to telesales). These are moves of the
job box around the grid and do not represent
increases in functional flexibility, unlike the
clerk whose job is expanded to include
telephone sales or the labourer who is

eliminating the labourer's or the underwriter's
job, do not of themselves enhance anybody's
functional flexibility, although they may make
such enhancement more easily achievable.

FUNCTIONAL FLEXIBILITY:
RESULTS OF THE CURRENT
STUDY
now er<amine how the companies studied in
the four sectors had set about achieving gleater
functional fleribility and the types of functional
flexibility they sought. It is convenient here to
discuss the engineering and food and drink
sectors together as manufacturing respondents,
since the differences between manufacturing
and seryices are much more pronounced than
those between the industries. However, in view
of the differences emerging in Täble 3.1 between
retail distribution and financial services, we will

still take these separateþ

3.20 Within

promoted to operative on a machine crew but
still retains the requirement to undertake
labouring tasks as and when required. These
latter cases /o represent er<amples of functional

it

requirement to 'work up' or 'work down' as
rgquired, represent functional flexibility. Finrh
there is the case where the job box has not
enlarged but where the lines on the grid have
shifted through technological or organisational
change. Thus, if the materials handling tasks of
the labourer are automated so that thJoperator
can load and unload a machine by pressing a
button, the labourer being redund.nt, thä. ir
(trivial) sense in which the operator is also
doing the odabourer's taskr, but this is not an

t

increase

as and when required, which would confer
greater functional flexibility. Such cases,
therefore, where technological change shifts the
horizontal lines in the grid, effectively

3.79 Having set out the basic concepts of
functional flexibility in some detail, we may

as

part ofa givenjob.

flexibility. No, åoes promotiån, so long as
entails a permanent shift and is not a

job

in floribilitv in a functional sense.
Similarþ the introáuction of standard
underwriting computer packages may enable a
clerk to do what previousþ required a trained
u¡derwriter, but this is very different from a
clerk being trained up to dä an underwrirer's

each sector, we consider frst the
operational areas of the companies (ie
production and maintenance areas in the
manufacturing companies and stores and
branches in the sewice sector companies). This
is because it was in these areas that most of the
major initiatives towards functional flexibility
were taking place and where most of the intersectoral differences were found. We consider
the office, administrative and overhead areas
separateh because although changes were
occurring in these areas they were regarded as
much less of an issue in most of the companies
and the patterns of change were similar
between the sectors.

FUNCTIONAL FLEXIBILITY
IN MANUFACTURING
3.27 In food and drink

and engineering the

main types of increased functional flexibility
observed were:
!1
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drink maintenance areas. Once again, it is
imoortant to stress that we are concerned here
onïy with those frrms who had sought to
increase the functional flexibility of their
workforces, in these cases 17 out of 19
engineering firms and 14 out of 16 in food and

r Horizontal enlargements ofjobs within
maintenance areas;

¡

Vertical and horizontal enlargements ofjobs

within

process and operator areas;

r Vertical enlargements

both upward and
drink.
downward between areas' eg maintenance/
operator, craft maintenance/technical
The table clearþ shows that those
-rirrt.n.n.., supervisor/quality control/opemtor' manufacturing firms who had been seeking
functional flexibility had focused on their
These are discussed in turn below.
maintenance areas as a key area for change.
3.22 Most of the companies studied had
3.24 Tladitional distinctions, particularþ
achieved changes in at least one of these areas'
.

between mechanical and electrical trades, had
.l*ryt been reported as a source of discontent

There was a clear correlation between the
extent of technological change in a company
and the number and extent of such manning
those companies
changes which were found
in
investment
which had made the least
had
technology
microelectronic process conffol
functional
the
also made the lJast change to
organisation ofjobs (the main exception to this
a
rule occurred within operative areas
traditional
number of companies with relatively
processes and relatively antiquated plant and
ãquipment had nevertheless achieved a
significant degree of functional flexibility
amongst semi- and unskilled opemtiveÐ. It is
imporiant not to draw too strong and too
simple conclusions of cause and effect here.

to

-

plani maintenance needs plant or system-specific
understanding of the relationship between
different itemì of equipment. Finally' highspeed, high-volume process equipment requires
räpid dia[nosis and repair, and the traditional,
inieractivi dialogue between craftsmen of
different disciplines is too cumbersome and
slow (see alsoMitchell and Cross 1984). This
requirement was found to be greatest among
foód and drink respondents with new plant.
Downtime in engineering was found to be
rather less ofa problem due to the greater
incidence of batch production. But the

Although in some companies it was clear that
investment had necessitated changes

"rpitd practices, in others the relationship
to working

was less direit and it was more that the same
cost pressures and management attitudes which
had fed to new investment being undertaken
had also led to changes being made in working
practices.

Manuåcturiog maintenance areas
3.23

Table 3.2 shows the results

introduction of flxible manufacturing systems,
and the concentration of engineering

of the

current study in engineering and food and

Table

3.2

in manufacturing industry but

seemsihat recent technological changes have
increased the perceived ugency of redefining
the craftsmants.¡ob. t" particular, the greater
integration of mechanical, electrical, electronic
and hydraulic elements in production' process
and materials handling equipment has meant
that most machine faults can no longer be
diagnosed and rectified by individuals skilled in
only on" traditional craft. Further, the
integration of larger numbers and types of
-r.hitr.t, and increasingly their cenffal
computerised control, have meant that effective

it

-

n.*

-rntg.-.ni

Functional flexibility and manufacturing ma¡ntenance
No of firms

ncreased f unctional f lexibility
in maintenance areas

Food & drink

14

11 (790/0)

Engineering

17

15 (B8o/o)

Total

31

26(B4W

I

Sector

þ.1
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changes is that they involve an enpansion of the

Droduction on fewer multipurpose machines,
ïncreasingly replicated these pressures for
engineering maintenance craftsmen.

3.25

job by the addition of tasks which: either are
'trade-neutral', and whose attachment to a

In practice, the companies manifested

a

variety of changes to craft jobs, the least radical

of wÉich can be described

as a small

enlargement of a maintenance craftsman's job
box to include what was previously part of
another (usuaþ adacent) box. In its simplest
form, this did not involve any training or skill
acquisition but resulted from an agreement that
a ctaftsman would undertake work which had
always been within his capability but
traditionaþ lay within another craft. Most
frequently this involved interpenetration of
skills within the mechanical trades or within
the electrical trades and, in fewer cases,
between these trade groups. Thus an

1980.

3.27

electrician's job would have been enpanded to
include part of what had been the sole preserve
of a fitter, so that, for enample, he would not
have to call in a fitter to unbolt a motor before
he could take it off to the shop for repair.
Similar horizontal enlargements of the job box
often occurred within the civil trades, and
many companies, especiaþ those who had.
reduced their building maintenance workforce,
now o(pected craftsmen to undertake lowlevel
work in other trades. A1126 respondents who
had sought to increase functional flexibility in
craft areas demonstrated er<amples of this sort

of change, where they had not been occluded
by a more substantial one.

3.26 In most cases, this job er<pansion
required training and the addition of entra
skills: either new skills
an elecrrician
undertaking electronics works and thereþ
expanding his job into a technician's area; or

-

traditional skills

-

a fitter undertaking some

basic welding, etc. The key element

Table

3.3 lncremental

Sector

iriall

particular trade is a matter of convention rather
than of skill content (eg undoing the bolts
holding a motor); or are relativeþ minor parts
of another trade or occupation. It is important
to note that none of these changes involve
violation of any groups' 'core trade' - the fact
that a fitter might be called on to isolate a piece
of electrical equipment before removing it does
not mean that he would also be o<pected to
rewire it himself. They are essentially marginal
overlaps of trades. Täble 3.3 shows their
incidence; three-quarters of these flrms had
increased or achieved this limited overlap since

these

However, much less common than these
marginal enlargements was radical job
enlargement of the kind illustrated in Figure
3.2, wherc a craftsman's job was orpanded to
include most of the tasks previously found in
another's job, including the 'core skills'. Such
changes might require training
as in the
development of full 'dual trading', which is
horizontal enlargement (Figure 3.2a); or the
creation of craftltechnicians, which is upward
enlargement (Figure 3.2b). Alternatively, in
cases where the jobs are er<panded downwards
(as in Figure 3.2c),kttle or no training may be
required. Although, overall, these radical
changes were rare, they were more likeþ to
occur between 'adjacent' or related trades
thus it was more common to find fitter/
welders, plumberþipefi tters or electrician/
instrument mechanics than cross-traded
craftsmen who spanned the electrical/
mechanical divide. Table 3.4 shows the
incidence of such radicaljob enlargement.

-

-

It is evident that while

three-quarters of our

functional flexibility in manufacturing ma¡ntenance
Firms seeking functional

No achieving l¡mited

flexibility in maintenance

cross-trade working

I

Food & drink

11

Engineering

lÃ

12(BoW

Total

26

20 (77o/o)

(72o/o)
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Table 3.4

Radical functional flexibility in manufacturing maintenance
Dual trading

Firms seeking

Dual trading

functional flexib¡lity

within

between

in maintenance

trade groups

trade groups

Food & drink

11

5 (45ry0)

3 (27o/o)

Engineering

15

3 (20o/ù

1

Total

26

B (310/o)

4(15W

Sector

(7W

respondents who had been seeking to increase
functional floribility in their craft areas had
achieved a limited overlap between maintenance

In addition, at all grades, there is some-job
expansion downwlds (not shown in the
diãgram), with craftsmen taking on some

craftsmen, onþ a third had achieved dual
skilling even within electrical and mechanical
trade [roups and only 15 per cent had-achieved
it acrois thì electrical/mechanical divide. Such
radical enlargements of craft maintenance jobs
*.r..n"orrntered most often in food and drink
respondents, Itg.þ on account of the generally
weàk r demarcations in the sector' In
engineering they were more covert' more likeþ
toãepend on custom and practice than on
formãl agreement and therefore (possibly)
equally prevalent but less obvious.

line operation responsibilities.

W'e found only three firms in food and
drink and one in engineering who had

3.28

technological change had meant that the
craft workforce had been increasingly
integrated with production and had become
dedicated to partìcular lines and responsible
for all maintenance work on such lines. A
similar five-grade Pay structure had been
evolved to réward-the acquisition of new
skills to permit this form of deployment,

with a cõntracting rump of generaþ old
single-craft workeìs in the lowest grade'
In Flashgadget plc, a fast-growing electronic
with 700 employees based

introduced full dual trading.

engineering firm

inlhe

The most extensive e>ample of change was
found at Snackpack Ltd, a food processing
company who o<hibited all the above forms
of change and had developed a grading

southeast, the maintenance demands

of its flexible manufacturing system were
sophisticated that 'we literally could not

structurè to supPort the gradual move
towards increased flø<ibility. That company's
craft system is shown in schematic and
stylised form in Figure 3.3' The system has
five grades and there is scope for promotion
through the grades (the company- provides
training as required). Thus, a craftsman can
be promoted from the bottom gra{e bY
being 'flexible' (ie working at anything
within his competence without training).
The noc gradJis a fully trained dual-traded
craftsman. Above this, the 'supercraftsman'
will have acquired a number of technicianlevel electronic and diagnostic skills' The top
gade is a full-blown technician, who will be

-

rytt.-t specialist. The ultimate oþective is
thãt the two lower grades will eventually
disappear through attrition and promotion.

ã

['
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In Choc-o-Bar Ltd, emploþg 2700 workers
making confectionery substantial

so

ooerate without maintenance staff who are
cåmoetent in both the electronic and the
mechanical aspects of the job'. This is
achieved through recruiting electrical
ensineerins craftsmen who have some

.lËtronics"knowledge and then intensively
training them in mechanical trades A graded
pay system encourages this skill acquisition,
är"doLs an individual appraisal sptem. The
company is on a greenfield site and
recognises no union.

3.29 It must be emphasised that about

a

quarter of the manufacturing companies had
made negligible changes, if any, in the direction
of craft m"intettatt . flexibility of the type
described here. Manv of these argued that craft
inflexTbütv did not tost them very much; that
informally the craft workforce was more
fl*¡ible than would aPpear on paper; and that

Fioure3.3 Examplesof grading/
orömotion structure for craft
ilexibility
Grade
1.

'multiskilled' workforces this is perhaps a
surprising finding. Yet bearing in mind the
depth oftraining required to achieve and
maintain competence in two trades, the
opportunity costs of such training in terms of
foregone output, the output loss, equipment
damage and personal safety considerations
these are not sustained and the possible

Techntcian

if

industrial relations problems consequent on
such a strategy, it may seem more
understandable that most frrms have adopted a
gradual and cautious approach.
2. CrafVtechnician

Supercraftsman'

Manufacturin g production/
Process afeas

3.30 Turning to the no<t main area of change
in manufactuting - floribility within non-craft

-

3. Dual-traded craftsman

Technician
ectromechan

4. Flexiblecraftsman

Technician
Fitter

I
I Electrician

+
Fitter

,

etc
5.

Singlelraded craftsman
Technician

Technician

+
Fitter

Electrician

Fitler
etc

operative areas
traditional demarcation lines
and industrial relations constraints were
generaþ far weaker than in craft areas and the
entent of change in most companies was
mainly determined by technological
requirements subject to training and
organisational constraints. Most companies felt
that for any nerü/ production process there was
little to prevent them changing the
configuration of tasks as required. The majority
argued that they had always been able to secure
greetff flexibility from this part of the
workforce and/or that the flexibility had
recently increased.

3.31

Table 3.5 shows how almost all the flrms
who had sought to increase the functional
flexibility of their workforce had attempted to
reorganise production/process areajobs on a

more flenible basis.

3.32 ]äble 3.5 shows also that of the 30 firms
who had increased functional flexibiìity among
their production/process workforce, all had
the cost of 'buying in' a system like that
described in Figure 3.3 would greatly o<ceed
the benefits. The vast majority of companies
interviewed had increased the interpenetration

achieved e greater flexibility in mobility

of

operator labour between jobs at roughly the
same skill level.

Thus, for er<ample, in Amalg4mated Ales
Ltd, a brewer and one of the few food and
drink companies which did enperience
significant demarcations within production

of the various elements of their maintenance
workforce but most had not achieved, and
many had nor sought ro develop, full dual
trading. In view of the focus in the literature

been able to negotiate a major increase in

on the emergence of 'dual-skil1ed' and

functional flexibility at a new plant.

operative areas, the company had recently
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Table

3.5 Functional

Sector

flexibility in manufacturing product¡on/process

No of firms

lncreased functional

lncreasing mobility

seeking increased

flexibility in

f unctional lexibility

production areas

between operator
jobs

f

000/o)

14

16

(94o/o)

16

30

(9780)

JU

Food & drink

14

1

Engineering

17

Total

JI

4

(1

Traditionally, operatives were specialised as
fork-lift drivers, kegging line operatives,
bottling line operatives, cleaners-up, etc; now
management is able to move people

horizontaþ (from a kegging line to a
bottling line for example) as required.

3.33 In cases where

the variation in skill level
was small, it was common to find a single
'operative grade', with uniform pay and a 'do

anything

as

required' clause in the job

description. The 'as required' question is an
important one; several companies felt that there
were clear organisational and administrative
advantages inindividuals being specialised and

'knowing what their job is'.

Excessive rotation

between jobs was felt to be disruptive of both

efficiency and motivation (as it broke up social
groups on the lines, etc).

3.35

The most sophisticated approaches to
functional flexibility in the operative areas,
which ensured that rotation occurred only as

One company, Canned Savouries plc, for
example, on the introduction of a new
canning plant, negotiated with the union
that any operator would do any job, with a
single pay rate (the new technology had
effectiveþ removed any skill differentials by
eliminating the labouring and materials
movement jobÐ. This proved to be
overambitious, and it was physicaþ

required, and which guaranteed appropriate

upward and downward flexibility, were 'team'
systems attached to a particular line,
machine or part of the factory. Several
companies had such systems, which often
invoived promotion from the lowest entry
grade with a limited range of tasks. As
operatives were trained they were promoted to

or 'crew'

impossible to schedule and manage this
degree of flexibility. The difficulty was

higher grades (some companies operated grade
'quotas' to avoid excessive wage drift), but
would be required to do all lower-graded jobs
as required. This results in a crew with varying
degrees of functional flexibility up to the senior

compounded by the fact that the trade
union, having accepted the notion of full
flexibility, then attempted to control it by
ensuring that every operative had his/her
'fair share' of every job. The result was
excessively frequent and unnecessary job
rotation (solved by breaking the workforce

into'teams').

3.34

'Where

there are clear skill differentials in
the production area, the manufacturing
companies exhibited few serious constraints to
t.'
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appropriate training had been given and
provided that helshe was paid the fork-lift rate
when doing it (interestingly, no companies
went so far as to pay an operator a permanently
higher rate for having the ability to do a higher
graded job; the premium applied onþ when
the higher job was actuah being done).

operator/chargehand, etc who can and will do
all jobs on the line. The crew approach also has
the advantage of obtaining a degree of flexibility
while retaining social group cohesion. How
and rühen this (downward) flexibility was
brought into play varied between companies,
but in some, particularþ where the machine or

line could be operated laryely independentþ of
the rest of the factory the day-to-day allocation
of tasks on the line was devolved to the crew
itself. Such an approach was facilitated by
another aspect of functional flexibility in many
companies, namely the trend to increased
flexibility between operative and supervisory
ørades,

with senior operatives becoming

;working supervisors' (this trend was
found in craft areas to some extent).

also

For o<ample, White Goods Ltd, a large
electrical engineering firm, had reorganised
the basis of several of its production lines
towards a cell system of manufacturing. Two

for this. First, a drive for
'zero defects' had required the extensive use
of automatic test equipment during assembly
and such equipment was not suited to the
sequential assembly line manufacturing
techniques used in the past. Its integration
required the work to be organised into
bigger blocks of component and subassembþ
production than in the past, and this pushed
the manning practices in the direction of
group working. The second rationale was
straightforward demanning for cost reasons.
'Work
groups were given responsibility not
only for organising the work but also for
maintaining quality levels. This involved
agreement within the groups themselves to
reasons were given

move between jobs within their area as
It also involved integration of
supervision and maintenance workers within
each group. The whole process was
accompanied by a shift from individual
piecework to daywork on a common rate for
a common grade of production worker, plus
a group bonus scheme. So successful had this
approach been that the company was
introducing the system in iti remaining
production areas as fast as the investment
necessary.

programme allowed.

Group inærfaces in
manufactu"ing
The third major type of functional
flexibility in producúon å,id pro..rs areas was
that across the interface between (rather than

1'36

within) different

careEories of woiker. We
found ihree main casä of flexibility here:

r The maintenance/operator interface;
r The craft/technician interface;
r The operator/supervisor/inspector interface.
3.37 Half our 14 food and drink respondents
who had been seeking to enhance the
functional flexibility of their workforces, and
40 per cent of the engineering firms, had
achieved an overlap between operator and
inspector/supervisor responsibilities. In every
case this was an upward expansion of operator
jobs rather than a downward expansion of
inspectors and in every case it was facilitated by
new, simpler to operate test equipment and
driven by a striving to 'build quality in' rather

than 'test for

it

afterwards'.

3.38 As far as the question of operatives
undertaking craft-level jobs is concerned, there
was little evidence of substantial change in
most of the companies interviewed. Indeed,
several stated that the more expensive and
complex the plant became, the less they wanted
operatives 'tinkering with it'. On further
discussions it transpired that what they meant
by this was a reluctance to engage operatives on

breakdown-related work, but this did not
prevent them seeking, and in 36 per cent ofthe
cases

getting, operatives to take greater

responsibility for routine maintenance tasks,
quality control and some setting and resetting
tasks
ie essentially those aspects ofthejob
requiring least discretion and initiative, which
could be preordained.

-

3.39

In both these cases, the greater
self-diagnostic capaøty of the machines
themselves, coupled with the greater
integration of electronic circuits, meant that
operatives could also diagnose faults either in
the machine or in the quality of the end
product and repair them þy unplugging a
'black box' and replacing it with another). The
analogous diagnosis and repair on a traditional
machine might have required a considerable
degree of skill. Similarly with setting tasks
resetting and adjusting a machine using
programmable logic controls requires much less
traditional 'skill' than doing it manually, and
provided such adjustments are fairly standard
ones they can be adequately conducted by
operatives. Several companies reported such an
increase in operatives' area of responsibility
again, however, little training was involved and

-

-
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is not clear that this represents greater
flexibility 'upwards' on the part of the- oDerativÉ: ,aih.r, it is again ãkitt to a shift of

generaþ achieved rather more, this cannot be
i.t." to imply that unionised frrms could
achieve t o óhãttg"t, or that such changes were
'We
found a
achieved 'over oitr dead bodies'.

it

a

Iine in tlre grid of Figuie 3.2, with part of the
craftsman'slob being 'automated' into a task
that can beäotte by an operative. Iir so -far as

technical change ,pp.u.d to have the effect in
most manufacãuring companies of reducing the
number, and skill level, of tasks required by
Drocess operatives, the tendenry was to reduce
ih. ,rrrrnb.tt of operatives anð/ot to spread
them more thinly across the plant, adding.a
number of othei deskilled tasks to their job
(including some which on old equipment
àlght hiu. been craft level).

3.40

'We

encountered very few examples of

flexibility across the craftltechnician divide' For
oample, in engineering, craftsmen would
meiniain and operate CNC machines and
might reset them during production to change
tolãrances, but reprogramming would- usually.
be conducted soliy 6y technician grades' Both

craft and technician grades might work
tosether in groups didicated to particular
mãchining cãntrês and there would be some
informal ãoiUitity, but this was generaþ on a
small scale. In food and drink there was more
er<tensive interchange of craft and technical
Þsks, but even herã our respondents generally

very widespread readiness among employees
anã their råpr.serrtatives to acquire enhanced,
skills, subject to provisos on pay' tramng ând
safetv issues, but the critical constraint was
encolntered when such acquisition would involve skills previously the sole preserve of a
different bargaining gouP. Nor was this an
as the manning practices
absolute
"otttttaint,
illustrate. But it was a
just
described
we have
serious oîe, quite strongþ restricting the scope
for enhanced functional flo<ibility. The 'catch
22' obsewedhere was that many fums reported
a high degree of informal flodtility; while it
re-ãittedlnformal they were less able to

orovide training and reward the deployment of
är,h"nc.d skillJthis required formal
aEreement, which would bring out the
cãnflicting interests of the different unions; and
this issue was not one which our manâgement
respondents wished to raise' Hence the finding
abåve that where cross-trading (for orample)
had occurred it was generaþ limited in o<tent'
Where such union demarcations coincided
status differences (white collar/blue
collar), then the barrier was substantially

with

stronger.

reported little change.

3.42

Functional flexibilitY in
manuåcturing - constrainß
3.41

Before going on to consider operative

functional fto<ibility in the service sector, it is
worthwhile discussing some of the constraints
on the achievement oT greater functional
flexibilitv. Almost without elception' our
*rrr"g.ä.rrt respondents cited union
demalcation as the principal factor constraining
such movement,

in some

cases irrespective

ot

the fact that the company concerned did not
actuallv wish to ,ecnre gtetttr flexibility. The
*ou.-.nt, made by several respondents which
are orempliÊed here show that in practice such
union atiitudes are fæ from being absolute
constraints; rather they condition the entent,
the oace and above all the manner of
irrrpiernentation of such changes' While it is
clear that our non-union respondents had a
freer hand in achieving such-changes, and had
!:'
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The most widespread constraints cited

bv respondents who had moved furthest were
iird.qu".y of skills, the resulting costs of
retrainìng and shortage of training resou.rces'
The peräived inadequacy of ocisting skjlls was
direcied at both internal and o<temal labour
markets, while the lack of internal training
resources was often resolved by going outside
to buy in the necessary training - -1si
frequently from equipment suppliers. The most
preisinq itt"d"qutry reported was that of
äo-p.i.n . itt bttic eiectronics and particularþ
electronic control systems. In general, firms
reoorted that it was easier to train and retrain
pJopl. with electrical skills than people with
mechanical skills to acquire competence in
electronics and mechanical tasks' and easier to
retrain young people rather than older ones'
-W'e.were
unable to gather any evidence -as to
how true this might be, but these beliefs
underpinned the current retraining practices

among our respondents.

3.43 A third constraint,

much less often

mentioned, was the general health and safety
issue. Bearing

in mind the two previous

constraints and what they imply for the extent
and Þace of change, all our respondents
,rooit.d that not only were the changes they
had introduced taken in full recognition of the
need to avoid health and safety problems, but
also that adequate training procedures could,
and did, secure this. On the whole, our union
resoondents took the same line. We must
acc'ept this at face value, but feel obliged to
r.polt on. contrary piece of evidence. One of
our respondents who had introduced
multiskilled maintenance operators in its plant
reported to us that health and safety
considerations were of great importance and
had been fulþ accounted for by the rigour of

their training and the caution implicit in their
operating procedures. We subsequently found
out (from another source) that some months
before our visit a maintenance worker had been
electrocuted

in the plant.

FLINCTIONAL FLEXIBILITY
IN THE SERVICE FACTOR
3.44

We now turn to the question of
functional flexibility among operatives in the
service sector. However, although there are
many common features, there are also more
distinctions which need to be made between
financial services and retailing than were found
in manufacturing. Therefore we will treat them
separately.

Reøiling
3.45

-

store staff

The extent to which our retailing

respondents required their store staff to be
functionalþ flexible depended largely on their
place within the industry. 'Io put it simply, the
more homogeneous the product line anã ihe
cheaper each product, the greater the potential

tor tunctional flexibility. Thus, at one extreme
supermarkers reported little difficulty in
staff from one product line to another

}offg
(shelf-filling

skills are little influenced by the
content of the can) or in moving them from
one area to anorher (stockroom-shelf frllingcheckout). Ir seems ìa[d to regard this

mobility ietween rasks

as fu

nåional flexibility,

though, in reality, so unskilled were the
individual tasks that the degree ofversatility
needed was minimised. At the other o(treme,
department stores and specialist retailers often
saw little advantage in such movement and
their sales assistants were much less capable of,
and less required to demonstrate, such

flexibility. Within this general distribution
there was, of course, great diversity of
approach, and two contrary points should be
noted. Fi$t, specialist seryice counters in
supermarkets (delicatessens, butchery in-shop
bakeries, pharmacies, etc) required a higher
degree of specialist knowledge and consequent
staff dedication; and secondly, most of the
department stores had developed groups of
employees whose specialism was floating
ie they combined generic selling skills with

-

a

competence in quickly familiarising themselves
with specialist areas. Although both are worthy

of note, they do not contradict the

basic

patterns observed. As Table 3.1 showed, B0 per
cent of our retailing respondents had not
sought to increase the functional flexibility of
their workforces since 1980; these 'floater' jobs
account for most of the rest.

3.46 As in financial services, one impact of
new technology has been to introduce
systematic procedures which, because they
remove discretion, provide âccess to relevant
information and simplifr activities, increase the
potential for movement between jobs. Whether
this potential was taken up \Mas l-g.ly
dependent on the company's selling strategy
and its product range rather than any other
factor. Apart from the 'floaters', we found little
evidence of any important change in this area
in any of the retailing firms interviewed. Such
functional flexibility as was required could
usually be secured, and in practice long had
'We
have
been, from among our respondents.
akeaðy noted a marginal retreat in some firms
from very high levels of part-time use. In effect,
this represents their main constraint on
securing functional flexibility - it is costly to
achieve to any great extent from part-time
workers because of additional training costs. In
reality, the essence.gf flexibility in retailing lies
elsewhere - we have already discussed the
numerical aspects and we will turn to the
contractual aspects in Chaper 4.
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Financial services - branch søff
3.47 The traditional branch structure in
banks, and also to a lesser ortent in building
societies and insurance, was based on the ability

of staff to move between jobs þoth
horizontaþ and vertically) as required.
Systematic job rotation and training in a variety
oi functions were seen as the necessa{y steps in
an internal labour market which traditionally
was virtually sealed off from the outside world
and which was therefore heavily biased towards
internal promotion. An important aspect of
this promotion-led system was a capacity for
downward functional floribility (for o<ample
professional staff manning counters at peak
ii-.s ot to cover for breaks or absence),
horizontal functional flexibility þetween, for
example, counter and branch office staff at a
similar clerical level for the same reason) and
upward functional flexibility (standing in for
more senior staff, almost always unpaid)'

3.48

âs

financialìervices respondents who reported'no
change' or 'reductions' in functional floribility
fläbË 3.1), they mostly recorded no change
from an existing high level of functional

flexibility.

3.50

As discussed in para 3.18, we have not
included the effects of technological change in
deskilling jobs, and thus rendering them
accessible to a wider range of workerc, as per se
a form of functional flexibfity. Yet this is the
dominant change in manning practices in
financial servicei; most common was the use of
computerised systems for most of the basic
cleriêal-level tasks. The impact of the new
technology on clerical tasks in financial services
has been

Although this sytem still dominates the

financial servicés branch structure, the changes
have observed have involved the
development of a cadre of lowerlevel staff who
are effectively o<cluded from this traditional
system. There are many reasons for this, but
the main ones we observed were: first, their
increasingly part-time working regimes mean
that the costs of training for versatility are

which we

increased; secondly, despite market growth,
technological change in the industry has
significantly reduced headcount gowth and
thireþ reduced promotion rates further;
thirdly, recruitment is now increasingly _
conducted at several levels in the internal labour
_

market rather than concentrated at the bottom,
partly as a means of recruiting functional
ip..iãhrts and partly to increase the numbers of
graduate emplõyees; fourthly, particularþ in
6anking, the structure of branches is changing

to-ttdi

concentration of the fulI range of bank
services in fewer branches, with the remainder
being satellite 'money shops', thus effectively
reduãng the range of tasks to be covered in
such satellites.

3.49

The outcome of these developments is
that the traditional 'career-based' sources of
functional flexibility are becoming less
prevalent, although it should be emphasised
ihat throughout the sector they remain themain ones."'W'e should noþ that the growth of
|"1
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yet represen-te! onþ-a
marginal change to the traditional form of
worf organitriiott. Thus, of the76 per cent of

part-time working

to

systematise

work, to

replace

discretion with rules, and to build such rules
and systems into the software rather than into
the hãads of clerical staff through training and
e><perience, and thereþ to bring a wider and a
higher range of tasks within the competence of
such staff, irrespective of their status.
a slightly higher level in financial
service respondents, the very factor which w¿s
allowing á high.t degree ofjob mobility to be

3.51 At

achieved from clerical staff was inhibiting it in
management staff. Above the level of clerical
jobs, ihe trend to greater objectivity and rules
ãirplr.ittg discretion was still observed, yet at
thii level such a movement cannot readily be

incorporated into software. As a result,

functional specialisation has increased, and
several of our respondents claimed that 'the day
of the all-rounder has long gone'. In general,
our respondents had not found signifrcant
difficulty in responding to this; they had
simply recnrited better qualified people and
developed career paths for them within broad
specialist areas.

FUNCTIONAL FLEXIBILITY
IN ADMINISTRAIIVE,
PROFESSIONAL AND
nnÄNecERIALJoBS
We conclude this account of change in
functional flexibility by considering the

3.52

eoDlication of the concept to administrative and
oiåf.ssional and managerial groups' We can
åonsider all four sectors together here since in
none ofthem had there been substantial change
to oristing practices, and certain common
themes emerged across the sectors.

3.53 Tladitionaþ

these occupational groups

were felt by our respondents to have
demonstraied a signìficantly higher degree of

functional flo<ibility than the 'hourþ paid',
'operative' or'non-professional' groups which
*å hrur already discussed. Further, by tradition
they are more likely to identi$t with
management aims and less likeþ to develop
strong group interests promoted by trade
unions, although there are clear enceptions, like
draughtsmen and supervisors. Thus, on the
whole, they were believed to be intrinsically
more flenible. Table 3.6 shows how many firms
had been seeking to increase functional

flexibility from these groups of worker.

3.54

Pressures on company overhead costs,
translated into demanning pressures in indirect

areas, 'r¡r/ere found to have given rise to a
requirement for greater versatility from those
surviving the reductions, particularly in
engineering and food and drink. But the most
important factor here has been technological
change and the resulting closer integration
between production activities and indirect
support activities such as production control
and planning, component supply, progress
chasing, material handling, quality control and
draughting. Where this had occurred, our
respondents generally reported very little
difficulty in achieving the changes smoothly,
though training and (in fewer cases) union
membership divisions were reported as

constraints.

3.6 Functional flexibility and adm¡nistrative, professional and
managerialstaff

Table

Seeking to ¡ncrease
No of firms seek¡ng

functional flexibility in

more functional

admin, profess¡onal and

flexibility

managerial grades

Food & drink

14

4(2eW

Enginering

17

5(2eW

Retail distribution

4

1(25W

Financial services

4

2 (50o/o)

39

12 (31o/o)

Sector

Total
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4 DISTANCING

and uncertainty and the associated costs; and

INTRODUCTION
4.I Some companies, faced with an apparent

r

desire to reduce the organisation's total
headcount and wage bill.

need for greater numerical or functional
flexibility, may decide that it is easier in
management terms, or more cost-ef[ective, to

makelhe achievement of that flø<ibility
'somebody else's problem'. What this generaþ
involves ii the diqplacement of an employment
contract by a commercial one as a means of
getting a job done. This may entail a
geogriphical distancing, but it is the .- .
ão.tt"tt"totl aspects with which we will be
most concernêd her.. Thus, rather than

witË them?' is a queitiån that we might
o(pect to have been ,"id.ly Posed.

IS DISTANCING

INCREASING?

ãffective only by increasing the functional

flodbility of the workforcein that-activity, it
may decide that the costs (financial,
administrative and industrial relations) to the
organisation of achieving that flexibility er<ceed
the costs ofp4ying another organisation to
provide the service in question. These are
;distancing strategies'. All organisations purrue
them to rã-. oi.tt. In this chapter we will
consider why they do it and whether-they have

it more since 1980 as an alternative

to securin[ flexibility from their own workers.

RATIONALES FOR
DISTANCING
4.2 A number of concerns and considerations

are taken into account by employers in assessing
the relative advantages of changing manning
practices and adopting distancing strategies.
These include:

A

desire to concentrate the organisation's
resources on its areas of comparative advantage'
leaving the other areas to those whose
comparative advantage theY are;

undertaking an activity in-house and putting
out, when outsiders may be able to achieve

it

economies of scale, et(ert monopsony buying
power, achieve greater workforce flotbility' pay
lower wages, etc;

r

A
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desire to shift elsewhere the burden

-

cheaper and easier to pay sõm.one else to deal

parti;rlar in-house activity can be made cost-

r A consideration of the relative costs of

changes in the economic environment
greater
documented in earlier chapters
volatility,
pressure'
market
competition and

'Why attempt to be more
florible to deal with these pressures if it is

p.ãkr in workload, a company may simply
contract out those peaks to another individual
or organisation. Similarly, if it finds that a

r

The perceived importance of these issues for
many organisations has increased under the

uncertainty, etc.

organise its own workforce floribly to meet

been doing

A

t tÌ5

Evidence from Previous studies

4.3

There appears to be no reliable statistical
information which could be taken as a proxy

for commercial subcontracting and which
covers the period since 1980 in which we are
interested. Th. *ott recent input-output data
for the tIK stops at the beginning of this
neriod. Thus we are thrown back on
qualitative sources of information' Although
therc is little enough of this, subcontracting (of
services, of some pæts of production, eg.
comÞonents, and in some cases of the whole
prodictioh process itself) was found to have increased and to be still increasing in most ot
the case study comPanies reported in IMq
(1985) and M.agerlt985). Such growth has
àlro b.rn recorded elsewhere (Clutterbuck
1983). It is clear that we might enpect a.cychcal
ffená (contract out as $owth increases; back
in-houìe as $o\ /th slows), a long-term trend
(to increasing specialisation) and a
precautionary effect (at the,onset of growth out
õfrecession) to interact and to obscure any
more general picture of change in this area.

4.4 Equth

comPanies maY be mwing.
towards a gleater use of selÊemployed and
agerrqy-.tnployed labour. There has been a

sto*it

inìelf-employment

as a

whole

(as

,.poit.d in MSC'i l¿bour Market Quarterly
Räpo.t, February 1985), but it is not yet clear
how much of thit is due to the substitution of
self-employed for employed labour within the

established company sector and how much it
represents a growing number of entrepreneurial

,eif-employed consultants, etc setting up in
business independentþ of the company sector.
There also appeil to be changes afoot in the
agerrcy market (Meager 1985, Isaac 1985) and
tñere is a growing use of agency workers in
those professional and technical occupations in
short supplY.

4.5'Homeworking','outworking',
'networking', 'teleworking', etc may also be
regarded as part of a 'distancing strategy', a
of reducing the employer's commitment
wãy
-fu[-ti-.,
permanent staff while retaining
to
some of the advantages (particularly direct
control) which employment has over
contraciing out. This type of arrangement may
also offer significant advantages to the
homeworkers, particularly to females with
children or domestic commitments. Hakim
$98a\ has estimated that in 1981 there may
har,'e been some 660,000 homeworkers in
England and Wales (just under 3 per cent of
the labou¡ force) and she concludes that this
number has grown since the early 1970s,
although the traditional manufacturing
homeworker is now in a minority, with most
homeworkers involved in white collar, service
and professional activities (further details are
provided in Hakim 1984b). There has recently
been considerable interest er<presed in some of
the newer, mo¡e 'orotic' forms of
homeworking, such as F International's
freelance female workforce of computer
professionals and Rank Xerox's networkers (see
Huws 1984 and Upton 7984 for further
er<amples and discussion of some of the issues
involved). There is as yet no estimate on the
er<tent of these less orthodox forms

of

although, despite the volume of
futurological

which attaches a

prominent role to 'teleworking' and its variants
(see Handy 1984), there is no ãvidence to date
that such acdvities have spread beyond small
numbers of professionals working mainly for
læge computer and electronics (often
muldnational) companies.

detailed work is available on the growth

of

these forms of retailing, particularly concerning

the employment implications of such forms.

4.7

Finally, we should perhaps note that
another possible solution to workload
fluctuations may be neither a strategy of
increasing workforce flexibility nor one of

'distancing' by making someone else adust to
the fluctuations, but rather what is effectively
the opposite of a distancing strategy, ie the
company may eliminate the fluctuations and
use its under-utilised facilities in low periods by
selling its capacity and services to another
organisation (a classic case is the company
which, rather than contracting out its own
transport and haulage serrrices, decides to set up
its transport operation as a business in its own
right and carry other companies' goods on
returnjourneys and in spare

space

on vehicles).

Results of tlhe current study

4.8

Täble 4.1 shows to what er<tent our
respondents had sought an increase in
distancing since 1980. Once more, it should be
stressed that we were interested only in changes
which were deliberate and of some substance.
This means that we have er<cluded

'teleworking' and 'networking' from this
table, as our discussions with our respondents
conflrmed the view outlined above that where
such changes had occurred they had not
involved more than a handful of individuals and
seldom displaced their employment contract.
It is clear that seven in every 10 respondents
had increased their use ofdistancing since 1980
and that this was most prevalent in retailing
and least

4.9

in food and drink.

Table 4.2 shows the forms of distancing

which were adopted or increased by those 51
frrms who had sought to make more use of
distancing practices.

It is evident that

the

growth in subcontracted ancillary services is the
main form of distancing to have increased and
that non-ancillary activities are less likeþ to be
in this way - though half these

reorganised

frrms had made some changes here.

4'6 A further orample of 'distancing
strategies' and the shifting elsewhere of the
burden of risk and fluctuation may be seen in
the growth of franchising and concessions
(stores

within stores, etc)-in retaiJing. Little

Contracting out
4.10

The dominant form of distancing
strategy in all four sectors was a move towards

55

some features common to particular sectors.

contracting out of activities (usuaþ as Table
4.2 shows, ancillary or service activities)
previously done in-house. This trend was not a
recent one, and many of the companies
reoorted that thev started down this route as
lo'rrg
as the early 1970s. Nevertheless, an
"go ofthis trend has been discernible in
accãlerãtiot
recent years under the 'Pressures for Change'
documLnted in Chapter 1 and many of the
companies were looking increasingly to .

save costs, cut established
the company's resources
concentrate
headcount,
orport to others the
and
in its 'core' activities
with some other
associated
risk and uncertainty
common across
was
motivation
This
activities.
taking place
changes
actual
the
the sectors, and
of the
circumstances
the
on
deoended more

contiacting out to

inåi.ridual frrm and the nature and er<tent of
the pressures upon it than on its sectoral
charãcteristics. Ñevertheless, we did identify

Table

4.1

4.77 In food and drink,

several companies

were unwilling to contract out cleaning and
laundry activities because of the strict statutory
hygrenã requirements opemting in the industry
anã a co.rtèquent desire to enercise direct
control over the activity. Similarly, some food
companies felt that it was not appropriate for
the 'image' of a food manufacturer to contract
out its cãtering activities. So our food and
drink respondènts had been less inclined to
contract õut key ancillary services (as Table 4.1
shows), but even so, where they had sought to
distance themselves more it was sdll
security, site
predominantly in these areas
maintenance (gardening, painting, road
that they had focused.
maintenance, etc)

-

-

4.72 In both engineering

and food and drink,

floribility

moves towards greatff functional

Distancing in the four sectors
Seeking to increase

Recording reduction

No of firms

distancing since

or no significant

participating

1980

change

Food & drink

16

10(62W

6 (38o/o)

Engineering

19

14

(74W

5 (26o/o)

Retail distribution

20

17 (B5qo)

3

Financial services

17

10(71W

7 (2eW

Total

72

51(71W

21 (29o/o)

Sector

Table

4.2

(1

5olo)

Forms of distancing: all sectotls
Contracting

Sector

No of firms

Contracting

out non-

increasing

out anc¡llary

ancillary

Self-

services

areas

employment

distancing

I

(90E0)

Food & drink

10

Engineering

14

1

Retail distribution

17

16 (940/o)

Financial services

10

B (800/0)

Total

5l

46 (900ô

3 (930/o)

i.,1

56

Other

4(40W

3 (300/0)

1 (10q0)

I

1

1

(6480)

13(76W
0

26 (51o/o)

(7W

(7o/o)

2 (120/o)

0

5 (500/0)

3 (30q0)

11(22W

5

(1

0olo)

amongst production and plant maintenance
craftsmen had given an extra impetus to an
oristing tendency to contract out building and
site mrrintenance, as traditional civil trades did
not fit easily into new pay and bargaining
structures fôr multiskilled craftsmen'

4.73 In engineering, in addition to the
out of ancillary service
functions (catering, cleaning, transport, etc),

increased contracting

there has been a long-standing tradition

of

contracting out parts and subassembþ
manufacture at peak times and bringing it back
in-house at slack times (the same is true to a
certain extent in food and drink with contract
packers, canners, etc). Some companies now
ãppeared to be breaking this in-house/
.õ.ttr..t-o.tt cycle and sqying 'if we can't do it
economicah all the time, why do it at all?',
and contracting out such activity permanently.
Such moves were reinforced by tighter
manning levels and more efÊcient deployment
of permanent employees, so that there was no
longer the capacity in-house for such work
even at slack times. Thus there seemed to be an
overall move towards outside purchasing of
parts in engineering coupled with a tighter,

more competitive purchasing poliry requiring
lower prices, higher quality and shorter lead
times from subcontractors.

4.14 Some engineering companies were also
beginning to contract out specialist tooling
work (and using their own craftsmen purely
for machine maintenance and tool repair rather
than making new dies, etc). Again, ho*.u.r,
this trend was not universal and one company
had reversed a trend towards the contracting
out of tooling work, as a result of a major
agreement on functional flexibility within its
own toolrooms, which gave the internal
activity a cost advantage over competitors.

4.15

Retailing has shared the general trend
towards contracting out of cleaning, catering,
building maintenance, etc (except where direct
control is cmcial
eg merchandise cleaning in
furniture stores). There is, however, a tendency,
particularþ in the large food multiples, towards
bringing transport and distribution in-house,
ie rather than having manufacturers suppþng
direct to stores, the retailers have the goods
delivered to a central depot from which their

-

own fleet

takes mixed loads to individual stores.

4.16 It is in retailing that we found the
biggest (in terms of headcount) impact of
distancing. This involved the increasing
conduct of business without commitment to
employment contracts through the growth of
franchising, concessions and store-in-store
trading patterns. Täble 4.3 shows how these
patterns were reflected in increased distancing
among our respondents since 1980.
4.77

Concessions and store-in-store trading
had grown on a large scale since 1980,
particularþ but not soleþ in department and
other chainstores. This was justified in terms of
specialist staff selling particular products, and in
view of our comments in Chapter 3 on the
relatively limited degree of functional flexibility
among department/product-specific staff in
such stores there is clearly some weight in this
argument. However, in two companies the
attractions of this approach had caused the use

of concessions to spread into a major
proportion of turnover - some 35 per cent in
one case. Further, these firms deployed a bigger
range of types of concession: orthodox
concessions, internal concessions to previous
employees, consultanry, etc. Franchising had
also o<panded in three of these firms. This was

clearþ limited to particular kinds of retail
outlet and appeared to be more associated with

Table 4.3 Dista nced trading in retailing
(17 respondents o nly seeking to increase distancing)
Method of distancing
Subcontracting ancillary services
Concessions/sto

re-i

n-store

No of firms
1

6 (94q0)

10 (590/o)

Franchising

3

Self-employment

2 (12o/o)

(1 Bolo)
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achieving rapid market penetration without
committìng-substantial capital than with
avoiding employment commitments. However,
both types oT distancing ïepresent a-shift-in the
employment structure of these--retailing firms:
awáy from traditional sales staff, buyels, et9
towards administrators, marketing staff and
general landlord functions'

Fi"ally, the growth in selÊemployment
which we observed among these respondents
was negligible, save for two circumstances.
First, in financial sewices we observed a major
shift towards the use of selÊemployed salesmen.
The rationale for such a change was in part
employee pressure ('the best salesmen would

4.18

58

if we didn't offer them self-employed
status') but primarily a desire to tum fixed cost
into variable cost through substituting
commission for wages. Second was the growth
of merchandising stãff among some of our food
and drink respondents. Here the picture was

leave us

less clear; there was no immediateþ obvious

rationale behind the move and not all of them
had made it. Elsewhere, where we did observe
gro\Mth in the use of self-employed-workers, it
*.r *ott ftequently associated with labour
shortage in the occupation concemed (systems
analysts in many cases) and the distancing was
often not driven by employer Pressure' but by
workers themselves.

5

PAY FLEXIBILITY

INTRODUCTION
5.7 ,{s described briefly in Chapter 1, pay
flo<ibilitv is concerned with companies' ability
to .hang. and adjust their pay ¿nd- reward
structurãs for one or more of the following
reasons:

wage bill;

(b) To be able to match market rates for groups
of workers with scarce skills; and

without

raising the whole pay structure.
Reasons (a) and (c) are largely concerned

with

supporting a company's initiatives in increasing
inrernal functional flexibility, while þ) is
concerned with a company's ability to adjust to
the er<temal labour market. We have included
all three motives as they tend to give rise to the
same sort of changes. These are:
Restructuring: changes to the pay structure
itself which may affect groups or individuals;
Breeching: an ability to pay selectively
outside the pay structure; and
Placing: discretion in placing people within
the pay structure.

5.2 Our study is limited to flexibility in the
structure of pay and is not concerned with
flexibility in il,. g.r,.rrl level of pay. The
relationship between movements in the level of
pay and employment which has dominated
much of the discussion on flexibility elsewhere
(see for er<ample ETUI 1935) is therefore
excluded frorÄ consideration here.

THE PRESSURES FOR
CHANGE
5-3

productivity; and

þ)

la) To be able to encourage and reward the
sroup a.q,titition and deployment of new skills
äitt ã"t íignificantþ increasing the overall

(c) To be able to reward individual
performance, skill and flexibility, again

(a) The traditional management desire to
motivate and retain individual 'high
performers', perhaps sharpened by smaller
headcount and the drive for greater overall

For the most parr, we found that the

changes to our respondents' pay systems were
tntended to reinforce or reward greater

fr''nctional flo<ibility, and therefoä the presssres
for change coincideá with those underþng the
drive forþater functional flexibility dÅoíb.d

in Chaptä 3. In so far as there *rre oth.,
pressures they appeared to be twofold:

The persistence of skill shortages in a few

occupations, coinciding with oversupply of
labour in most occupations, had increased
companies' desire to distinguish between the

two in pay terms.

EVIDENCE FROM PREVIOUS
STUDIES
5.4 Pay structures change continually in
response to intemal and o<ternal pressures, but

previous work does not point to any
accelerating trend in these directions recently.
Several enamples of group restructuring aimed

at paying for new skills or matching market
rates for scarce ones can be found in the
published literature, but these occur mainly

where new technologies have necessitated the
creation of new grades for those who have
acquired o<tra skills (eg Honeywell, Toshiba,
ICL, reported in IR-RR 317 1984). As far as
individual restructuring towards more
incentive-based pay is concerned, this is not
new and various bonus, piecework and

productivity payment systems have come in and
out offashion over the past 20 years or so.

5.5 Recent developments towards individual
restructuring appear from the literature to have
been largeþ confined to white collar and
managerial occupations, where the notion of
'pay for performance' has always been well
established. On the manual side, there is no
clear evidence of any general erosion of the
concept of 'the rate for the job', or even of any
widespread desire on the part of management

to move in this direction. Problems of
performance assessment in the case of highly
interdependent production jobs, and the
difficulty of devolving payment decisions to
first-line management on an objective basis, are
often felt to outweigh the advantages that any
move towards greatff individual restructuring
would confer. Newrtheless, the literature does
contain a few erramples of some companies
(mainly in 'high-tech' industries) moving
towards the concept of merit pay for manual
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workers (this has occurred, for er<ample, at a
number of computer and electronics companies

IR-RR 3I9,1984,
Mobil Oil, IR-RR 323,7984).

-

reported in

5.6

-

and at

Overall then, the work to date suggests

that there have been some relatively minor and
marginal changes in pay and reward structures
intended l.g"ly to reinforce developments in

functional flo.ibllity. No major

er<amples

of

wholesale revision of approach or radical
innovations are apparent, certainly nothing
approaching the two-tier wage structures of
some US companies (Ross 1985).

RESULTS OF THE CURRENT
STUDY
5.7 The previous research on this topic,
reported abo'oe, s.tggested that few radical
.hmg.r were to be er<pected in the four sectors.
In practice the case studies tended to confirm
thii enpectation, but it was notable that most
of the companies studied either had recently
undertaken some (aheit marginal) change to
their pay or grading structures or were in the

p.oc.it of instituting some such change. Table
5.1 shows how far changes to secure greater
pay flexibility were observed. The table shows
ihât about two-thirds of these companies had
engaged in change designed to enhance the
flexibility of their pay syrtems, and that this
was generaþ most common in manufacturing,
where frrms had been most active in increasing
functional flexibility.

5.8

interviews.

5.1

In all four sectors, a majority of companies
(including those who adhered Êrmly to the
Àotion of'the rate forjob') felt that grading
syrtems should b. r.rffiã.nily flexible to
.'n.onrrg. and reward (a) skill acquisition and
development and þ) functionally flexible
working practices where these were desired. In
effect, we found a shift from 'rate for the job'
syrtems towards 'rates for the jobs' syrtems,
reflecting the progressive enlargement of the

job box implicit in functional fleriibility. As
shown below, this had very different
implications, company by company, for the
actual shape of the grading structure
sometimes it implied a move to a more
complor grading structure, sometimes it
required i simplification of that structure. The
common principle, however, was that
companiei were changing the number of
gradãs, the differentials between them and the
width of grade bands to reflect the changing
technological environment and its skill
requireménts, in order to reinforce functional
flexibility. Such changes to the grading
structure were particularly notable in food and
drink and engineering.

-

r

Again in all four sectors (although to a lesser
extent, and affecting fewer employees) many
companies argued the need for a system whjch
enabled thern to move the pay rates of small
groups of workers independently of the rest
ihe siructure, in order to be able to match

of

market rates. This might entail either
'breeching', or 'placing' changes, or both.

r

Iæss commonly er<pressed (although found to

some a(tent

Three general themes emerged from our

Table

r

in all four sectors) was the need to

reward individuals (rather than groups) for
merit or performance. Systems enabling such

Pay flexibility: all sectors
No seeking greater

No recording

No of firms

pay flexibility

no change or

participating

since 1980

reduction

16

13 (B1olo)

3 (190/o)

lo

13 (680/o)

6(32W

Retail distribulion

20

9 (45o/o)

Financial services

17

10 (590/o)

7 (41o/o)

Total

72

45 (630/o)

27 (37o/o)

Sector
Food & drink

Engineering
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1

1 (550/0)

such systems'
an apProach, or-moves towards
andmanagement
for
ad
ød.tpt
*.rË
p.tfr*iott.fgtades in all sectors' In other
intent or professed need for

å..up"tior,t,"the

such'systems was more common than their

but by regrading or promotion on grounds of
changed job content, etc). Sometimes this
approach involved simply 'turning a blind eye'
to the manner in which individual managers
operated the pay and grading criteria.

implementation, although examples

"r..ti.tt
ï"erc found

in all sectors and were most
in
common parts of the (non--banking) financial
sector and sorne subsectors of retaiÏng'

5.g In terms of implementing

these changes,

several approaches wère observed.

In unionised

environÅãnts, especially in the two
manufacturing sectors, changes of the first two
rypes above were generally introduced through
negotiation, often as a supportative part of a
whole package on new technology and the
reorganisation of working practices. Almost
without enception, changes towards individual
performance-based pay were anathema to the
lrade unions and had not been introduced in
unionised areas. W'here such changes had
occurred, they were usuaþ in non-unionised
envi¡onments or in some companies where the
workforce was represented by a relatively weak
staff association. Täble 5.2 shows the distinction
between 'groop' and 'individual' restructuring
for those firms in all four sectors who had
sought to increase the flexibility of their pay
systems.

5.10 Finally, there were some er<amples of
companies who had effected such change not
by formally changing the payment structure
but by informaþ allowing it to 'drift' (thus
scarce skills would be recruited not through an
explicit premium but by fitting them into the
existing syrtems at a higher point on grounds
of 'age' or 'enperience'; individual performance
would be rewarded not by an enplicit payment

Table

5.2

Pay

Pay flexibility in food and drink
5.11 All 13 food and drink firms who had
sought to increase pay flexibility had made
alterations to maintenance workers' pay
systems, 10 of them to process workers' pay
slstems and four to other groups of workers.
Those moving towards greater functional
flexibility in craft areas through the
development of multiskilling had developed
ne\À/ group grading systems with higher grades
for the newly flexible, cross-traded craftsmen.
In several this meant a move away from the
tradition of a single c::a{t rute, and in some the
ne\Ã/ s)ßtem was seen as a transitional phase,
with the lower grades withering away in the

longer run as their occupants obtained training
and were promoted or, if untrainable, left or
retired. The best developed such system in the
food and drink sector was the graditg structure

in Snackpack Ltd, already described in Chapter
3 (see Fþre 3.3). Several companies had
developed a slstem which approximated to part
of that in Figure 3.3. Generaþ such systems
were relativeþ easily negotiated between
companies and unions so long as the appropriate training was provided by the company.

5.I2

The only significant industrial relations
issue associated with such slntems arose when
the system set up a promotion route across the
craftltechnician ('works/staff ) divide or
created a new grade of 'craftician' who spanned

flexibility for groups and individuals: all sectors
Firms
introducing

Sector

change

Pay

flexibility

for groups

Pay flexibility

for individuals

Food & drink

4a

8(62W

Engineering

1a

12(SzW

Retail distribution

I

5 (55ry0)

B (88ry0)

Financial services

10

4(40W

I

lotal

45

2s (64W

5 (38qo)

1

(Bo/ù

(90ry0)

23 (51o/o)

6T

that divide. Several companies reported
resistance from technicians' unions to such
developments as well as inter-union disputes
over which union should represent the
promoted craftsmen and 'crafticians' (in some
cases this resulted in a compromise 'dual
system' of representation, with individuals
having the option of either union). Craft

flexibility was not always, however,

associated

-

in one
rate
was
company, for er<ample, a unified craft
introduced and differentials abolished. This
approach had two oþectives: the abolition of

with a more complor grading system

previous craft differentials in the plant
maintenance trades effectively 'paid' for the
lower-graded craftsmen to do tasks associated
with higher grades; and secondly, the building
trades craft rate was raised to the level of that
now prevailing in the plant maintenance areas
as a quid pro quo for fulI flexibility between the
different building trades.

5.13

Similar patterns were observable among
operative areas in food and drink. Thus, on the
one hand, we find a company introducing
'multi-semi-skilling' at the 'wet end' of its
baking lines, where mixing, moulding, cutting,
oven operating, etc were traditionally separate

(but equaþ paid) jobs. This change was
supported by a more complex grading system
such that an operator who acquired and
deployed one other skill rose a graåe, two skills
two grades, etc. On the other hand, we found
companies redrfing the number of grades (in

-

some cases, as m a new cannery to a single

operative grade) such that, with no pay
differentials, the¡e were fewer obstacles to
moving people between tasks, machine lines or
departments.

5.74

As a general rule, in both craft and
operative areas, it appeared that pay and
grading structure became more complen, with
entra grades, when they \Mere supporting initial
moves towards flenibility which involved
training and new skill acquisition. In some
cases, particularþ where the skill level of the
entire workforce was being progressiveþ raised,
the more compler< structure was an interim
phase; as one of the most radical innovators
said, 'What we've done is pushed up a
ladder... once they've climbed it, we'll pull it

up behind them'.

5.15 When, by contrast, the new systems

were to suppoft greater flexibility which
merely involved the willingness to deploy
odsting skills across a wider area, or where the
jobs had been deskilled via new technology,
they tended to involve consolidation and
simplification of the grading structure into
fewer, broader grades.

5.76 In many

it

was not a change

in the

and drink is described below:

Fizz'n Foam Ltd, a manufacturer of bottled
and canned drinks, recnrited operatives into
teams at the lowest grade, trained them in
entra modules and promoted them to higher
grades as vacancies arose (there being quotas

at each grade), subject to each operative
when promoted retaining a willingness to
work at lower-graded tasks as required. This
system generates a trade-off between total
labour cost and the degree of flexiblllty
achieved and the company can adust the
cost/flerdbility equation by adjusting the
grade quotas. Thus, for er<ample, it can
achieve maximum flexibility, with all team
members able and willing to do every job on
the line, by training and promoting every
operative up to senior operative level, but
only at the cost ofpayrng all operatives the
top rate. Alternativeþ it may adopt the

with a few operatives 'fully
flexible' and the rest at varying degrees of
lesser flexibility.
cheaper option,

drink companies had made
to
their
pay/gradíng sptems to
amendments
Several food and

with the problems of recmiting and
retaining people with shortage skills - notably

cope

some computing and technical occupations,
described below:

';'
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cases

grading structure (or not onþ that change)
which was required to achieve greater
functional flexibility but simply an agreement
on paying people the appropriate rate when
they stood in for a worker on another grade.
Thus, several companies achieved 'upward
flexibility' by training people in lower grades
and paying them up to a higher grade for the
duration of their working at tasks in that
grade. Similarly, many had achieved downward
flexibility through agreements to the effect that
an individual, when working at a lower graded
task, retained his own 'primary' grade. The
fullest implementation of such a system in food

as

Canned Savouries plc, which had rigld
incremental scales for all clerical and
administrative grades, was unable to recruit
computer programmers because the system
obliged it to start them at the bottom point
of the admin scale. The company recently
negotiated with the trade union an

whereþ it could start such people
part way up the scale (as long as it could be
justified on the grounds of'experience
gained elsewhere'). This has only partly

productivity measurement and reward
(piecework, etc) and that systems based on
individuals being assessed by their supervisor/
manager/foreman were subjective and open to
abuse, error and challenge to the extent that
the divisive effects would outweigh the
motivational ones.

agreement

resolved the problem, however, as the
company is still unable to progress such
people above the scale maximum or to put

them in a different Job

class'.

5.17 As enpected, in food and drink
respondents individual-based schemes were

Pay flexibility in engineering
5.20 In general, fleibilit¡related changes to
pay and reward structures in the engineering
respondents o<hibited very similar features to
those found in our food and drink respondents.
For the sake of brevity, we will simpþ repeat
the main areas of common ground, as follows:

found only in non-unionised firms, orcept for

r

managerial grades. Such schemes were,
however, the norm for these grades, and most
companies had a performance-based assessment
system or were moving towards one. The
organisation of such systems varied from
company to company
sometimes, for
example, there were wide pay bands for each
grade, with placement within the band subject
to manâgement assessment of performance; in
some cases there was an incremental grading
system with performance assessment affecting
rate of progress up the scale.

shift to functional flexibility;

-

5.18 In clerical and other white

collar

areas

subject to trade union representation, the norm
was an incremental grading system, with
increments based on length of service (or
occasionalþ a 'simple rate for the job'). A few
companies had introduced some element of
flexibility into such systems by negotiating the
ability to move some individuals up the scales
faster than others
none saw the need for
greater flexibility in clerical pay structues as a

-

priority.

5.19 In manual areas, all the food and drink
companies operated a 'rate for the job' system.
Few orpressed a need to reward individual
performance, and in those which did the need
applied onþ to skilled and craft areas. None
had implemented an individual-based scheme;
however, a few companies had introduced
group or team bonus schemes (often based on
productivity or value added measures). Many
companies felt that the interdependence ofjobs
on the production line prevented oþective

r

Pay

floribility wâs usually

associated

with

a

Moves to more complo< group grading

structures were observed, supporting greater

craft and operative flexibility when that
flexibility was based on skill acquisition and

training;

r

Moves to simplified/unified grading

structures were observed, supporting greâter

craft and operative flxibility when that
flexibility was based solely on the removal of
demarcation lines, or where new technology
had deskilled tasks andlor eliminated skill
differentials;

r Moves, in operative areas, to greater upward
and downward flexibility were facilitated by
pqnng higher rates (temporarily) to operatives

working at higher-graded tasks and
guaranteeing oristing rates to those working at
lower graded tasks;

r

The developments in manual

areas have

tended to be negotiated, with obstacles to
change commonly related to inter-union
disputes;

r

Minor amendments to grading structures
were observed to facilitate the recnritment and
retention of employees with scarce skills
mainþ in technical and professional
occupations. When such occupations were
unionised the amendments had been
negotiated;

-

r

Reward for performance was the norm for
managerial and non-unionised white collar
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jobs, but several companies exhibited a trend
towards a higher proportion of pay being
performance-related. In unionised white collar
areas, change had been confined to â move to
fewer, wider salary scales and greater discretion
to move people up those scales at differential
rates. In manual areas 'rate for the job'
remained the norm, although a trend towards

group bonuses was discernible.

5.2I

The only notable general difference

between trends in the two sectors was that,
occupation for occupation, some of the
engineering companies had got further down
the line towards pay flexibility than was true in
food and drink. This is on of the face of it
surprising, given that we found in Chapter 3
that engineering companies had faced greater
industrial relations obstacles to increasing
functional flexibility than had food and drink
companies. Howeveç it must be remembered
that the engineering industry characterised not
by continuous processes but by assembly lines
and batch production, has always been more
amenable to individual-based payrnent s)ßtems
through work measurement and piecework.
Flashgadget plc, an electronics company in

small batch production with many rapidly
changing products, had full flexibility
(subject to competence and training) in all
manual and non-manual areas
reinforced
by harmonised terms and conditions. It had
developed a merit-based pay system for all

-

staff including production operatives, who
move up an incremental scale according to
length of service, acquisition of skill modules
and performance appraisal by line
management.

No other company had gone this far, although
several had well-developed plans for merit pay
for manual workers. Again, however, there was
a clear division of opinion within the sector,
with most companies frrmly against the notion
of individual pay for manual workers because of
the administrative difficulties and presumed
disruptive effect on employee morale.

5.22

'Radical' innovations in white collar
were also more evident in some of the
engineering companies than in the food and
drink sector. Thus, one company had
negotiated with the union to be able to pay
technicians up to 15 per cent above or below
areas
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the rate for the job according to merit.
Another had tackled the problem of paying for
scarce computer-related skills by negotiating the
ability to progress people on to a set of
non-negotiated increments above a'bar'
representing the top of the scale negotiated
with the union.

Pay flexibility in retailing
5.23 Täble 5.1 shows that some 45 per cent of
respondents here had made moves to increase
'We

the flexibility of their pay systems.

should

be clear at the outset that this did not generaþ
represent such a substantial change of practice
as

it had done for our manufacturing

respondents. Firms in this sector had no major
need to increase their functional flexibility, and
as a result the changes we observed tended to
be marginal alterations to existing systems and
were largely intended as performance incentives
within jobs rather than flexibility incentives

between them.

5.24

Retailing shared the characteristics of the
two manufacturing sectors with regard to pay

flexibility for head office managerial and white
collar staff. Thus, when non-unionised, they
demonstrated a considerable discretionary
performance-related element in pay and a
tendenry towards increasing the proportion of
discretionary pay in the total reward package;
when unionised, they demonstrated a
predominance of 'rate for the job' or
incremental pay scales, with a tendency towards
greater management discretion over rate of
progress up the scales.

5.25 As far as the store staff are concerned,
the common pattem was for store managers to
have some of their remuneration closeþ tied to
store turnover anð/or profits. The proportion
of pay which is related to store performance
varies significantly between chains, as does the
formula for measuring performance - some
chains base it on the 'bottom line', while

others take account of factors beyond the
manager's control, such as competitors'
activity, national advertising policy, etc.

5.26

Below this level, the approach to pay

flexibility for store staff varied somewhat
between subsectors. In food retailing
(particularly the multiple supermarket chains
ánd other chains dealing in high-volume,

low-value,'fast-moving consumer goods'), the
general approach was to pay 'the rate for the

job'. The view in most of these companies
was that moving either to an individual
incentive-based system or to an incrementaþ
graded system did not make operational sense,
as workers in these kind of stores did not
satisfy the basic criterion for an incentive-based
pay system, namely the ability to control their
orÃ/n output. Product knowledge had little

A.t Cosyfit Ltd, for example, every employee
was on an incentive of some form based on

relevance, and individual performance does not
affect sales in a measureable fashion. Particularly
in food, the customer's perception of price
and/or quality is the key to sales volume, and
store performance is really a function of
management criteria and performance rather
than that of sales staff. In those areas where
quality of individual service and product
knowledge were important (eg specialist
delicatessen, meat, fish and wine counters in
supermarkets), the tendenqy was to make these
higher-graded, 'promoted' posts rather than to
assess

individual performance.

5.27 Only one company in this subsector

did

not fit this mould. This was a company with
strongly paternalistic tradition and a heary

more common and increasingly prevalent
among our respondents, as product knowledge
and selling techniques were seen as significantly
affecting sales volume.

a

emphasis on employee rights and security, and

which was therefore somewhat constrained as
regards the degee of numerical flexibility it
could implement. Facing competitors who did

not have these constraints, it approached the
need to keep labour costs down with a poliry
of maximising functional flexibility, buttressed
on the one hand by the commitment of the
employees to the 'good' employer and on the
other by a performance-based appraisal system
for all staff.

5.28

The other companies in this subsector
also had a requirement for functional flexibility,
but as we have seen, functional flexibility has
not traditionalþ been a problem in such stores,
and companies have always achieved as much of
such flexibility as they required. Most
companies had'horizontal' functional

flexibility built into contracts and had rules and
conventions to ensure that 'upward' functional
flexibility was rewarded when it was exercised
and that 'downward' functional flexibility did
not result in loss of pay.

5.29 In the subsector selling lower-volume,
high-value consumer durables and household
goods, incentive payments to sales staff were far

week-to-week variations in budgeted
turnover. Thus head office and warehouse
staff received a company-wide incentive; store
managers and their administrative and
checkout staff received a company bonus plus
a store-based incentive; shopfloor teams
received company, store and departmental
incentives; and front-line salesmen received
all of these plus an individual commission.
Hence, salesmen's basic salary as a proportion
of earnings was the lowest of any group
(between one third and one half).

Most companies in the subsector operated a less
in all cases the
extreme form of this system
systems were operated according to centrally
defined criteria and there was no element of
local performance assessment in pay
(performance assessment tended rather to affect
promotion between jobs rather than pay within
them). As in the food retailers, functional
flexibility between jobs was secured with an
'earnings guarantee' when working at a
differently graded task. Interestingly, in
Cosyfit, for example, the individual incentive
schemes made payment for functional flexibility
across grades harder to operate. Thus, although
there was no constraint, for example, on
putting a salesman on the checkout for a week,

-

it would be necessary to calculate what his
likely commission would have been for that
week in order to guarantee his earnings.

5.30

Finally, in large department stores,

with

a tendenry towards departmental specialisation,
departmental bonuses and individual

commission payments were common, and in
some cases there was merit pay for individual
sales staff based on performance assessment by
departmental line management.

5.3L

Before leaving retailing, we should repeat
that little of the above represents a break with
traditional practice, and although individual
stores and chains had made recent changes to
pa).rnent and reward systems, there was no
discernible trend towards greater 'pay

flexibility' in the

sense

with which we were
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concerned in manufacturing. However, as
noted in Chapter 2 (on numerical flexibility),
there was a trend towards keeping the total
wage bill down, in the face of increasing
competition, by shifting the composition of the
workforce towards part-time'peripheral'
workers, and for most respondents this could
be achieved without recourse to pay flexibility.

Pay flexibility in financial services
5.32 As in retailing, we found little evidence
of major shifts in the direction of pay flexibility
among our financial services respondents. In
banking this partly reflects the existence of

.o--on

grading structures and scales across all
federated banks, which encompass all clerical
and administrative jobs up to assistant manager
level, based on common job-evaluated
benchmarks. While some have made minor
notabþ to
changes within this system
accommodate specialist recruitment from
none have broken with it or made
outside
substantial revisions. Indeed, while there is little
evidence of a substantial increase in banks'
needs for functional flexibility, then we would
not expect such a break with the traditional
structure. Most banks reported that they could

-

-

achieve what flexibility they sought within the
'We
should add to this
existing pay structure.
strong pi.ssure to maintain an agreed and
evaluated grade structure.

5.33

There were changes observed among

our respondents in insurance and building
societies, and in the other fünge financial
institutions like credit card and other consumer
credit businesses. Although these latter are
owned by the banks, they are separate
corporate structures and have quite distinct
grading and pay structures, which tend to place
greater emphasis on merit pay, performancerelated rather than service-related increments
'What
and individual discretion in pay levels.
this adds up to is not a change in PaY
structures 6ut the creation of new and different
structures in new employing organisations, as
below:

A bank subsidiary Readifunds, had found
itself increasingly constrained by the rigid
traditional grading structures of the bank.
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Unlike the bank, which 'grew all its own'
skilled staff, the subsidiary had to buy in
senior staff from the external labour market,
and the only way this could be achieved
was via massive 'grade drift' (typicaþ a
middle-level professional or administrative
employee in Readifunds would have been
three grades up on his/her bank equivalent).
The company has therefore set in motion
some initial tentative steps towards breaking
away from the bank's pay and grading
structure, to enable it to pay the external
'rate for the job' where required by the
labour market without letting the rates for
all its employees shift up. At the same time
it has shifted the balance of pay
determination towards individual merit pay
and away from an incremental structure.

What changes we observed in banking pay
systems, then, were not so much changes

within the existing structure of pay as
development around its edges.

5.34 In building societies we observed a shift
towards individuãl merit pay among most of
our respondents, but here there was no basic
incremèntal system common to all to break
away from and the use of individual
discretionary payments appeared to be more
common than in banking, as below:
In one building society, Homefunds, the pay
system is now entirely merit-based with no
automatic increments. The company had
recently attempted to abolish the across-theboard annual cost-of-living increase, to make
all pay increases discretionary. Facing strong
resistance from its staff union, a compromise
was agreed which involved part of what was
previously a cost-of-living increase being
ãirttibnt"d at management's discretion and
the remaining proportion distributed as
before.

5.35

In insurance the main shift observed was
to higher commission-based components of pay

r-otrg salesmen, even where they remained
employed rather than selËemployed. In parallel
with this we observed a shift towards fewer,
broader grades for clerical workers to encourage
the introduction of new technology and
deployment acr<iss what had previously been
separate business areas.

PART

3

In Part 2 of this tepoft we discussed in some
detail the kind of changes which we observed
among companies particþating in this study in
their attempts to achieve greater flexibility. This
demonstrated the diversity of approach between
sectors, between individual firms and between
different occupational groups. In this third and
final part of the report we consider some of the
implications and wider issues arising from these
changes, for employers, for employees and for
the economy as a whole.
Part 3 consists of three chapters. In Chapter 6
we consider the process of implementation of
change and ask, how far do our respondents
have a consistent strategy towards securing
greater flexibility, and where is it taking them
in the long term? In Chapter 7 we consider
how these changes are affecting the structure of
the internal and external labour markets, and in
particular the implications of such changes for

workers. In the final chapter we consider under
what conditions conflict arising from
employers' strategies and employees' needs and
aspirations might be resolved.

s
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6

FLEXIBILITY AND CORPORATE STRATEGIES

INTRODUCTION
6.1, This chapter is concerned with the
process of change from the point of view

of

the employer. It is about the wap in which the
needs ofbusiness strategies, and general
statements about the need for flexibility in the
face ofchange, get translated into real changes

in the deployrnent of manpower - real
changes which in some cases mark major
breaks with past practice and convention. We
begin by considering the link between
emerging business oþectives and manning
practices, and in particular the permissive and
constraining factors which condition that link.
We then go on to consider frrms' choices
between the different forms of flexibility
'We
then look at the ways
discussed in Part 2.
implemented among
had
been
in which change
by er<amining the
conclude
our respondents and
have observed.
we
changes
perïnanence of the

attractions for our engineering respondents of
flexible manufacturing systems was that they
permitted a much smoother, cheaper and
quicker shift between models of a particular
product line, and indeed between product lines
themselves. In food and drink, much of the
most recently installed plant was capable of
significant variation to product lines without
recourse to er<pensive retooling and resetting. In
retaiJing, one of the attractions ofconcessions
and 'store-within-store' trading was the
possibility of fairly rapid response to the
composition of customer demand. Finally, in
financial services there was a general
recognition of the need to orploit the main
phpical capital resources of flrms (their branch
networks and their electronic data transmission
systems) to underpin a broader range of
services, consequent upon deregulation.

6.4
as

BUSINESS OBJECTTVES
MANNING PRACTICES

AND

6.2 We did not have the opportunity to
interview corporate planning managers in the
companies particÞating in this study, but all
our interviews began with a discussion of the
business pressures on firms and their responses

to them. The picture which emerged from this
obviousþ
was one of enormous diversity
between sectors but also within them, often
between different sites within the one group.
Nevertheless, certain common features did

-

emerge, particularly: responsiveness to

uncertainty; decentralisation; and headcount
reduction. W'e now consider these more closely'

As with capital, so with labour; in so far
our respondents anticipated faster and

posssibly more frequent changes to business
strategies, then they also required a permanent
increase

in the capacity of the workforces to

respond to it. There is no need here to quote
examples as we have described them at length
in Part Two. But the point should be made
that a majority of our respondents believed, not
only that they required greater flenibility from
their workforces to deal with this or that
particular change but also that they required a
generic increase in flexibility to cope with

future, unknown change.

Decentralisation
6.5 One common way in which many

of our

respondents had sought to follow through this
business strategy was cofporate reorganisation

into

separate and more or less autonomous

Responsiveness to uncertainty

business streams

6.3

into

price movements, technological change, etc. In

were those of specialisation, of locating
responsibility and control within such
autonomous groupings close to the action and
of greater cofporate choice at the centre in
establishing new ones to cope with the changes

Almost all of our respondents believed
that business strategies in the future would
need to respond more immediately to as yet
unknown changes in markets, competition,
other words, in a more competitive
environment the penalties attached to delay
were wideþ believed to have increased. As a
result, there were strong pressures observed to
rnake all factors of production more capable of
response to change. For er<ample, one of the
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within the

company, or indeed

separate trading companies. The business
advantages of this most frequently mentioned

identified in 6.3. We did not pursue these
business rationales at length €'cept to draw out
some of the implications for manning. These
were largely perceived by firms as advantages of

appropriate practices fbr different circumstances
the most clear-cut case of this being the
satellite businesses the banks were developing
outside the remit of the conventional manning
practices and conditions in the mainstream
banking businesses. This trend was also
observed in engineering, where one respondent
characterised the 1960s and early 7970s as a
time when 'we looked for common jobs,

-

rewards, ranking and conditions through all
our factories and offices'. But, for this
company, a shift from high-volume, standard
products towards low-volume, high-variety
production, brought about by market changes,
meant that the 1980s was 'a time of
decentralisation in which a common structure
is a constraint not an advantage'. The

implications for manning practices are therefore
diversity and decomposition within and
between firms.

has accompanied

it,

are considered, then such

comments are hardly surprising. Nor, in the
face of output reductions and foreign
competition, is the need for reductions in
headcount at issue. The key point is that most
of our respondents have become less inclined to
sanction permanent employment growth for
any given increase in output. Instead they have
sought to find alternatives which might involve
the use of peripheral labour, or might involve
capital o<penditure or labour productivity

growth, or some form of distancing.

6.7 These then are the three common themes
linking business strategies to manning practices
which we observed: a perceived need to
improve the responsiveness of all factors of
production to changes in business
requirements; a shift towards decentralisation as
a means of doing so; and a reluctance to incur
headcount growth in the process. We now go
on to consider common permissive and
constraining factors in this process of change.

Headcount reduction
6.6 The third common theme was one of a
widespread desire to minimise not only unit
labour costs but also permanent headcount in
the pursuit of new business strategies. Clearly
this is nothing new of itself; employers have
never sought to employ people simply for the
'What
is new is the growth of a
sake of it.
management culture which is at best strongly
committed to restricting employment growth
to a level which, first, is believed to be
permanently sustainable and, secondly,
permanently embodies the productivity gains
made since 1980. We encountered this culture
among almost all our respondents, particularþ

in manufacturing firms. At its most extreme,
this culture apparently values and rewards
demanning more highly than headcount
growth. As one of our engineering respondents
put it, 'the brownie points are now for those
shedding jobs most quickly, not empire
builders'; and another, in food and drink,
'we've got a new generation of younger
managers. . . they're looking to make their

mark... cutting numbers has become the way
to make it in this company'. Comments like
these were encountered among only a minority

of respondents in manufacturing, however.
'When

the scale of the recent shakeout of
labour, and the increase in productivity which

PERMISSTVE

AND

CONSTRAINING FACTORS
6.8 We have already identified many of the
permissive and constraining factors during our
discussion of individual forms of flexibility in
Part 2. It is clear that there are two dominant
those arising out of
sets of factors here
recession and those arising out oftechnological
'We
deal with them in turn before
change.

-

looking at the

lesser factors.

Impact of recession
6.9 'Looking wer the edgd.'¡6"- recessionprincipaþ permissive, but in
some minor ways also constraining. The most
important permissive role here has been the
self-evident demonstration to both managers
and workforces that greater responsiveness in
the face ofchange, particularly the
intensification of competitive pressure, was

based factors are

in many cases simply to stay in business.
This factor varied directly in line with the
impact of recession and accordingly was
mentioned most by our engineering
respondents and least by those in financial
needed
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services. It is important to note that this
galvanising effect operated on managers as well
as on other employees and that it operated
most strongly when accurate and reliable
information outlining the situation of

frequently mentioned as a constraint on
achieving functional flexibility, although most
of our respondents had readiþ overcome this in
practice. Cost pressure had significantly reduced

particular firms was made available to

practices and had obliged them to rely more
heavily on the implicit threat ofjob loss to
secure acceptance. However, on balance, our
respondents found these constraints relatively

employees.

6.10

Industrial rektions. -A,nother permissive

role of recession, according to our management
respondents, has been the weakening union
opposition to changes in working practices.
This was observed in three forms. For a
minority of respondents, it was suggested that
employee and union attitudes had been
changed by an appreciation of conflict between
their customary working practices and the
requirements of survival in recession. For a
different (and smaller) minority, the unions'
organisational hold had been weakened either
by 'direct appeals to the workforce over the
stewards' heads', or by withdrawal of
recognition and bargaining rights, or by
elimination from the workforce of union
activists (this last in two firms only). For the
majority, however, the change was seen as a
pragmatic and possibly temporary acceptance of
changes to existing practices in the face of the
threat of unemployment and closure, rather
than a change ofunderlying attitude on the
part of bargainers. Our discussions with the
unions themselves confirmed this effect, but
also served to emphasise their view that in
most cases all three elements could be found in
some degree underpinning their acceptance of
change.

6.7I

Labour supply. Another permissive aspect

of recession concerns labour supply. Many firms
mentioned to us that in the past, with tighter
labour markets, they had not been able to
attract workers on a peripheral basis

-

-

for

but that
example on temporary contracts
now, with higher levels of unemployment,
they could do so more readiþ

6.12

Constrainß. Ât the same time there have
been some constraints on achieving greater
flexibility associated with recession. Declining
wastage rates had significantly affected firms'

ability to achieve numerical flexibility through
natural wastage. Tiaining activities, and in
some cases physical resources, had been

curtailed for cost reasons and this was
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firms' ability to buy in changes in working

unimportant.

Impact of technological change
6.13 Job content. The most important role

played by technological change had been to
require an increase in flexibility from the

workforce as a result of its impact on job
content and skill levels. However, it also acted
as a permissive

factor in two senses. First,

through systemisation ofjobs which had
previously required the exercise of discretion
and insight, it had either made less skilled jobs
more amenable to the introduction of
peripheral employees (for example part-time
counter staff in financial services) without
undue training costs or it had so reducedjob
content that such activities could be more
readiþ incorporated into anotherjob box; for
example, a machine tool with numerical
controls is generally more easily adjusted by the
operator than one without.

6.14

'Time for a change'. Secondly,

technological change had very frequently acted
as the occasion for a revision of working
practices. The greenfield site s;ndrome is the
most clear er<pression of 'wiping the slate clean
and starting again with new practices' - âs,
for example, with Nissan in W'ashington. In
general, we found that the more extensive was
technological change, the more likely were
managers to perceive a need for, and workers to
supply, changes in manning practices. For
example, in one of the food and drink
respondents, the introduction of an automated
boitling plant had led to the development of a

new'craftician' grade with operator/maintainer/
setter/quality control responsibilities which,
once established, had been introduced in other
departments where technological change had
not been so extensive and where older
single-task jobs had until then predominated'

Other constraining åctors
6.15

Other factors which had constrained
moves towards greater flexibility fell into three
categories: those concerned with skill levels and
the provision of such skills; those concerned
with status difference within the workforce;
and those concerned with legislative and other
regulations in the labour market as a whole.
We examine them in turn.

6.16 Skilk. By far the most importanr
constraint reported by our respondents was that
of skill levels. There are two aspects to this.
First, where the achievement of functional
flexibility necessitated an increase in skill levels,
firms were constrained by the training
'We
implications of acquiring such skills.
should
not make too much of this, for we found very
few examples of it operating as an absolute
constraint. Rather, the training requirements
tended to limit the pace and the extent of
functional flexibility. As we have already
discussed for maintenance craftsmen, the

training burden of full interchangeability of
craft skills is substantial, although in the long
term our engineering and food and drink
respondents hoped to reduce this by
conducting more extensive dual-skill training
among their apprentices. The second aspect is
the converse of this: that firms had been
constrained in achieving numerical flexibility
from their more skilled employees because they
could neither recruit nor afford to train people
with such skills on other than a full-time and
permanent basis. Thus there exists a skill
barrier above which the use of supplementary
peripheral workers may be constrained. Again
this is not an absolute barrier; it was crossed,
for example, by some firms in areas of very
high unemplo)'ment for craftsmen, and
through the use of agency draughtsmen in
others. Furthermore, it would appear that one
role of new technology has been to lower this
barrier for operators (through job systemisation
and deskilling) and to raise it for maintenance
and other indirect workers, such as production
engineering staff.

6.17

Søtøs. Status differences were another

commonly encountered constraint to functional
flexibility. These were also of two t¡pes: those
produced by the shift ofjob blocks across the
manual/staff divide and those produced by
similar shifts between groups represented by

different trade unions. While we did encounter
several one-union (or no-union) single-status

plants, these constraints were evident in all the
other manufacturing respondents who had
sought increased functional flexibility. Again,
the cases which we have outlined inPart 2
where such barriers had been successfulþ
crossed show that these, too, are not absolute
constraints. They had been resolved in two
ways. In cases where one status or bargaining
group substantially outweighed the other, then
the conditions of the majority group would
usually become the new norm. For example, in
one engineering company which had introduced
a computer controlled manufacturing system,
the inspectors' jobs were virtually swallowed
up by the operators using automatic test
equipment. The operators remained hourly
(though better) paid and continued within the
manual unions' sphere of influence. Similarly,
relativeþ junior clerical staff in production,
component supply and stockroom jobs were
displaced by technicians who retained their
different union membership. Where there was
more even balance between the groups, the
picture was much more diffuse, with no
apparent overall trend-in some cases
recognition of a single union, in others joint
recognition and retained membership.

6.18 bgisktive

and other institutional facton. To
a surprising degree, our respondents saw
external constraints such as legislative, health
and safety and Wages Council provisions as

relatively unimportant. There are two reasons
for this. First, we were wholly concerned with
large firms, who mainly set themselves higher
standards than those prescribed in legal and
administrative minima. For these frrms internal
inflexibilities are generaþ considered to be far
greater than for small firms, and as a result

internal considerations appeared to loom far
larger than external ones for them. Secondly,
being practical people, managers are by
disposition more concerned with what they
can alter than with what they cannot-ie with
internal constraints rather than external ones.
Our retailng respondents' attitude to Wages
Council minimum rates and conditions is a
clear example of these rationales. On the one
hand, almost all of them paid above the
minimum rates, and for reasons of quality,
customer service and choice in recnritment
maintained that they would not generally seek
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to lower pay levels even if the minima were
abolished. However, recognising that their
non-union, smaller competitors would be more

likeþ to reduce rates if permitted, they- did not
see minimum rates as a constraint on flexibility
but rather supported them while addressing
-

most of theiiittention to the deployment of
their workforces over time. It was only where
Wages Council provisions clashed with this
(the question olpremia for weekend working
àiscuJsed in Chapter 2) that such provisions
were regarded as constraints.

6.19

Thus we concluded that the various
external factors did not operate as constraints
upon the achievement of the desired level of
flexibility in the same way as did int9ry,al
constraints. Either they were of a wholly
different order of magnitude or they were
perceived as fixed 'rules of the game', which
ãften (as is the case with health and safety
regulaùions) were seen as entirely reasonable.
FoIr whatever reasons, none of our respondents
claimed that they were signitcantly constrained
by legislative or administrative requirements in
achieving the flexibility they sought.

flexibility could best be achieved using their
own employees or other workers who may or
somebody else's employees. With
the o<ception of our retailing respondents, the
firms in this study took a rather conservative
stance on this issue, and although many of
them demonstrated initiatives with different
types of distancing, these were strongly limited
by activity and thèrefore in er<tent. We found
that such distancing was largeþ restricted to:

-ay noib.

r

Ancillary and non-critical activities.
Contracting out tended to be restricted to areas
in which non-compliance would not have an
immediate or significant impact on output;

r

Stable and definable activities. Only those
activities where the requirements of a
subcontractor could be preciseþ predetermined
and embodied in a contract were found to be
suited to this form of flo<ibility;

r

Competing contractors. Not wishing to
replace ãn iniernal monopoly with an external
on., orr respondents restricted their distancing
strategies to areas in which contractors could

fairly readily be found.
These criteria were commonly quoted to
us, with two exceptions. The first concerned
essential overhaul maintenance in
manufacturing (also such areas as shopfitting in
services), which is both considerable in extent

6.22

STRAIEGIC CHOICES
BETWEEN DIFFERENT
FLEXIBILITIES
6.20

'We

have suggested

in Chapter 5 that

fleibility was largely seen as supportive of
hoibitity in the use of labour (mainþ
pay

functionãl flexibility). Therefore, so far as most
of our respondents were concemed, they were
faced witli (and in most cases had resolved)

two strategic

issues:

r

How far is flexibility to be achieved within
the firm itself and how far by various
distancing strategies, like those examined in
Chapter 4?

r To the extent that in-company

flexibility

is

sought, what combination of numerical and
functional flexibility is appropriate?

and limited in time (to a shutdown period, or
opening day). This work is commonþ
rúbcorrita.i.d, but in fact always has been.
Here subcontracting is not so much an
alternative as the only way to get the job done,

and as a result our three criteria do not apply
to it. The second exception was found onþ in
retailing and concerns the growth of various
forms of franchising and store-in-store
arrangements which, in effect, can bring
subcoitracting to the ve{y centre of a firm's
activities. Among our respondents these
changes tended to be restricted to specialist
at as, bot developments such as the rapid
gtowth of franc6ising in food retailing and
for
þroposalt such as the 'Galleria' concept
indicate
clearþ
stores
bebenhams' department
a trend on a much broader front than we

found elsewhçre, and which may be worthy of

Inærnal flexibilitY or distancing?

further study.

6.21 Looking at the first of these questions,

6.23 A further

the issue realþ facing firms was whether

!;'
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criterion which our

respondents applied to this decision on

distancing was that of cost. In general, we
found that decisions to move to contract were
strongly conditioned by cost, and that ifsuch a
mode could not be justified on short-term cost
grounds (irrespective of any intrinsic flexibility
considerations) then it was most unlikeþ to be
implemented. This would seem to confirm our
view that, apart from retailing, insurance sales
jobs and obviously ancillary areas such as
canteens and cleaning, direct employment is
*id.ly seen as the continuing norm, from

which significant departures require strong
immediate, as well as long-term, justification.

Figure 6J Differentiation within
theworkforce

Firms seeking
functional
f lexibility

skiil
level
Firms seeking
numerical
flexibility

Functional or numerical
flexibility?
6.24 This brings us on to the second strategic
issue of choice - what combination of
numerical and functional flexibiJity is
appropriate? Our respondents confrrmed the
findings of previous studies that firms clearly
sought these different forms of flerribility from
dif,[erent groups of employees. This can be
represented diagrammatically, as in Figure 6.1.
This indicates the internal labour markets of our
respondents. On the vertical axis is represented
increasing levels of skill (in terms of simple
technical competence, and thus at least a partial
proxy for training costs). On the horizontal axis
is represented the specificity of skill to the
particular company, from general, widely
transferable skills to those which are specific to
particular, and possibly unique, company
requirements.

6.25

What the figure shows is that at any
given level of skill our frrms were likely to
require both functional and numerical flexibility,
but that as skill content and specificity increased
so did the demand for functional flexibility. At
the lowest level of skill, and for skills which
were general and hence readily transferable,
numerical fle<ibiJity was dominant. It is this
differentiation which lay behind the emerging
segmentation of the internal labour market
among our respondent firms. As we have
demonstrated in Chapters 4 and 5, most of the
forms in which numerical flexibility had been
sought and achieved produced quite different
contractual, working time, pay andjob content
regimes for peripheral workers than for core

Soecificilv of

siitttofirri

----?

workers, from whom functional flenibility was
increasingly sought.

6.26

The figure shows that the dichotomy is

not an absolute one; some numerical flexibility
is sought from higher skilled workers and some
functional flexibility from lower skilled ones.
Examples of the former which we encountered
included contract draughtsmen, itinerant
managers who had specialist skills like
marketing which could be easily transferred
between frrms, selÊemployed systems analysts,
legal and accounting professionals, etc. Examples
of the latter include mobility between operator
jobs in food and drink and engineering, and
stockroom/sales floor/checkout mobility in
retailing. However, this highlights a very
important consideration: that the more a frrm
opts for a numerically florible workforce, the

skill levels at which it operates will preclude, or
at least constrain, its ability to securè functional
flxibility. This point was continually made to
us by our trade union respondents and by a small
minority of managers interviewed. When it was
raised by the interviewers with management
respondents, the frequently encountered
response was that, while this was theoreticah
true, in reality either they did not actually
require much functional flo<ibility from

lower-skilled staff anyr,vay (retaiÏng) or (in
financial services) that job systematisation
through n.* t.Jhnology häd so deskilled some
jobs aiincreasingly to iËtmit thejob mob$¡,y
level of operator skill'
ihey required

,irio*.t

IMPLEMENTING CHANGE
a very small minority of our .
said to have deyelgryd
could-be
respondents

6.27

Only

lo.rg-t"r- strategies to increase the flexibility of
theú workfot et. Without exception these were
firms who had been most affected bY
technological change, which had obligcd them
to develoþ ,r.or..o-h.r.nt long-term plans' This
should.tåt b" taken to imply that the remainder
did not think ahead, but rather that the former
group could articulate long-term aims, could

ítro# tro* the various initiatives they had taken
fitted together and were more likeþ to have
introduced supportive changes in pay systems,
training policies, etc. For the majority of

mrntfãcirrtittg respondents, the changes which
they had madè were more likely to be on a.
olant-bv-plant basis, with the initiatives being
ihro*t up locally rather than imposed from the
centre. Decentraiisation of responsibilty for
manpower policies is one obvious reason for this,
but probabþ more important is tÏe degree of
diveisitv in ihe exact needs ofdifferent operating
units leäding to different emphases and
approaches. The more homogeneous.the
.onditiont between sites the greater similarity
there was between the forms of flo<ibility and
the more impoftânt central policies were forrnd
to be. In the sen'ice sector, these central policies
were more important. The banking and
building socieiy branch structure was the best
er,amplã of thii, with gen-eral policy changes
to*ttdt the greater use of part-time labguremanating frãm the centre and applied fairly
uniforrnlv in the branches' In retailing, greater
diversity"within the branch structure was
obsewed, reflecting the bigger variations
between branches, but this was far less than in
manufacturing, where, in both sectors, quite
substantial variations in manning practices were
observed from site to site in individual
companies.

6.28

Again, among the manufacturing
companiãs the influence of recession on the
p.o.èts of implementation had been
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considerable, with severe market shock acting as
both the precipitator ol and thejustification for,
changes to working practices. In many cases
reduction in headcount required a change in
working practices of remaining employees -simply io^maintain cover and output. Eq".h

the possibility of further job loss unless morener¿Ut. working practices were introduced often
lay behind the negotiations which introduced
them. Âlthough we did come across cases where
new workingþractices had been imposed under
the explicit threat of closure' these were a small
minority and were not found at all in the service
sector. Át the same time, in manufacturing the
implicit threat ofjob loss was widely reported,
bvtoth manasers and trade unionists to whom
,pok , to h"ave greatly influenced the
o.r,.à-. of negotãtioni. Thut, while for a
small minoritylf respondents the observed
changes to working þractices could truly be
,"p..i.nt.d as enfoicêd, for the most part they
*èr. ttot. Rather. we might characterise
management actions as taking advantage of the
coinciãence of a reduction in union bargaining
power at plant level and a qualified acceptance by
wo.k"tt *d th.it representatives of the need to
change practices as iresult ofacute recession' It
is important to note that neither management
nor union respondents generally regarded this

*.

situation

as a

Perrnanent one.

'We

found a number of ways in which
had sought to maintain both
respondents
our
had already introduced and .
they
changes
the
fr'rther changes' The
inffoduce
to
capãcity
their
access to
and
ðommunications
of
role
information for employees has already been

6.29

referred to in Chapter 3' The adjustments to Pay
systems to support new working practices has
,iso b..., addiessed. Concession bargaining was

fairly common. particularly over working time
les ã reduction in basic hours in o<change for a
ì.ãirtribution of those basic hours). We also
found a number of cases in which it was
sussested to us that the initiatives themselves
*ãít¿ extend this oportunity-most often this
involved the use of part-time and temporary
wotkers, who it was believed would be less
inclined to oppose or curtail management
initiatives. Wá fo""d relatively little evidence of
substantial moves iowards single status,
however, and no example of a guarantee of
continuity of employment for workers accepting
,r"*.orráitiont. Þtob"bly the most successful of

all in maintaining and implementing further

changø however, were those firms who had
introduced new plant and equipment as part of,
or subsequent to, an agrcement on functional
flexibility, for this was often presented to the
workforce in return for their compliance and as
a guarantor of continuity of employment for the
remaining workers.

6.30

result, not only had those firms who
had invested heavily in new plant been obliged
As

a

to take a longer-term approach to securing new
manning practices, they had been assisted by the
very fact of the investment in making them into

a new custom and practice. Although all our
respondents had, ofcoursg been investing to
some ex(tent over the period since 1980, it was
only a minority who had enjoyed this double
beneÊt. The remainder were faced with the
prospect that the shift to greater flexibility relied
strongly on a pennanent imbalance of collective

bargaining power, which very few thought
likeþ and on the maintenance of a high level of
unemployment acting, in effect, as a stick to
maintain compliance. Although rather more
thought this likely, few saw it as a sufficient
condition in the long term.

i'
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7

FLEXIBILITY AND WORKERS

PERIPHERAL STATUS INTRINSIC SHORrcOMINGS

INTRODUCTION
7.7 In the last chapter

we looked more

generally at management approaches to the

Now we turn to consider
flexibility from the point of view of the
workforce, both in the sense of a company's
workers and in the sense of the supply side of
the labour market as a whole. In many ways
the entire flexibility debate has generally and

Insecurity

uncritically been conducted in terms of
managerial imperatives; indeed, one of the
managers whom we interviewed seriously
maintained that 'flexibility means them doing
what we say, and doing it more efficiently than

for er<ample,
characterised all peripheral jobs
one of our banking respondents could
demonstrate retention rates for its part-time
clerical staff which were not substantially lower
than for full-time professionals. Nor was it the
case that insecurity always resulted in job loss
for example, we saw several cases where
temporary workers were transferred to

issue of flexibility.

our competitors' workers'. That workers might
have another view about the nature of
flexibility and its effects is obvious. This
chapter is largely based on our interviews with
union representatives within the participating
firms, and in national and regional union
organisations with substantial membership in
the four sectors under discussion.

-

TWO.,ITIER EMPI.OYMENT
THE \rIE\v FROM INSIDE
7.2 The companies participating in this study
demonstrated unambiguously a proportionate
gro\/th in peripheral or secondary

employment. This varied in form from sector
to sector and firm to firm; it varied in extent
from frrm to firm; and it varied in novelty.
some significant exceptions, the growth
of such secondary employment was not
generaþ the centrepiece of frrms' manning

With

practices, neither was
long-term driv'e for a

it a conscious, strategic
'low pay-low tech-low

productivity' subclass of peripheral worker. But
it was growing and its growth entailed several
important consequences for workers, which
were drawn to our attention primarily by our
union respondents but also by some managers.
These consequences fall into two t)?es those which are intrinsic to the existence of
peripheral status and those which are extrinsic,
ie are often associated with peripheral status but
are not a necessary aspect of it. We consider
them in turn.
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73 Looking first at the intrinsic consequences
of peripheral status, the most important
appeared to be lack of employment continuity
and security and a consequent threat to annual
eamings. It should not be thought that this

-

-

permanent contracts after a period of time.
Similarly, such volatility of employment was
not always a function of employers' actions in
for example,
lqying off peripheral workers
the high wastage rates among part-time sales
assistants in many of our retailng respondents
were more a matter of employee choice than
any other factor. But leaving aside these
provisos, our union respondents were clear that
the expansion of peripheral working among
our respondent flrms had generally involved a
reductión in the security of employment of
workers in such jobs. This was so both
theoreticaþ in terms of collective agreements
for example, longer
and legal provision
periodi of service were often required of such
workers to come within the ambit of legal or
and in
collectively bargained protection
few
temporary
relatively
terms of practice
workers survived to be made permanent.

-

-

-

-

Low skill
7.4

The second intrinsic consequence of

peripheral employment was the general
correlation between peripheral status and low
skill. As we have already shown, this
we have reported
correlation is not absolute

-

examples of professional-level peripherals and
some of low-skilled core status workers. But
once again the cbrrelation was generally found

to underpin the emerging segmentation in
almost all the firms interviewed and we have
already discussed some of the reasons for this,

such as training costs. Our union respondents
generaþ made two separate points about this.
First, from the point of view of the economy

whole, they argued that competitive
advantage would best be secured through
as a

raising skill levels rather than through adopting
manning practices which effectively constrained
them. Secondþ from the point of view of

individuals, it was feared that they could be
caught in a vicious circle in which their lack of
skill restricted them to peripheral jobs in which
they would receive little training, thus
effectiveþ debaning them from core status.

Almost without exception, our management
respondents rejected the fust ofthese

arguments; as one of them argued, 'we haven't
üeated low-skilled jobs just so that we can fiIl
them with cheap part-timers... but where we
do have unskilled work we are trying to flll
jobs with such workers'. This line of argument
was generally borne out by our discussions
with firms, save in some areas of food retailing,
mainly large supermarkets, where there was
some evidence of a deliberate orientation to
low-skilled jobs, primariþ as a means of
reducing costs. Our discussions did confirm the
among our
second argument, however
respondents, the fact ofperipheral status
generally restricted access to training and
thereþ access to higher-level skills. One of our
banking respondents exemplified this most
clearly: while shifting to part-time working
among clerical and secretarial grades it had
effectively limited access to training for areas
not based on part-time work (this is not
uncommon in the industry); however, this
poliqy had been accentuated by the proposal to
'stream' full-time clerical staff into a career
stream (with time off for training, examination
fees paid, etc) and a non-career stream without
such assisted access. This had not yet been
implemented, but it is a graphic demonstration
of the way in which peripheral workers, even if
full-time, might be restricted to low-skill jobs.

-

aspirations of such workers;

it

is simpþ that

they were not necessary aspects of peripheral
status. Or, to be more precise, our respondents
could generally have secured the numerical
flexibility which they sought without
producing such consequences for their
peripheral workers.

Non-wage benefits
7.6 The most widespread finding was of
substantiah worse conditions (non-pay
benefits) of employment for most peripheral
workers than those enjoyed by core workers.
The principal difference here related to the
provision of occupational pensions; peripheral
workers in the firms interviewed were generaþ
excluded from membership of such schemes,

whether contributory or non-contributory.

While there may be some force in the
argument made by some firms that 'our parttimers don't want to be in the scheme', this is
only likeþ to be the case for contributory
schemes. Similarþ temporary workers who
expect to move on fairly quickly may not wish
to join contributory schemes, and in the
absence of free transferability could hardly be
orpected to gain from them or from noncontributory schemes. However, this is not the
point. The point is that they generaþ did not
have the option tojoin, and the reason for this
appears to be solely a matter of cost-saving for
employers. In one of the sectors, retail
distribution, this argument was extended to
include National Insurance contributions.
While we found some cases of part-time shifts
being arranged so as to keep earnings below
the NI threshold, we did not collect sufficient
evidence to be conclusive on this point. We
understand that it is the subject of a separate
study.

status for workers in such jobs were not
intrinsic to their status but rather extrinsic.

7.7 As far as other non-pay benefits are
concerned, among the larger companies
interviewed and among the unionised ones the
general finding was of pro rata tfeatment on
such issues as holiday pay, sick pay and other
leave-related benefits. Staff discounts tended to
be open to all, unless they were of a substantial
nature (for example cheap loans and mortgages
in financial services), in which case they would
inevitably be pro ratn to earnings and often

They may be no less damaging to the

service-related.

PERIPHERAL STATUS EXTRINSIC SHORrcOMINGS
7.5

The remaining consequences of peripheral
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Pry
7.8 Turning to pay, we found that the
conventional approach was similarly based on
the pro ratn pnicrple for the bigger unionised
firms, although we did find some cases in
retailing Q5 þer cent of firms) where peripheral
earnings w.tè tt a lower rate than for
compaiable core workers. However, this is not
quite the same as saying that eamings per. hour
workers
-.t. ,t comparable rates. Gmporary
for a
rate'
often found ihe-t.lv.t on a 'starter
in
while
substantial part of their contract, and
for
theory this represented equal treatment
tempåraries, in fact it tended to depress their
eamings compared with those of permanent
staff; paid meal breaks were less common
.-ottg part-timers and had the effect of
reducing their hourly rate for worked hours;
overtimè premia were not generally paid to - -.
part-timeis until they reached the hours of full-

iime workers, as we have already

discussed;

in

some cases peripheral workers were excluded
from group bonuses, though practice here was

u.ry uãtirbl.; temporary workers tended to
benefit less well under piecework regimes and
those with seniority systems covering
movements between lower and higher yielding
jobs; finally, among self-employed salesmen, the
-commission-only
rewards system was generally
lower average level of
a
to
give
reckoned
by equivalent
enjoyed
income than that
it also permitted
(though
in-house salesmen
Nevertheless,
earners).
top
higher peaks for the
outside
out
that,
it is important to point
retailing, we camJacross little evidence of overt
and cleãr-cut pay discrimination affecting
hourly rates. Peripheral workers were
disadvantaged in terms of pay but the
disadvantage was subtle, and we encountered a
strong distaste for overtly discriminatory pay
rates among our management respondents.
Both management and union respondents
claimed, however, that such disadvantage was
more prevalent among small firms.

7.9 'We encountered onþ one exception to
this general finding. This is the case of
contiacting out. Where canteen and cleaning
activities iã particular had been subcontracted,
then the pay and conditions of the workers in
such posti were affected. In the case of
canteèns, these were frequently the same
workers who, having simply switched

7B

employers' time, generaþ experienced cuts in
their hourly rates (as well as the non-pay
benefits). Indeed, in all cases of low-skill,
labour-intensive contracting out, the \Mage rates
of the peripheralised workers had suffered
compaied with their in-house equivalents. This
convention had led at least one respondent to
reject the idea of a subcontracted canteen as
'not the sort of practice we would want to be
associated with', but most of our respondents
did not share this view. It would seem that the
strong ideological commitment to parity of pay
rates noted

in the preceding paragraph usually

only extended to workers who remained
employees, and that it was overridden in
praètice by contractual changes like
subcontracting.
seems that the disadvantages of
peripheral status are substantial, both in terms

7.10 It

ãf intrinsic shortcomings and those conferred
by the manner in which peripheral groups of
worker are used in UK firms. But before
leaving this issue of two-tier segmentation-it is

worth asking two questions-is there anything
positive to say aboui peripheral status from the
'point
of view of employees, and, how far
might the disadvantages of peripheral status act
to ãot fe. benefits on the core workforce?

PERIPHERAL STATUS

-

ADVANTAGES

7.tI

We found that the benefits of peripheral
status observed in the firms involved in this
study were of two kinds. The first was
extrãmely restricted in scale, and represents the
advantaçs of professional freelancing. These
have been well documented by Handy (1984).
'We
restrict ourselves to the example of a single
insurance company which demonstrates the
combination oT restricted scale/substantial
advantage.

Lifeguard Insurance employs two kinds of
self-employed insurance
peripheral worker
salesmen and fee-based functional specialists'
The former group comprise 1000 salesmen,
rising to 1500 over the next two years (19
per ðent of the employed workforce, rising
io 30 per cent). These peripherals did-receive
training (three months off-thejob and three
montha on the road selling with an

-

o<perienced salesman)

but subsequently their

earnings were entirely commission-based,
replacing an employee pay system which was
80 per cent basic rzrte, 20 per cent

commission. 'They run harder, we turn our
fixed costs into variable ones and no one is
committed to a long-term relationship' is
how this practice was justified. The second
group ofperipherals consists ofjust 11
self-employed non-insurance professional
business managers, brought in as specialists
and 'to leaven an inbred internal labour
market'. They were on two-year contracts
with six-month extension clauses and were
paid fees rather than a salary with a.[,30,000
pa minimum payment.

The last group of workers are sureþ Handy's
up-market peripherals pør exce[lence. They
comprised about 1 per cent of the peripheral
workforce and less than 0.2 per cent of the
whole workforce.

7.12 The second advantage was more
frequently cited by our management
respondents, particularly in retailing. It suggests
that some of the working time arrangements
which they had introduced, particularþ the
10.30-14.30 weekday shift, had opened
employment opportunities for 'people who
would otherwise not be able to take jobs
because of other commitments' - eg females
with young children in school. In financial
services it was part-time clerical jobs for
'employees who left us to have a family and
couldn't come back full time anyway'. In
engineering and food and drink it was
'redundant employees who are still out of
work, but who we take on as temporaries at
busy times'. Although this line of argument
was obviously attrâctive to many of our

it

may be specious, for it bypasses
the question of displacement, it does not justifr
extrinsic shortcomings in these jobs and clearly
such jobs were not introduced with this
benevolent outcome in mind. Our union
respondents tended to view this as a
recruitment orientation for peripheral jobs to
people whose relatively weak position in the
respondents

labour market was likely to have depressed their
enpectations coinciding with the characteristics
of thejobs being offered.

7.73 If there are significant advantages for
within a two-tier labour market, our

employees

union respondents were unanimous in
concluding that they are enjoyed almost soleþ
by core employees.

CORE GROUP STATUS
ADVANTAGES

-

7.74 As most of this ground has already been
covered in the discussion of functional
flexibility in Chapter 3, we restrict ourselves to
listing the main points. The claimed
of core status

advantages

are:

t Employment security, While this study
confirmed the use of peripheral labour to
accommodate fluctuations in output, in
practice it conveyed at best a de faAo
employment security rather than the de jure
security enjoyed by core workers at IBM for
example. Further, in the majority of
manufacturing frrms such employment security

boiled down in practice to a reduction in the
threat ofjob loss rather than anything more
positive.

t

to a career. Although, as we have seen,
'kcess
much of the functional fl*iibility observed

involved horizontal job enlargement at the

existing skill level, there remain a large number
of cases in which access to skill acquisition and
promotion had been opened up for manual
workers. In most cases the e><tent of movement
was not substantial (in terms of numbers and
distance travelled) but nevertheless

it

marks

a

distinct break with past practice, which
effectively sealed manual workers off from most
save the inspection/
supervision/foreman path.

promotion opportunities,

t

Sølf søtus.In its full-blown form this
remained quite rare among our respondents in
manufacturing, where staff/manual, hourly
paidlsalaried distinctions assume more
prominence than in the service sector. What
we observed were piecemeal movements
towards harmonisation for core group workers
but with some major obstacles (hours of work
and pensions) often still in place. As with
access to careers, the dominance of horizontal
functional flexibility,means that in many cases
shifts to core status could be achieved without
harmonisation with white collar groups. This,
plus the cost of introducing staff status
79

wholesale, has clearly placed considerable
restrictions on movement.

TWO..ITIER EMPI,OYMENT
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7.77 This

THE VIE\V FROM OUTSIDE

Despite these qualifications, the potential

advantages for core group employees were
substantial. The shifts toward core status which
we observed generally entailed some
improvement in one or more of these three
areas. Again, in general terms, the security,
career and staff status advantages were in accord
with union collective bargaining priorities and
recognised by our union respondents as positive
gains.

7.76 Without wishing to overemphasise the
in these areas, what many
of our union respondents believed they added
up to was a change in the way in which the

er<tent of movement

intemal labour markets of UK firms were
structured. This is shown in Figure 7.L anå
involves a move from a traditional hierarchy
towards a structure which is segmented in such
to reduce differences of status between
core group workers, reinforce differences
between core and periphery and permit
a way as

different forms of perþheral arrangements.
What we have in effect been discussing is the
intemal implications for terms and conditions

of employment between these groups, but it is
clear that such realignments may also have
implications for the entemal labour market and
it is to these that we no\ / turn.

Figure

research has been principally

workplace-based, and it is not surprising that
the bulk of our findings reflect the view from
whether that of management or
the inside
trade union. At the same time, our interviews
have been restricted to a relatively small
number of respondents, whose initiatives and
practices, if not duplicated by many other
fi.rms, are unlikeþ to have a major effect on the
er<ternal labour market in general. However, we
know from the available literature and from
discussions with organisations with wide

-

sectoral perspectives that our respondents æe

not unique and that the changes in working
practices and work organisation which we have
described can be found in many other large
trms in the four sectors. Further, managers and
union representatives do not think or act in
isolation from the entemal labour market; they
incorporate judgements on the market into
their initiatives and they generally take into

account the effects of their actions on the
market. Thus it is reasonable for us to discuss
he¡e the implications of the observed shift to
two-tier employment structures on the enternal
labour market, and to do so we draw more
heavily on our discussions with managers than
in the preceding paragraphs.

7J Shitts in internal labour market structure

Management
Core
workers
Staff

Manual

Peripheral
gfoups

-

It
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-

UNEMPI.OYMENT AND
LABOUR SURPLUS

Recruitment orientation

7.18 We have already noted that management
confidence about labour supply was generally a
precondition for shifts towards the use of
peripheral forms of labour and that this entailed
either the existence of a substantial pool of
unemployed workers who would be prepared
to accept (say) temporary jobs or a recruitment
orientation towards new sources of labour
supply (mostly females for part-time work but
also students, schoolchildren, etc). However, it
seems equally clear that the growth of
peripheral forms of employment of the types
described will themselves influence the scale
and composition of employment and
unemployment in four main ways
volatility
of employment, reduced access to core status,
recruitment orientation and sectoral shift

of the labour market in forcing workers into
non-preferred modes is to shift recnritment and
selection policies towards new groups. Among
our service sector respondents particularþ the
scope for attracting, and the preference for

7.21, An alternative to reliance on the slackness

taking on, groups of workers whose situation
precluded, or at least reduced, their aspirations
for core status seemed to be considerable. As a
result, the continuation of their recnritment
orientation towards domestically committed
females in particular, and other groups such as
students, seems certain. It is also likely to grow
in strength if peripheral groups expand, again
particularþ in the service sector.

-

-

considered below.

Volatility of employment
7.79 The more successful employers are in
introducing numericaþ flo<ible forms of
employrnent, the sharper will the relationship
between output and employment become. This

Sectoral shift
7.22 Our discussions confirmed that in the
service sector there appears to be more scope
for peripheral workers and a generally greater
need for numerical flexibility through the use
of supplementary workers because there is little
possibility of stockbuilding. Further, as the
sector is generally less strongly unionised, one
of the main constraints on the use of peripheral
labour is reduced. For these reasons, we would

seems likeþ to accentuate movements in the
level of employment and unemplo¡rment,
leading to an increase in the prevalence of
short-term unemployment and intemrpted

expect to see a growth in the prevalence of
peripheral work simply as a consequence of the

spells of employment. This increased volatility

service and manufacturing sectors.

is, however, likely to be concentrated on
peripheral workers. Thus the possibility arises
of permanent relegation to such unstable
conditions for individual workers.

\X/ASTAGE AND THE CORE

Reduced access to core status
7.20 At the same time, this precariousness of
peripheral employment is likely to be increased
by the restriction of access to core status. Since
one of the main aims of creating a core group
is to increase the stability of employment in
exchange for versatility, then firms may be
increasingly unwilling to respond to changes in
output by increasing the size of their core
workforce. Thus barriers within the core may
be reduced, but between it and the periphery

they seem most likely to be increased.

growth of service sector employment, in
addition to a shift to such forms within both

\vORKER
7.23 Securing long service and commitment
from key employees has always been the
rationale þng behind career development and
white collar internal labour markets.
Orientation towards a core group which may
now contain manual workers (in manufacturing) had presented our engineering and
food and drink respondents with a difficulty
'poaching'. While our respondents tended to
train and build up skills which were specific to
their own needs, this by no means implies that
they had eradicated any element of
transferability. For example, a number of our
engineering and food and drink respondents

-

B1

had trained maintenance craftsmen with some
elements of a dual skill (as detailed in Chapter
3). Such workers were often poached by other

non-systematic job-centred training as their
needs emerged for greater functional flexibility.
Their practice was in mâny cases somewhat at
odds with their aspirations, which were based
on the selection and development of general
and broader competencies. We found few firms
moving towards systematic nonjob-centred
training. Nevertheless, most had recognised and
had gone some way to meet their growing
training needs for core workers. Beyond
restricted familiarisation and on-thejob
training, respondents did not generally see the
need to engage in training and retraining for

employers who could utilise most of their
competences; one apparently common loss was
to equipment suppliers who look to recn¡it
electrical/mechanical maintenance craftsmen to
use as installation and maintenance engineers to
service their customers. The craftsman
generally receives a pay increase, staff status and
a car. Our respondents clearþ saw such
wastage as a potential problem and cited this as
one of the reasons for introducing greater pay
flexibility for such workers.

peripheral employees.

Thaining and transitional costs

PROTECTTVE LEGISLAIION

7.24 It was

7.26

clear from our discussions that

one result of the growing segmentation of the

intemal labour market has been to distinguish
one group of workers, for whom respondents
were increasingly ready to bear the dynamic
costs of adjustment to change (the core group),
from another, for whom they were less willing
to do this. These costs include training and
retraining, relocation, pay maintenance,
pensions, career development costs, etc. In
general, our respondents regarded these costs

to

as

what
functional flexibility they sought. But where it
was not sought, ie from peripheral workers,
there was evidence not only of a reluctance to
meet them, but of a readiness to avoid them if
possible - by transferring them to the workers
themselves, to the state or to other employers.
In practice, few peripheral workers have the
capaøty to oblige employers to meet these
costs, and indeed it is generaþ agreed that in
the UK the readiness of workers to invest in
their own training is less than in other
a necessary expenditure

secure

economies (notably the US,{,
and Competitioa

NEDO,

-

see Competence

198a).

costs are the most important of
these transitional costs, if we orclude
consideration of the social consequences of this
diversion of costs. We have already noted the

7.25 Tiaining

cost of training as a constraint on the extent of
functional flexibility and the important role
played by training in achieving it. What our
respondents were generally engaged in was

82

'We

found a considerable measure of

agreement among managers and trade union
respondents that these flrms had been

little

constrained by protective legislation, and while
we came across no case of evasion of statutory
provisions, flrms were clearly able to anange
their affairs in such a way as largely to
minimise such constraints. For example,
temporary contracts were almost alwap drawn

up to limit their duration to under 12 months
which, for most of the period we were
considering, was the minimum length of
service for inclusion under the Employment
Protection Act and also appeared to be the
trigger for many collectively bargained rights at
work. Similarly, in retailng, shift lengths were
often designed to minimise requirements for
breaks under W'ages Council provisions. Thus
most of these frrms saw protective legislation as
ground rules which they would apply but
which generally left them with sufficient room
for manoeuwe to achieve such flexibility as
they required. Of course, we cannot go on
from this to conclude that protective legislation
is irrelevant; it may for example act more as a
constraint for smaller frrms. Nor can we detail
particular aspects of legislation which may be
more (or less) inhibiting than others, for our

interview schedule did not permit time for
such detailed questioning. What we can say is
that in these firms, engaged in particular
changes to their manning practices, protective
legislation was widely regarded as a minor
constraint.

8

FLEXIBILITY RECONSIDERED

INTRODUCTION
8.1 At the beginning of this report we
outlined a number of issues which seemed to
us to emerge out of the 'flexibility debate'.
Since then we have outlined at length the
changes to working practices which we have
observed and which have been introduced to
'We
promote flexibility of one sort or another.
have also discussed these changes from the
point ofview ofcorporate priorities and
strategies and from the point of view of
workers, both in these firms and in the labour

market as a whole. In this final chapter of the
report we briefly return to those issues in the
light of what has gone before.

\VFIY FLEXIBILITY?
8.2 In Chapter 1 we showed that the general
thrust of initiatives to increase flexibility were,
first, to consolidate productivity gains made
during the recession and/or to increase the
competitiveness of employing organisations;
secondly, to enable those organisations to adjust
to market changes more quickly, smoothly and
cheaply; and, thirdly, to accommodate
technological change more readily. In Chapter
6 we concluded that broadly this is what our
compâny respondents had been trying to
achieve, through (a) pursuing a business

strategy requiring greater responsiveness of all
factors ofproduction to product and process
change; þ) decentralising decision-making to

bring it closer to where such changes would be
implemented, and at once increasing the level
of local discretion and responsibility for results;
and (c) endeavouring to achieve such change
while minimising commitment to increases in
either unit labour costs or headcount (or both).
The issue at stake here is, how far are the
manning initiatives which we have reported

likely to promote these ends?

8.3 This study has outlined changes to
manning practices which are quite extensive
when looking across a number of companies.
When the perspective is changed and we
consider how thoroughgoing such changes are
within particular companies
ie how deep are
they? then the picture is much more varied.
Although we came across flrms who could
demonstrate very radical changes to their

-

L

-

pre-1979 manning practices, these were in a
minority. For the most part the changes which
we have reported were quantitâtive not
qualitative; they were patchy from site to site
and group to group; they represented changes
(sometimes substantial, but often marginal) to
existing practices rather than the emergence of

new forms of work organisation. The
exceptions to this were of two sorts: those
experiencing major capital investment
incorporating new technology and those
experiencing 'suryival deals' in the face

of

imminent closure. It is interesting to note that
inevitably these are the two cases detailed in
much of the press and other commentary on
the flo<ibility debate. It is also worth noting
that one in every 10 ofour respondents
(excluding the question of functional flexibility
in the service sector) reported no significant
change in the flexibility of their workforce.

8.4

Although in the more labour-intensive

sectors like retailing it would be reasonable to
suppose that a major part of any orientation

towards greater flexibility of all factors of
production would devolve onto emplo¡nnent
issues, this is not necessarily the case for the
remaining sectors. Several manufacturing
respondents claimed, for er<ample, that the
gains they had made to labour productivity
through functional flexibility were relatively
modest compared with the need to respond to,
say, orchange rate fluctuations, shifts in the
buying practices of major customers, shifts in
the technology of competitors or shifts in the
resourcing põlicies of their multinational parent
companies. The most that can be said is that
for many of our respondents securing greater
flexibility of labour was a necessary part of
their business strategies, but for few was it
absolutely central and for none was it a
sufficient part alone.

8.5

We have documented changes to working
practices. In very few cases did these appear to
add up to a change in the company culture,

still less to evolve out of such a change.
Certainly, increasing integration and functional
flexibility imply a shift away from vertical
hierarchies in the workplace towards a more
cellular form of organisation and towards more
consultative and particþative modes of
'We
management.
observed little evidence of
such a shift. If anything, the shift was the
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other way, towards increased management
unilateralism.

r

8.6

r flade-off between the level of worked time

Greater commitment to employment
security;

Clearly, the forms of flexibility sought
varied from sector to sector. In the service
sectoç the emphasis for change was on
numerical flexibility, secured mainly through
the use of supplementa{y part-time workforces
to man up relatively low-skill jobs to meet
customer flows. In manufacturing, although
some increases in numerical flexibility was

r

Job descriptions based less on tasks and more
on competence, with an attendant agreement

to deploy such competences

r

Pay systems

as

required;

which encourage the acquisition

of new competences and do not inhibit their
deployment;

it

was mostly achieved through
traditional means, overtime, and the more

observed,

and more flexibility in its distribution;

r Harmonisation of conditions

important shift was to functional flexibility.
This suggests that sectoral differences in
perceived needs for flexibility are reflected in
the types of flexibility being sought. So,

of employment

for all core group workers;

r

Deployment of peripheral workers where
appropriate in order to cushion core group

although firms generally lack well-articulated
manpower strategies, they nevertheless had a
quite acute view of what their own, often
unique, needs were and were shifting some way
towards meeting them.

workers, not undermine them;

r

Peripheral workers to be employed on pro rata
terms and conditions;

r Greater investment in training and retraining
to maintain competences;

r Joint bargaining

for multi-union areas; and

HO\v PERMANENT ARE THE r Systematic management attention to
CHANGES?
8.7 The issue at stake here is how far can the
changes observed persist if the permissive
factors identified earlier (union power and slack

external labour markets) recede? As we have
shown, the dominant means of implementation
of the changes we have observed was a shortterm change in the balance ofinternal
industrial relations power based largely on
(actual or threatened or implicit)job loss. As

we observed very few cases of overt 'unionbusting', it is logical to assume that as
demanning ceases so the balance will return.
Certainly this was universally expected by our
union respondents and most of the managers
also. We have already pointed to the general
lack of cultural changes which we observed.
The point therefore is, how far can managers
evolve employee relations strategies based less
on sticks and more on carrots in order to
sustain and further improve workforce

flexibility?

8.8

As we have noted, we observed little sign

of such strategies developing much beyond
embryonic stage, but their main elements
clear:
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an

are

communications.

MUTUALLY EXCLUSTVE
FLEXIBILITIES
8.9 The issue here is that the more firms
commit themselves to achieving numerical
flexibility through the use of supplementary
workers on peripheral status, the less are they
able to secure functional flexibility from those
workers; they themselves are less willing to
train for it, while the workers have little
motive in suppþng it. As we have seen,
deskilling thióugh new rcchnology can flll this
gap sufficiently to promote some_1ow-1.t4 j"b

-óUitity, but

as

thè experience of some of the

retailing respondents demonstrated, this
horizontal jõb mobility at the very bottom of
the internal labour market can be insufficient to
promote sufficiently high standards of customer
iervice, etc. Converseþ the reliance on
overtime in manufacturing as a means of
responding to short-term increases in demand,

thãbanks' reluctance to go to six-day rosters
and the retailers' use of weekend staff suggest
that there are shortcomings in the numerical

flexibility of core employees, viz the relative
stagnation on flexible working time.

8.10

This is at the centre of some criticisms
- that they create a
pool of low-productivity, peripheral workers
unresponsive to major changes in the nature of
demand. In broad terms, we only found the
existence of very large and growing pools of
such deskilled workers in part of the retailing
sector. Elsewhere such pools tended to be
relativeþ shallow, though getting deeper.
Nevertheless, where they exist, they appear to

of two-tier labour markets

confer one-way flexibility

onþ

and inhibit

versatility in response to change.

SEGMENTATION
8.11 It is preciseþ to avoid such problems
that our firms had been distinguishing between
groups of workers in the type of flexibility they
sought. The key issue here is, does
segmentation necessarily imply permanent
relegation to peripheral jobs for some workers?
This study shows that in general terms that is
the case, particularly for part-time workers.
Our respondents had a very clear view of the

kind ofjobs which could and could not

be

manned by part-time labour. The reorientation
of recnritment towards workers who sought
part-time employrnent effectiveþ locked such
workers into peripheral jobs, even if their
aspirations changed.

8.72 This is less true of temporary workers
who, if they survived, could expect to be
transferred into the permanent workforce.
Indeed, the process of selection and screening
implicit in such a transfer was often seen by
firms as worthwhile. It may be less true of
employees of subcontractors, who might

belong to the core workforce of the contractor.
Finally, it may be less true of YTS trainees, for
some of whom clear bridges from peripheral to
core status are evident, particularþ in retailing.

MUTUALITY OF INTEREST
8.13 The issue here is, how far must
employers' needs for flexibility conflict with
the interests of workers? As we have shown,
peripheral status necessariþ entails disadvantage,
but this is intensified by the treatment of such
workers in terms of lesi attractive non-pay
benefits. While such treatment no doubt
reduces employers' costs, it does not serve to
increase the flexibility of the workforce, and as
far as flexibility is concerned we conclude that
it is unnecessary. The extent to which wqys of
redistributing the worked time of core workers
can be agreed is the o<tent to which the use of
supplementary peripherals can be reduced. This
involves conflict between groups of workers, as
well as the different interests of employers and
workers, however.
8.14 It is in the area of enhanced functional
flexibility that there exists greater mutuality of
interest. Even where employers have made no
significant moves towards increasing
employrnent security and single status, etc,
there remain substantial attractions for workers
in acquiring new skills. Where interests
conflict, they tend to be institutional ones
(inter-union, staff/manual, etc) rather than
between worker and employer, or pay-related
(how will flexibility be rewarded?). A longerterm problem might lie in the coincidence of
functional flexibility and demanning,
particularly if unemployment remains high and
the immediary of competitive pressures recedes.
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APPENDIX II RESEARCH AIMS,
METHODOLOGY AND SAMPLE
CHARACTERISTICS
RESEARCH AIMS

To assess the implications of such changes for
the structure of the internal labour market, for
resourcing practices, particularly training and
retraining;
^r

1

The study is intended to take forward our
understanding of the extent and nature of
emerging working practices aimed at securing
greâtff flexibility. The main parameters with
which the research is concerned are change
since 1980 in:

r Contractual relationships -

involving the
displacement of direct employment by
commercial subcontracting and/or selfemployrnent and the displacement of implicitþ
permanent employment contracts by explicitly
temporary ones;

r

To identifr constraints on achieving effective
changes in working practices
for example
labour supply, skill shortages, industrial
relations considerations, employee expectations,
health and safety considerations, etc;

-

r To identift, on the basis of these findings, the
main factors facilitating such changes and thus
to assess how far further changes in
employrnent strategies can be expected.

r'Working time regimes - involving the

use

of supplementary part-time labour to build up
manning profiles and the redistribution of
worked time to fit demand more exactþ;

r

Job content

-

involving the systematisation

ofjob content for peripheraljobs and the

sectors: engineering, food and drink, retail

expansion and integration of core jobs;

distribution and financial services. It has sought
information from three main sources:

r Pay systems -

r Published and non-published

involving the extension of pay
systems to encourage individual acquisition and

deployment of skills and the displacement of
wages by fees;

r

Spatial patterns
distanced labour.

-

involving the use of

2

The study is a comparative cross-sectoral
one designed to explore the extent of
innovation within these five parameters and to
identify under what conditions different forms
of innovation have occurred. A further aim is
to evaluate the effects of these changes and to
identify the prospects for further related
changes. Specificaþ:

r To asses the extent to which more flexible
working practices have been introduced by a
sample of LIK employers and on what policies
these are based;

r To indicate under what circumstances
(sectoral, labour mârket, locational,

technological and organisational) particular

forms of innovation may be found;

r

To identi$' management aims in introducing
such changes and to assess ho\M far these have
been achieved in practice;

r To identi$' the implications of such changes
for the composition of the workforce and for
employees and job-seekers;

lL

METHODOIOGY
3 The study has been conducted in four

secondary

sources;

r

Interviews with the major representative
organisations in each sector (eg employers'
associations, trade union officials, including
workplace representatives where possible, trade
and training associations, etc);

r Interviews

with 15-20 employing

organisations in each sector, chosen to

demonstrate a variety of market, organisational
and locational characteristics.

4

Secondary sources.'We have conducted an
extensive review of the published literature

relevant to these matters and background
information on the four sectors. We have also
conducted interviews with academics,
researchers and other interested individuals who
have worked in this field andlor in these
'We
sectors.
have not produced this material as a

formal literature reyiew but rather have, for the
most part, interwoven it in the substantive
text. The text always makes clear, however,
whether secondary or primary sources are
being discussed.

5

Representative organisatiors.

'We

have

conducted 14 interviews with the main
representative organisations of the sectors with
which we are concemed. These include the
major trade unions, the main employers'
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SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

associations (particularly where they have a
bargaining role) and various other trade
associations, etc.

7

The main criteria which we applied to the
selection of company respondents were:

6

In-company interuiews. We have conducted
interviews in 74 organisations but have
withdrawn two for reasons of unreliability, so
the bulk of the study is derived from interviews
with72 firms whose characteristics are
discussed below. Such interviews were
conducted at establishment level, divisional level
or centrally, whichever was the most
appropriate in each case; for example, in
banking no pwpose would be served by
conducting interviews at branch or regional
level, while among some of our larger

manufacturing conglomerates no purpose
would be served by conducting interviews at
any other than establishment level. All
interviews were conducted using a semistructured discussion guide. The bulk of the
interviews were with personnel managers/
directors; in many cases we also spoke to
production, training and technical
managers/directors; it was possible in only a
few cases to interview local trade union
representatives and it would be unwise to view
their responses as necessarily representative of
all the trade unions in the sectors studied.

Table ll.

1

r

That they were relatively large. None of our

respondents employed fewer than 500 workers.
This was agreed with the sponsors of the study

on the simple gtounds that small frrms are by
their very nature more 'flexible' than large,
more formal, more bureaucratic organisations.
As we were concerned with flrms' attempts to
increase their {lexibility, it seemed logical to
concentrate on those who did not already
display such characteristics;

r

That they had been required to adjust to
substantial change in product market,

competitive conditions and/ or technology since
1980. Clearly, 'substantial' means something
different for each sector; nevertheless, we
selected firms whom we expected to have been
obliged to make adustments which to them
seemed relativeþ substantial. Thus their

flexibility in the

face

of such

a need could be

assessed and discussed.

8

Tables

II. 7-4 show

the composition of the

sample of respondents, sector by sector.

Composition of food and drink sector respondents
Employment at summer 1985

No of firms participating

ltt
p/t

16

Tolal

62,397
.19,360

81 .757

LOCATION

Multisite

Midlands

8

4

(500/o)

(250/o)

East

Anglia

(60/o)

Southeast

Northwest

Southwest

(6ryo)

(6W

(60/o)

EMPLOYMENT CHANGE SINCE 1980
lncreased

Decreased

Static

14
(60/o)

(BBEo)

(60/o)

il'
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Table II.

2

Composition of engineering sector respondents

No of firms part¡cipating

Employment at summer 1985
.1 .l

Mechanical Eng.
Electrical/Electronic Eng.

6

Office Machinery etc

1

lnstrument Eng.

1

llr

77,571

p/t

I,840

Total

87 ,411

10

Total

LOCATION

Multisite

South

Midlands

6

J

o

(310/o)

(16ryo)

(310/o)

North

Wales

Scotland
2

(50/o)

(10w

(50/o)

EMPLOYMENT CHANGE SINCE 1980
Static

lncreased

Decreased
17

(5W

Table ll.

3

(5Eo)

(90ryo)

Composition of retaildistribution sector respondents

No of firms participating

Food retailing

Non{ood retailìng
Department & chainstores

Employment at summer 1985
5

ftt

100,355

11

p/t

125,206

Total

225,561

4

20

Total

LOCATION

Multis¡te

Southeast only

1B

2

(90ryo)

(10w
EMPLOYMENT CHANGE SINCE 1980

lncreased

Static

Decreased

12

4

4

(60ryo)

(2Oo/o)

(20w
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Table Il.

4

Gomposition of financial services sector respondents
Employment at summer 1985

No of firms part¡cipating

Banking

4

lnsurance

Ã

Building societies

4

Other

4

Total

17

Îft
p/t

232,784
32,349

Total 265,133

LOCATION

Multisite

Southeast

'11

4

(650/o)

(24W

North

East Anglia

(60/o)

(6ryo)

EMPLOYMENT CHANGE SINCE 1980
lncreased

Stat¡c

6

b

(350/o)

(350/o)

Decreased
t
(300/o)

r
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APPENDIX III SECTORAL TRENDS IN BUSINESS
AND EMPLOYMENT

INTRODUCTION
L Here we summarise key business and
employment trends in the four sectors from
which our case studies are drawn. The
summary draws primarily on published data
and research, and for more detailed information
the reader is referred to the sectoral
bibliographies. An up-to-date account of trends
in the four sectors (as well as the economy as a
whole) is provided in the latest Reuíew of the
Economy and Employment (7985

-

Volume

1)

from the Institute of Employrnent Research at
the University of Warwick. This includes
sectoral forecasts

to

1990.

FOOD AND DRINK:

INTRODUCTION
2 We define the sector as order III of the
1968 Standard Industrial Classification þut
excluding MLI{ 240: Tobacco), or as classes 41.
and 42 of the 1980 SIC (excluding Group 429:
Tobacco).. Further, we follow Clark, (1984)
and divide the sector into three broad
subsectors:

r Cereals processing

(MLHs 271-273,2I9,

including animal and poultry food$

¡

Other food and soft drink processing (MLHs
274-278, 22r, 229, 232)

r

Drink production (MLH 231,239)

FOOD AND DRINK:
BUSINESS TRENDS
Out¡rut

3

The sector as a whole (including tobacco)
âccounts for about 15 per cent of
manufacturing output. There is some inherent
stabiJity in the sector due to the 'essential'
nature

ofits products, and although this

generates a tendency towards chronic
overcapacity it has also meant that it has
weathered the recent recession rather better

than much of the rest of manufacturing (see
Figure IIL l). Nevertheless, there was a decline
in the value and volume of food and drink
consumption (and some 'trading down')

during the recession as net disposable income
fell, especially in the low-income gïoups, whose
proportionate er<penditure on food and drink is
relatively high (NEDO 1983a). Alcoholic drink
was particularþ badly hit.

4 In the longer term, inherent limits to the
growth of the domestic market are set by low
population gowth rates and the tendency for
the proportion ofexpenditure spent on food to
fall as pø capitn incomes rise. (The percentage
of household incomes spent on food fell from
about 20 per cent 1n 7970 to 15 per cent in
1983.) Much past growth can be attributed to
the substitution of processed for fresh food
(facilitated by the development of food
preservation techniques) and the accompanþg
demand for new products. This process of
substitution may be reaching its limits, with a
cunent shift towards fresh and chilled
convenience foods (at the er<pense, particularly,
of canned products) and concern with health
and the nutritional properties ofprocessed
foods. A large-scale return to unprocessed or
home processed foods is unlikeþ given
demographic and social trends (working
mothers, single parents, decline in traditional
family meals, etc), but it seems that any future
substitution must be between different types of
processed foods. Given these demand
constraints, there is an increasing emphasis in
the industry on product innovation and
developing the consumption of foods with a
higher value-added component.

5 Looking at the three subsectors:
r Cereals processing has shown slow but steady
growth in output, although the mix of output
has changed (a decline in the importance of
bread and flour confectionery and grain miling
and a growth in the importance of animal and
poultry foods);

r Other food processing has shown faster
*

Most oftcial data are now in the 1980 SIC form and
deÊnitional differences prevent strict comparison with the 1968
SIC (in particular the SIC 1980 does not allow us to divide the
sector into three subsectors abovÐ. The main differences arise
from the inclusion in the 1980 SIC of parts of what was 'retail
distribution' (notably small bakeries) and 'wholesale
distribution' (notably slaughterhouses) in the 1968 SIC.
Further dificulties a¡ise because some data series are presented
for food, drink and tobacco as a whole and do not allow us to
separate

out tobacco.
;

l{
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Figure
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Food, drink and tobacco: output trends
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growth in output, partly due to a substitution
of demand from cereals in the form of increased
consumption of meat and fish products. This
subsector also includes a significant postwar

growth in the market for soft drinks (partly
substituting for milk);

r In the drinks subsector, the 1960s and 1970s
saw rapid output gtowth concentrated in spirit
distilling (associated with duty changes and
o(port growth), with a relative decline in
brewing and malting (although brewing
er<perienced an output growth in absolute

n

1979). Recessionary
terms until the peak
decline in demand and foreþ competition (in
spirits) has severely hit output since 1979.

Inr¡estrnent a¡rd æchnological
change

6

Postwar trends in investment in plant and

machinery show: fairþ constant levels of
investment in cereals processing throughout the
period; steady growth in investment in other
food processing followed by decline in the late
1970s; rapid $owth in investment in drinks

production during the 1960s and early 1970s
followed by severe recent cutbacks.

7

Although, taking the sector as a whole,
investment in new plant and machinery has
held up reasonably well in recent years
compared with the rest of (lK manufacturing
NEDO (1983a) showed that the sector in the
UK has had much lower levels of investment
and value added per head than its major
overseas competitors and that it is less capitalintensive than its counte{parts abroad. Clark
(1984), however, quotes recent research
showing that investment in the industry as a
percentage ofvalue added is higher than in the
US or Germany, so that the observed low
$owth of total factor productivity in the IJK
tíj¡
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cannot be attributed to a general shortage of
investment. Recent cutbacks in investment have
been particularly marked in brewing, as a result
of declining consumption and overcapacity.

8

Turning to technological trends, there have
been three broad areas of change, of which

onþ the third has major employment
implications. The first two trends are:

r

Product developments. A massive increase in
the number of new products since the 1950s,
mainly minor variations on old themes (major
changes in the past have been in frozen foods,
'instant products', 'fillers', new protein
sources). Many new 'products' are in fact

packaging changes, with a recent trend towards
a larger number of pack sizes and
combinations.

r Preservation

techniques. Major recent

developments have been in: drying, notably
accelerated freeze drytng (still to reach its full
application potential); fteezing; pasteurisation
and canning, especially the development of
aseptic canning and UHT sterilisation of milk;
antibiotics and irradiation
this is the biggest

-

area of

fragmentation and diversity of consumer tastes
have led to a move away from 'standard'
products and rendered unobtainable the
economies of scale from the long runs for
which much of the traditional capital-intensive
plant and equipment was designed. The latest
developments, however, permit batch
production as efficient as traditional continuous
production
the matching of new
developments in vision sensors with computer
control allows for robotic systems which can be
programmed for rapid, frequent line

-

changeovers.

10 A recent area of process development is
biotechnology. The technology orists but
widespread application will be slow
unlike
microelectronics it does not generate major
short-run cost savings, and initial R&D costs
and capital outlays are very high. Its overall
effects on employment are likely to be small
(although there will be entra requirements for
some high-level scientific skills).

-

likeþ future development. Development

to date has been slowed by legislation and
safety considerations as well as lack of
investment funds
initial capital costs are
high.

forward in production flexibility in subsectors
which do not share these characteristics of
brewing. In particular, the growing

-

9

The third technological development, of
greater relevance to employment, is process
development. This has been 'incremental'
rather than revolutionary - ie involving the
same products but with more automated
processes. The area with the biggest
implications is that of computerised process
control. By 7982 food and drink
manufacturing had a higher proportion of
establishments using microelectronics than any
other sector save electrical and instrument
engineering. The main applications have been

in the control of raw material input
specifications and in midng, sterilising and
freuing operations. The main results have been
savings in labour requirements, better control

Market sûnrcflire, concenûration,
etc

7l

There has been in recent decades a gradual
erosion of the 'free market' throughout the
food chain, with tightening contractual
relationships:

¡, Between food processing and farming, as
efficient utilsation of capital-intensive
processing plant requires guaranteed uniform
supplies of high-quality inputs from
mechanised agriculture; and

¡

Between food processing and distribution, as
the growing oligopoþ power of the multiple
retail chains and the development of differential
discounting, own label products, etc have
shifted power (and margrnÐ from producer to
distributor (see Burns et al7983).

of production processes and improved product

These trends have intensified competition in

consistenqy. Microcontrols have been particularly
prevalent in the brewing industry with large

the industry and contributed to the increasing
concentation of food and drink production in
the hands of a small number of large frrms (see
NEDO 7983a), and the industry is now the
most concentrated in Europe (Clark 198a).

plants and a few standardised products. As
noted in NEDO (1983a), however, recent
developments have enabled significant steps

g5

¿r

III. 1, calculated at IMS show a roughly
constant 'competitiveness ratio' of about
and constant import penetration (as a

This trend towards gïeater concentration is not
universal; there are exceptions (eg frozen food)
and, despite the trend, there is still a
proliferation of small companies (over 5000
with fewer than 200 employees).

proportion of final demand).

74

In drinks, the trade balance has been

positive over the same period, due to the good
export performance of spirits. The position has,
however, worsened since the onset of the recent
recession and the IMS figures, given at Täble
III. 2, show a steadily worsening
competitiveness ratio since 1978 and increasing
import penetration.

Foreign trade
72 Interrational trade in manufactured

food
and drink is relatively small, but increasing. In
food processing, the LIK has had a long-term
negative trade balance. Imports have been close
to 20 per cent of domestic output since the
mid 1950s (Clark 1984). Import penetration
was on a downward trend until entry into the
EEC in 1973led to a once-for-all increase in
the level of imports, after which it resumed its
downward trend (the entry to the EEC itself

FOOD AND DRINK:
EMPI,OYMENT TRENDS

gave rise to major changes in Britain's
traditional trading patterns and an
encouragement to greater selÊsufficienry in
food production).

73

-0.4

Total employment
15. Food, drink and tobacco
11 per cent

acount for
of manufacturing employment.

Postwar employment has varied proportionateþ
output, and in the drinks subsector in

Recent (post-1978) figures, shown in Table

less than

1

Table lll.
Gompetitiveness and ¡mport penetrat¡on:
manufactured food
1978

1979

1980

1981

- 0.40

- 0.48

-0.41

-0.44

16.4

16.9

15.5

15.9

1982

1983

Competitiveness
ratio

(1)

-

0.46

-

0.41

lmport
penetration (70) (2)

16.1

1

6.1

Notes:
(1)This is defined as (exports
imports)/(exports + imports), with movement towards + 1 indicating an improvement, and movement
towards - 1 a deterioration, in the overseas trade position of the industry
(2) This is imports expressed as a proportion of total demand (including intermediate input demand)

-

Source;

Ilr¡1S

calculations from CSO Comnodity Flow Accounts 1984

Table lll. 2 Competitiveness and ¡mport penetration:
alcoholic and soft drinks
978

1979

1

0.35

0.24

12.2

14.8

1

980

983

981

1982

1

o.26

0.19

0.21

0.13

13.9

16.4

16.9

17.7

1

Competitiveness
ratio (1)

lmport
penetration

(o/o) (2)

Notes:
As Table lll.

1

Sou¡ce: llvlS calculations from CSO Commodity Flow Accounts 1984
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particular employment might have been
expected to have been higher given the large
output increases recorded. In the sector as a
whole, the onset of major employment decline
has occurred later and to a lesser entent than in
the rest of manufacturing.

76 Figure III. 2 shows recent employment
trends (SIC 1980). It can be seen that the
major employment decline occurred in the
earþ

1980s,

with

1985 employment down

in tobacco

manufacture fell by 30 per cent over 1981-85).

77

Looking at detailed subsectoral

employment trends, we can break the recent
past into two periods: 1977-87 (using 1968 SIC
data) and 1981-85 (using 1980 SIC data).
7977-87: The largest employment declines

Figure

lll.2

In other food processing, employment fell by
72 per cent, with sugar, milk and milk
processing and soft drinks recording the

77 per cent on the 1979 level (and 23 per cent
down on the 1971level). Recent employment
decline is, however, rather less dramatic when
tobacco is encluded (employment

were in cereals processing (26 per cent
decline), with grain milling and bread and
flour confectionery performing rather worse
than biscuits and animal and poultry foods.

largest fall, while bacon, meat and fish
er<perienced only a7 per cent decline and
'foods not elsewhere specified' (including
coffee, margarine and various snack foods)
increased in employment.

In drink production, employment fell by
only 6 per cent (with brewing and malting
recording a decline of 10 per cent and spirits
a growth of 3 per cent).
1981-85: Over this period the subsectors
largest proportional employment
declines were: sugar and sugar by-products
(-26 per cent); spidts (-20 per cent);

with the

Food, drinkandtobacco:employmenttrends
(thousands)
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brewing (-15 per cent); and fish processing

(-74

per cent). Subsectors orperiencing

better than average employment
performances were meat and meat products
(-4 per cent) and milk and milk products
(-5 per cent).

Productivity
18 While most of the employment trends
documented above can be explained in terms
the output trends in the relevant subsectors,

of

productivity growth rates have varied
somewhat between the subsectors (see Clark
1984) and particularþ notable was the rapid
gïowth of productivity in the drinks subsector
in the 1960s and 1970s. Growth rates in labour

productivity in the sector

as a

whole have

paralleled those in the rest of manufacturing
(albeit running at a rather lower level until the
early 1970s), but food processing, in particular,
was unusual in not er<periencing a fall-off in the
rate of growth of productivity in the mid 70s.
As argued earlier, it is at least debatable
whether the lower levels and rates of gowth of
labour productivity, compared with those
er<perienced in the food and drink industry
abroad, can be attributed to a relative lack of
investment. It is notable that employment in
the sector has been particularly unresponsive to
short-run demand fluctuations, suggesting that
the international productivity performance
might have been better were it not for a
persistent tendency to overmanning.

40.1 per cent to 44.4 per cent, in food, drink
and tobacco the proportion has remained
roughly constant (41.6 per cent in 1974, 47.0 per cent in 1985). Similarly, the proportion of
employed females who are part-time rose in the
economy as a whole from 38.3 per cent to 46.3
per cent over the same period, whereas in food,
drink and tobacco the proportion was lower
and again remained roughly constant (37.9 pet
cent in 1974, 37.3 per cent in 1985).

21, These differences are associated with the
increased tendenry towards automated Process
control and packing, with biggest impacts on
employment in the areas where most women
are traditionaþ employed. Further, the move
towards continuous operating and increasingly
capital-intensive processing may have led to the
elimination of some of the part-time shifts
('twilight' shifts, etc) previously found in the
sector. It is intercsting to note that the density
of females and part-timers varies considerably
between the various subsectors, with the lowest
proportion of women being found in the
highly capital-intensive brewing (19.7 per cent)
and sugar (23.I per cent) subsectors and the
highest proportions in fish processing
(61.3 per cent), cocoa, chocolate, sugar
confætionery (52.0 per cent) and fruit and
vegetable processing (50.6 per cent).

22 Similarly,

the lowest propoftions of
employed
women
who are part-time are to be
found in spirits (9.1 per cent), brewing
(16.5 per cent) and sugar (16.7 per cent), and
the highest proportions in bread, biscuits and
flour confectionery (55.8 per cent), cocoa,
chocolate, sugar confætionery etc (55.8 per
cent) and fish processing (5a.8 per cent).

Composition of employment
Female and part-time employment

19 ,t distinctive

feature of recent trends has
been the fact that the industry has not shared
in the general shift towards female and parttime employment observed for industry and

commerce as a whole, although compared with
other manufacturing industries it remains a
relativeþ large user of female and part-time
workers.

20 Thus, whereas the proportion

of women

employed in all industries and services rose over
the period June 7974-March 1985 from

Occupational structure of
employment

23 The main trends here are centred around
technology:

as

is

shifting towards technical and scientific
workers, with higher-level skills required from
much smaller numbers of process operatives. At
least this is the picturé which emerges from the
companies studied, and from discussions with
industry experts and representatives. The onþ
statistical data readily available break
i.
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the industry has become more

highly automated the occupational structure

Table lll.

3

Food, drink and tobacco: trends in occupational structure

Percentage of workforce in acimin,
techn¡cal and
clerical categories

1977

1978

24.2

23.5

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

Daq

24.1

22.2

1984

Food, drink and
tobacco
1968 SIC
19BO SIC

21 .9

23.2

Ail
manufacturing
1968 SIC

27.6

28.4

29.6

28.6

19BO SIC

30.6

28,B
¿ó. I

28.4

Source: Employment Gazette (various issues)

emplol'rnent in the industry down into two
broad categories:
(a) Administrative, technical and clerical
þ) Operatives.

And Table III. 3 shows no evidence of any clear

employrnent trends there than for the other
three sectors. Accordingly we confine ourselves
to brief descriptive outlines of the relevant data
series and for more detailed analpis and
explanation the reader is referred to the sectoral
bibliography.

recent shift in the balance of employment
between these two groups in food, drink and
tobacco.

ENGINEERING: BUSINESS
TRENDS

ENGINEERING:
INTRODUCTION

24
four

'Engineering' is defined
of the 1980 SIC:

Out¡rut
as

the following

classes

(1) Class 32: Mechanical engineering
(2) Clas 33: Manufacture of office machinery
and data processing equipment
(3) Class 34: Electrical and electronic

engineering
(4) Class 37: Instrument engineering

26 The four subsectors âccount for about
27 per cent of manufacturing output (1982,
gross value added).

27

Figure III. 3 shows a marked difference
between the performance of the four
subsectors. In particular, mechanical
engineering was worse hit than the other three
subsectors during the 1979-7981 recession and
has failed to recover since. Indeed, as shown in

of the four sectors studied and fewer general

the EEF 1985, in electrical and instrument
engineering (our subsectors 2- 4 combined)
output has grown since 1981 by 33 per cent in
volume terms and 20 per cent in value terms
(up to the fourth quarter of 1984), whereas
output in mechanical engineering has
continued to decline. Further, the electrical and
instrument subsectors combined are now larger
than mechanical engineering in output (and
employment) terms, which reverses the
position of the 1970s. Most forecasts predict
continued stagnation for mechanical
engineering, or at best slow growth, dependent

statements can be made about business and

on

All the 'engineering' employers

studied fell
wholly or partly into one or more of the above
four classes, although a minority had part of
their activity classified under one of the other
metals and engineering-related sectors not
included in this brief review (vtz: class 22:
Metal manufacturing; class 31: Metal goods not
elsewhere specified; class 35: Manufacture of
motor vehicles and parts thereof; Manufacture
of other transport equipment).

25

'Engineering' is the most heterogeneous

successful elryort performance.

99

Engineering : output trends
(1980:100)

Figure lll.3
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In the remaining subsectors, the best
output performance has been in office
machinery and data processing equipment
(together with the electronics parts of_the
electrical and electronic engineering subsector),
which has had sustained and rapid growth of
output for over a decade intemrpted only by a
slight recessionary 'dip' in 1980. All the
individual activities within this subsector have
shared in this growth, although the scale of the
post-1981 increase is particularly attributable to
lhe o<ceptionaþ rapid output growth
er<perienced by producers of electronic data
prócessing equipment. Most forecasts imply
continued healthy growth perhaps at a slower
rate than in the past few years, although recent
poor results from major British electronics
companies throw up some questions on this
score.

29 As can be seen from Figure III. 3, the
of the electrical subsector, together with

rest

(much of the sector's output is an intermediate
input to other sectors and highly sensitive to
investment spending) and internationaþ (a
much higher proportion of the sector's output
is traded than is the case for food and drink).

Investment and æchnological
change

3I

instrument engineering, has enperienced output
trends rather similar to those of manufacturing
as a whole and output has now recovered to
the point where it is equal to, or slightly above,
its prerecessionary level. Again, however, the

opiri.n..

has been patchy between different

activities in the subsector.

30

These data bring out the difficulty of
making general statements with regard to the

pressures

Unfortunately, real trends in capital

investment for the detailed engineering sectors
examined here cannot be obtained from the
published official statistics. Some trends in
õurrent price terms are, howeveç available and
läble III. 4 shows recent trends in gtoss
domestic fixed capital formation for two broad
engineering sectors, mechanical engineering
and metal goods (SIC 32 anð 31) and electrical
and instrument engineering (SIC 33,34,37),

xerted by business trends on

manning practices in such a diverse sector.
Again, ihèn, the reader is referred to the
deiailed studies listed in the bibliography for
greater insight into these pressures'- As a
general poiñt, however, it is clear that
ðompared with the food and drink sector,

whiðh is a producer of 'essential' consumer
goods, engineering is much more vulnerable to
fluctuations both in the domestic economy

32

Thus over the decade 7973-83, when real
fixed capital formation (at 1980 prices) in
manufacturing as a whole fell,by 32 per cent,
metal goods and mechanical engineering reduced
their share of that total from 14.3 per cent to
12.5 per cent (at current prices), whilc electrical
and instrument engineering increased their
share from 8.2 per cent to 12.1 per cent.
Broadly, then, the divergence of er<perience betweén the heavy 'metal-bashing' end of the
sector and the electronics and 'hightechnology' end reflected in the output trends
is also found, as might be enpected, in the
investment trends.

33 In looking at technological developments
in the sector and their impact on employment,
we are again handicapped in making general
summa{y statements by the heterogeneity of
the sector. Further, as Freeman (1985) shows,
the rate of diffusion of new technologies in the

4

Gross domestic fixed cap¡tal formation (current pr¡ces) as
Table lll.
percentage of total manufactur¡ng
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982
Mechanical engineering
and metal goods

(Vo)

14.3 14.3 .14,5 14.5 14.8 15.5 15.3 14.6 14.2 13.3

Electrical and instrument

engineering

(o/o)

8.2

8.4

7.B 7.1

7,g 8.5

8.3 87 10.4 107

1983

125

12

1

Source: CSO
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sector is by no means uniform. 'Whilst the
evidence on technical change points to

enormous improvements in "best practice"
productivity, there is still a wide gap between
z'best
practice" and "average" productivity,
throufhout the industries discussed in this
volurne' (Freeman 1985, p xii). Freeman looks
in detail at recent technological developments

which have taken place in mecahnical
engineering - in machining (\C a1d ÇNC
mà'chines), in design (CAD and CAD/CAM
applications), in assembly (robotics) and in the
inægration and 'syrtemation' of such changes

into 'machining centres' and 'flexible
manufacturing iystems'. All these changes have
important implications for the size and
occupational iomposition of the workforce in
engineering (as well as for the 'flexibility' issues
considered in this report) and, as shown below
despite the relatively slow and patchy diffusion
of these changes in the engineering industry
their effects on the composition of emplo;nnent
are already clearly discernible in the aggregate
statistics.

34

Soete (1985) conducts a similar exercise for
the technological changes in products and
processes in the electronics subsector. The
F...-"tt and Soete studies show clearly the
difference between the mechanical and related
subsectors, and the electronics and related
subsectors in this report. In particular,

it would

seem that the gap noted above between 'best'
and 'average' praitice is much less marked in

the electronics industries.

'This points to a basic weakness in the
British post-war economic performance: the
failure to keep pace in the "mechatronic"
technologies with the world leaders in
export rnarkets. . . British industry has on the
whole kept fairly close to the leaders in some
of the eleitronic technologies, and has even

led the field in some limited areas, especially
systems. But Britain has
and efficient
in
the
widespread
lagged
to
the mechanical
electronics
of
application
. ..This
industries
vehicle
and
engineering
to
processes...
and
products
both
to
applies
ti is in this area of "mechatronics" that

in military electronic

countries such as Japan and Sweden have
excelled with beneficial effects on overall
economic peformance and employment,'
(Freeman 1985, P xüi).
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We have already seen how these differences
between the subsectors of engineering are
reflected in the investment and output trends.

will see below how they are also reflected
in the employment and productivity trends.

W'e

Foreign trade

35

Foreign trade plays a dominant role in the
engineering inclustry. Both exports as a
proportion of g¡tish engineering companies'
ialei and imports as a proportion of domestic
demand have shown a tendency to rise over
time. By the late 1970s, export's share of sales
was nearly 40 per cent in electrical engineering,
over 40 pêt ..ttt in mechanical engineering and
nearly 60 per cent in instrument engineering
(sectors deÊned according to SIC 1968).
Similarly, import penetration had risen to over
a third in mechanical engineering, nearly 40 per
cent in electrical engineering and over 50 per
cent in instrument èngineering' All of these
percentages are well above the average for

manufaciuring

36

as a

whole

(see Freeman 1985).

Recent (post-1978) trends are shown

in

-

Table III. 5 for the four subsectors in our study
(1980 SIC definitions and a different method of

òalculation cause our figures to differ from
Freeman's). In mechanical engineering the table
shows a sharp deterioration in the
competitiveness ratio over 1978-1983

lattributable both to a gïowth in imports of

i6 prt ..nt in real terms and to an even more

draitic decline in exports of

further sharp

increase

21,

pet cent) and

a

in import penetration. In

office machinery and data Processing
equipment the same trends are even more
mãrked (although in this case the deterioration
in the competitiveness ratio can be attributed to
37 per cent
a reasonable export performance
being
real growth over the period
outsiripped by a real gïowth in imports of
114 pei ient). In electrical and electronic
engineering the story is similar (decrease in
competitiveness, growth in imPort
peneìration), butln this case the growth in
è"pottt over the 7978-83 pgrioi was small (1.4
per cent) while imports doubled. In instrument
ãngineering trade þerformance (according to
the pattem
boih measures) also deferiorated
was similar to that in electrical and electronic
engineering (negligible growth in exports
while imports almost doubled).

-

-

-

f

Table lll.

5

Competitiveness and import penetration
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Compet¡tiveness rat¡o

lmport penetrat¡on

(o/o)

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

0.37

0.30

0.34

0.32

0.29

0.20

21 .2

24.4

25.8

297

30.1

29.6

1982

1983

-0.17

- 0.23

76.4

69.7

OFFICE MACHINÊRY AND DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Compet¡tiveness
lm

ratio

port penetration

1978

1979

-0.08

-

79.5

(o/o)

0.07

77.2

1980
- 0.09

1981
- 0.'t I

laF

85.4

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

Competitiveness ratio
lmport penetrat¡on

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

0.17

0.05

0.04

- 0.05

-0.07

- 0.16

23.1

26.3

caa

33.9

37.7

38.0

1982

1983

0,0

-0.12

33.9

40.7

(o/o)

1
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INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING

1979

1980

1981

0.08

0.06

o.07

-

27.O

¿ó. I

29.5

1

Compet¡tiveness rat¡o

lmport penetration

(o/o)

978

Sources and deftnlT/onsi See Table lll.
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0.01

32.2

1

Similar trends are revealed in the EEF's

anaþis (EEF 1985), and the EEF figures show
that the deterioration in engineering's trade
performance continued during 1984 (with an
improvement in the fourth quafter due to the

low value ofthe pound). It is clear that the
worsening trade performance in recent years
has been due particularly to the electrical and
instrument engineering subsectors. Mechanical
engineering still retains a shrinking but positive
net trade balance but the rest of the sector has
been in deficit since 1980, due largely to trade
with North America andJapan.

ENGINEERING:
EMPIOYMENT TR-ENDS
Total employment

38

The engineering sector accounts for
30 per cent of total manufacturing
employment. Although the absolute trend has
been downwards, engineering as a whole has
slightly increased its share oftotal
manufacturing employment (that share was

27 per cent in 1971), though the share of
mechanical engineering was around 14 per cent
in both 1977 anð 1985 while the share of the
other three subsectors combined grew from
13 per cent to 16 per cent over the period.
Figure III. 4 shows the absolute trends in
mechanical engineering, and office machinery
electrical and instrument engineering combined
over 1971-85.

39

The data reflect clearly the trends observed
earlier for output
ie the declining relative
importance of employment in mechanical
engineering, to the entent that the electrical,
instrument and office machinery sectors now
account for greater numbers of employees than
mechanical engineering. The figures for these
three subsectors are available individually back
to 7974 only, but they show that the three
non-mechanical subsectors have fared rather
differently over the period. The smallest of the
three (office machinery and data processing
equipment) has had the best employment
performance, with 1985 employment 1 per
cent up on the I97flevel(after er<periencing a
fall during the late I97\s/early 1980s) although,
as we saw earlier, this was a period during
which the subsector's output level rose

-
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Figure lll.4

Engineering : employment trends
(thousands)
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threefold. Instrument engineering, although
er<periencing a slight recovery in employment
in the last year or two, still records an
employment level in early 1985 which is 16 per
cent down on that of 1974. The largest of the

Industry Monitor), and for a more in-depth,
historical treatment the reader is referred to

three subsectors, electrical and electronic

Freeman (1985) and Soete (1985). Generally,
and as shown in EEF 1985 (who give recent
figures of gross value added per person),
productivity in engineering follows the usual

equipment, has fared onþ marginally better
than mechanical engineering, with an
employment fall, of 22 per cent over 1974-1985
(compared with a 26 per cent fall in mechanical

pro-cyclical pattern and is currently on an
upward trend in all the main subsectors.
Differences in rates of productivity growth
between the subsectors are broadly correlated

engineering).

with differences in rates of growth of output
- thus labour productivity has grown most
rapidþ in the electronics subsector and least
rapidly in the mechanical subsector, and it can

Productivity

40

will not present

here a detailed
account of productivity trends in the various
engineering subsectors. Recent trends are given
in EEF 1985 and EITB (Economic and

We

be seen that had mechanical engineering
achieved the rates o{productivity growth
manifested by the electronics subsector, the
shake-out ofjobs reported in the previous
sectors would have been even larger. As
L:j

7M

-f

suggested by Freeman (1985), the 'average'
engineering frrm in each sector is operating
well below 'best practice' productivity levels,
which suggests significant further scope for job
loss, even

with increased output.

operation, while many of the traditionally
'female' jobs in the industry
packing,
assembly, catering, cleaning, etc have been those
most subject to automation or most affected by
the contracting out of support and ancillary

-

services.

Cornposition of employment
Occupational structure of
employment

Female and part-time employment

41. Like food and drink, neither engineering
as a

whole nor most of its main subsectors have

experienced the recent gro\Mth in female and

part-time employment. Indeed, as shown in
Table III. 6, in all four subsecton orcept
mechanical engineering (where it remained
constant), the proportion of women employed
declined over the period since 1974. The
decline was particularly notable in electrical and
instrument engineering, traditionally large users
of female labour. Further, in instrument,
electrical and electronic engineering the
proportion of female part-timers declined, in
office machinery and data processing
equipment it remained constant and only in
mechanical engineering was there a gro\Mth in

part-time female work.
As with food and drink, a number of
factors may have been responsible, but it seems
likely that some role will have been played by
the increasing capital intensity of production
processes and moves towards continuous

6

For a detailed account of trends in the
occupational structure of employment in the
various engineering subsectors, readers are
referred to the EITB sector proflles listed in the
bibliography. For the industry as a whole, the
major recent changes in the occupational
structure are primarily associated with
technological change, both as individual flrms
and subsectors become more automated and
skill-intensive and as the more automated and
skill-intensive firms and subsectors become
more important in terms of their weighting
within the industry (Freeman 1985).

44 As Fidgett (1984) has shown, employment
in all but one of the eight broad occupational
categories recognised by the EITB declined
over the period since 1978, the exception being
professional engineers, scientists and
technologists (which grew by over 40 per cent
over the 1978-84 period), and this is the
occupational category in which engineering

42

Table lll.

43

Engineering: trends in female and part-time employment
PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES

PERCENTAGE OF FEMALÊ

FEMALE

EMPLOYEES PART.TIME

June 1974

March 1985

June 1974

March 1985

t5.b

158

21.8

¿ó.o

28.7

25.O

14.4

14.6

40.8

32.5

26.9

17.5

engineering

38.6

32.1

25.7

24.9

All industries

40.1

44.4

38.3

46.3

l\¡lechanical

engineering
Office machinery

and data processing
equipment
Electrical and

electronic
engineering
lnstrument

l;'
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companies have been particularly prone to
report shortages in recent years. All the other
categories have fallen in employment terms
since 1978, and the less skilled an occupation is,
the more quickly employment in that
occupation has declined-thus the occupations
declining slowest are managers and professional
and administrative staff and those declining the
fastest are operators and clerical and office
workers. Täble III. 7 shows the 1984
occupational breakdown of the industries in
scope to the EITB (this includes rather more
than the four subsectors studied here-notably
aerospace, vehicles and metal goods).

45

The EITB data

(see

Fidgett 1984) show

clearly the dif[erences in occupational structure
between the 'high-technology' end of the
sector (electronics, office machinery and data
processing equipment) and the rest. In
particular, the former is characterised by a
very high proportion of scientists, technologists

and technicians and a relatively low proportion
of craftsmen and operators and these
characteristics are becoming more marked.
Mechanical engineering, by contrast, has a
much higher proportion of scientific and
technical workers, and this is likely to continue
'in view of the general inertia in occupational

Table lll.

7

and skill composition of the workforce, and
the higher proportion of electro-mechanical
products and equipment' (Freeman 1985).

46 Summarising
industry

as a

the main trends in the

whole, and paraphrasing Freeman

(1985), the recent period has seen:
(a) A major increase in the high-level scientific
and technological skills required in many
functions (including management, design,
systems engineering, R&D, marketing and
technical services);

þ) Some increase in other managerial and
professional skills, but a decline in middle
management, supervisory and clerical
occupations;
An

(c)

increased requirement

for 'technicians',

but with signs that the spread of CAD will
reduce the need for draughting skills;
(d) ,4. slow decline in the need for traditional
engineering craftsmen, partly offset in the short
run at least by an increasing requirement for

multiskilled (electronics) maintenance
craftsmen;
(e)

A falling demand for semi- and unskilled

operatives.

Occupational structure of eng¡neer¡ng 1984
Employment

Occupation

(thousands)

(o/o)

122.5

6.0

81 .5

4.O

Technicians

181 ,4

8.9

Professional and admin staff

132.0

6.5

Clerical and off¡ce workers

209.7

10.3

99.9

4.9

Craftsmen

366.8

18.0

Operators

839.3

41 .3

2033.1

100.0

Managers
Professional engineers,
scientists and lechnologists

Foremen and supervisors

Tolal
Sou¡ce: EITB
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RETAIL DISTRIBUTION:
INTRODUCTION
47 We define retail distribution as classes 64
and 65 ofthe 1980 Standard Industrial
Classification. Our discussion is hampered by
the fact that many of the requisite data were
not available at this level of disaggregation, but
were often combined with one or more of:
Wholesale distribution (classes 61- 63); Hotels
and catering (clas 66); Rrp"it (class 67).
Fortunateþ however, the available data have
been analysed in some detail in recent NEDO
studies (see Moir 1983 and NEDO,
Distributive Tlades EDC, 1985a). We draw
heavily on these studies, to which the reader is
referred for a more in-depth treatment.

r

As pointed out by Moir (1983), there appear
to be some severe constraints on the prospects
for long-term retail sales growth associated
with the declining proportion of personal
disposable income spent in shops and the
gro\Mth in the savings ratio over time;

rindividual subsectors have performed rather
differently-in particular, we may note the
increasing proportion of sales by volume
accounted for by household goods retailers and
mixed retail businesses and the declining
proportion accounted for by food retailers and
other non-food retailers. Despite the overall
macroeconomic constraints on the sector's
growth, therefore, there appears to be
considerable scope for $owth in individual
subsectors.

REÏAIL DISTRIBUTION:

Investment and
technological change

BUSINESS TRENDS

Output/sales

48

An output index for retail distribution
comparable with those used in the sections on
food and drink and engineering above is
available only back to 7978. The more usual
measure than 'output', however, is the volume
(or value) of sales in retailing. As shown in the
NEDO (1985a) study, the volume of retail sales
at constant prices has been on a fairly steady
upward trend since 1961, with a slight 'hiccup'

during the 7979-82 period.

50 Retailing is highly labour-intensive, with
relativeþ low levels of capital investment. As
shown in Table III. 8, retailing (and
distribution as a whole) enhibits, relative to its
share of GDB a relativeþ high proportion of
total employment but a relativeþ low
proportion of total investment (gross domestic
fixed capital formation). There has been no
noticeable recent trend in the proportion of
total investment undertaken in retailing
(retailing and repair accounted for 3.9 per cent
of total gross domestic fixed capital formation

49 Fþre III. 5 shows trends in retail sales for n
the last decade. Although the general trend is
upwards, two important qualifications should
be made:

Table lll.

8

7973, compared

with 4.1 per cent in

1983).

51

Nevertheless, as pointed out in the NEDO
(1985b) report on retaiJing (and described in
more detail in the NEDO (1982) report on

Retail employment: output and ¡nvestment

Percentage of all
¡ndustries 1983

Distribution, hotels
Retail and repairing

and catering, repairs

GDP

13.5

nla

Employment

19.9

10.8

8.0

4.1

Gross domestic fixed
cap¡tal formation
Source: CSO

ri'
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Figure lll.5

Volume of retail sales (weekly average)
(1980:100)
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technology in the distributive trades), there is
within the sector for
investment in new technologies, with
potentially significant effects on the nature and
number ofjobs in the sector (see also Brady
1984). Further, the NEDO figures show that,
although the sector's share of total investment
considerable scope

has not increased, there has nevertheless been a
significant real growth in capital investment in
it since the mid 1970s, resulting in a $owth in
the 'capital intensity' of the sector (measured as
net capital enpenditure as a percentåge of gross
margrn) from 8.0 per cent to 10.6 per cent over
the period 7976 - 7982. Investment has
predominantly taken the form of larger, more
capital-intensive, lower unit cost stores and
warehouses and refurbishment of oristing
stores, with recent developments including a
greater rate of installation of electronic-based
systems.

52

Most of the technologies likeþ to affect
retailing employment in the ner<t five years or
so already errist and the main question concerns
their rate of introduction in the sector. The

kind of computerisation common to all
industries, and mainly affecting office functions,
has begun

to

have an impact

in retailing, but

the largest effects, which have yet to be felt in a
big way, are likeþ to involve electronic point of
sales (EPOS) systems, with their major impacts

on the efficienry of stock control and ordering
systems and their potential for monitoring
product, store and staff performance. As
pointed out in NEDO (1985b), the biggest
effect will be on repetitive manual and clerical
tasks - at checkout tills, pricing and selÊtlling
and in the office jobs related to stock control
and ordering. Some effects, although less clear

in detail, can
managerial

53

also be er<pected

in skilled and

areas.

The limited penetration of EPOS syrtems

to date is indicated by the fact that in mid-1985
the three leading food retailers - Tescq
Sainsbury and Asda - had only 30 stores out
of 750 installed with new laser-scanning
checkouts. A recent report from the Economist
Intelligence Unit suggests that the pace of
installation of such s)ßtems will accelerate
rapidly by the late 1980s and begin to filter
down to the smaller outlets, and ICL (quoted
in the Firwncial Times of 23 July 1985) expects
an 'enplosive growth' of electronics in retaiÏng,

with value of new equipment enpanding from
a7984 level ofL63m to Â800m by 7990.
Further developments, notably electronic funds
transfer (EFTPOS), involving a direct link
between the retailing and banking sJ¡stem, ere
sufficiently far off in terms of their widespread
implementation as to have no clear, predicted
impacts on employment.

54

In general, the picture is ofa labourintensive sector, with relatively low levels of
capital investment but significant scope for
future development to a more capital-intensive,
electronic technology-based industry. Tlends in
this direction are already apparent, with a shift
towards larger, capital-intensive units,
embodying the latest technology.

Market shrcture,
concenmtion, etc

55 Particularly
associated

notable in retaiJing, and

with the trend towards larger, more

capital-intensive units noted above, has been an
increasing concentration of the sector in the
hands of large multiples. Thus, as shown in the
NEDO (1985a) study, in 7961retal. businesses
with 100 or more outlets accountod for 27 per
cent of employment in the sector and 25 per
cent of turnover. By 1982 they accounted for
37 per cent of employment and 36 per cent of

turnover. During the same period the shares of
employment and turnover held by businesses
with only one outlet (the 'corner shops') fell
ftom 46 per cent and 41 per cent respectively to
37 per cent and 30 per cent. The increased
competition and greater concentration was
particularly marked in the grocery market, and
the share of this taken by the top six multiples
enpanded from 33.7 per cent to 52.3 per cent
between 1976 and 7982.

56 An associated feature of the changing
structure of the retail market has been the rapid
development of superstores, shopping centres
and out-of-town hypermarkets. Recent
Euromonitor data indicate 372 'superstores' in
the UK (defined as selÊservice grocery stores
with at least 25,000 square feet of selling area)

in

7984, up from 3I8
forecast to continue.

57

n

7982,

with growth

Although this increasing market

"

r'lr
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concentration has had serious effects for smaller
it is the food sector where their
erosion of market share has been greatest and
they have held their own rather better in the
non-food sector. Even in foods the decline of
the small retailer has not been universal across
the specialist trades (dairymen have, for
example, retained their market share). More
detailed information on retail turnover by kind
of business (see Täble III. 9) suggests that the
broad commodity composition of retail sales
has remained relatively constant in recent years
(albeit with some changes within the broad
thus, for o<ample,
categories of Table III. 9
do-it-yourself stores accounted for 9.6 per cent
of turnover in the household goods sector in
1976 anð this had risen to 13.8 per cent in
retailers,

-

The main changes have been the growth of
large stores and businesses (noted above) andlor
the diversification of retail businesses, with a
corresponding impact on small and/or
specialised businesses. Thus, the diversification
can be seen, for er<ample, in Table

III.

9 in the

growth of 'mixed retailing'. Within the food
sector (whose share has declined overall) the
size and diversification effects are both marked
thus 'large grocery retailers' increased their

-

of food retailing turnover ftom 45.2 per
797I to 6I.4 per cent in 1982, whúe
some, but not all, of the specialised outlets lost
share

in

Table lll.

REÏAIL DISTRIBUTION:
EMPI.OYMENT TRENDS
Toøl employment
58 The picture of what has happened to
employmént in retailng is confused, to say the
least. There are two major sources of data
the Censuses of Employment and of
Distribution. As noted in NEDO (1985a), the

-

former suggests an increase in retailing
employment of 70,000 over 7977-82 while the

1eB2).

cent

market share (butchers from 11.8 to 8.8 per
cent, fishmongers and poulterers ftom 7.2 to
0.7 per cent, greengrocers and fruiterers from
5.2 to 3.7 per cent).

9

latter suggests a decline of370,000 (over
7976-82 the former shows a decline of 6000
and the latrer a decline of 168,000).

59 Here we base our discussion

on the
Employment Census (Department of
Employment) data for consistency with our
accounts of employment in the other three
'W'e

recognise the
in the study.
deficiencies in the data, pointed out in the
NEDO report, however, and that if the Census
of Distribution were used the picture of
employment in the sector would appear morc
pessimistic. Further, the Department of
sectors

Share of retail turnover accounted for by different kinds

of business
o/o

OF RETAIL TURNOVER

Kind of business

1971

1982

Food

435

39.0

10.0

10.9

leather goods

10.7

QÃ

Household goods

12.9

13.4

7.O

8.3

14.0

18.3

.1.8

1.6

Drink, confectionery

and tobacco
Clothing, footwear and

Other nonjood
Mixed retail
Hire and repair
Sou/ce: NEDO

(1

9B5a)
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Employment data exclude working proprietors
and the selÊemployed, who account for a
significant þut declining) proportion of
retailing employment (about 14 per cent).
Figure III. 6 shows a fairly steady employment
level in the mid 1970s, followed by a sharp
increase in the late 1970s intemrpted by the
recession and resumed since 7982/3. In March
1985 retailing employment was estimated at

per cent to 60.7 per cent in retailing compared
with a growth from 38.3 per cent to 46.3 per

2,729,500, representing 10.3 per cent of
employment (compared with 9.0 per cent in
re71).

¡, In the face of increased competitive pressures
and a wish to keep down labour costs,

Productivity
60 NEDO 1985 estimates an increase in

cent in all industries.

63 The growth in part-time (-"i"ly female)
employment in the sector is discussed in some
detail in the main body of the report. The
reasons for the growth are fairly clear, however,
and are twofold:

employers have increased the proportionate use

of part-timers to match manning levels more
closeþ to customer demand fluctuations during
the day and week, rather than employ
underutilised fuIl-timers during slack periods;

retailing 'productivity' (sales per person
employed) of.23 per cent over 1976-82.

r

Recalculation using Employment Cazette åata
reduces this productivity gain to 10.4 per cent.
The most that can be said for certain, then, is

part-time labour.

that productivity in the sector

has been

increasing over recent years, and the NEDO
work shows that the productivity growth has
been uneven between subsectors of retailing
and that growth in productivity was strongly

linked to growth in market share, particularly
among the larger grocery multiples. In general,
it seems clear that the productivity growth is
associated with the trends observed above
towards greater capital intensity and larger

units, yielding economies of

scale.

Composition of employment

Extended and more varied opening hours
of supplementary

have necessitated a greater use

The¡e is some evidence that the gro\Mth of
part-time (and female) labour has been at the
€r(pense of the employnent of young people in
retailing, with many of the new part-time jobs
going to middle-aged married women - in
7967 and 1981 respectively, the proportions of
the country's under-18 workforce employed in
retailing were 17 per cent and 18 per cent (24
per cent and 25 per cent for females), and it
can be seen that retaiÏng employs a
disproportionate share of young people. Over
the same period, however, under-18s fell from
10 per cent to 5 per cent of the retailing
workforce, although part of this reduction may
have resulted from the raising of the schoolleaving age.

Female and part-time employment

67

Retailing is a proportionately large user of
female and part-time labour, and it is clear at
least that part-time employment is increasing in
the sector (the two main data sources give
different pictures of the trend in the proportion
one showing relative constancy,
of females
the other a significant increase).

-

62

According to Department of Employment

figures, 62.6 per cent of retailing employees
were female in 1974 and this had grown
slightly ro 63.1per cent in 1985. The
corresponding figures for all industries were
40.1 per cent and 44.4 per cent respectiv-eþ.
Over the same period, the proportion of female
employees who were part-time grew from 51.9

Occupational structure of
employment

64 No comprehensive data sources eicist on
recent trends in the occupational composition
of retailing employment. Changes in the
occupational definitions in the main single
source (the Census of Population) render
meaningful comparisons over time impossible.
Further, the 1981 census classifies 60 per cent of
retailing employees under two broad headings,
managers and sales assistants, which are too
broad to reveal any major changes in skill
composition over time. The data do, however,
reveal clearþ the occupational segregation of
the labour force by sor: 39 per cent of males in

ç"
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1983

the sector are 'store or shop managers'
compared with 14 per cent of females, while 13
per cent of men and 49 per cent of women are
shop assistants.

FINANCIAL SERVICES:
INTRODUCTION
65 We divide this sector into four subsectors:
r Banks
e Building

societies

r Insurance
r Others (eg credit and leasing companies,
finance houses)

In terms of the 1980 SIC, we are concerned
with classes 87 anå 82.

66

Information sources on the sector are
fragmentary, and we draw heavily on â recent
IMS study of employrnent and technology in
financial services (R"jrn 1984), to which the
reader is referred for a more detailed account.

of all our subsectors. It is not clear how much
of this is attributable to building societies and
how much to 'othersl Some of the activities
included in 'others' have, however, experienced
similar high rates of business growth notably the credit card sector (the volume of
turnover in terms of millions of transactions
per annum of Access, Visa and Tiustcard
combined grew from 58.9m to 343.4m over
the 1975-84 period).

69 Insurance.

less

over 7960-70 to 3.5 per cent over 7977-76, and

during the 1977-83 period output has actually
declined at 2.0 per cent per annum. The
watershed occurred at the time of the 1974/75
recession induced by the 'oil crises' and the
insurance market has been characterised by
overcapacity since that time. As þan points
out, however, the recent o<perience differs
somewhat between subsectors of the industry
with poor performance in general insurance
offset by growth and high profits in life
assurance.

FINANCIAL SERVICES:

This has performed much

well in output terms. As Rajan shows, 'output'
growth rates fell from 6.0 per cent per annum

At

the time of writing, this position

persists, and further rationalisation in the

industry is forecast.

BUSINESS TRENDS

Out¡tut

67

Banks. þan (1984) shows that very
impressive 'output' growth has been achieved
(see Rajan for a definition of 'output' in this
sector), ie average annual rates of 5 per cent
over 7960-70 and 7I per cent over 1971-1982,
Figure III. 7 shows post-1973 output trends
(1980 SIC definition); as can be seen, the
output growth has been steady and continuous
with very little obvious impact o{ the 1979-82
recession, at least compared with the other
sectors included in this study.

68 Buildingsocieties/others. Comparable
CSO data on building societies' 'output' or
business volume are not available, but Rajan
estimates an annual averâge growth rate of
between 8 and 15 per cent over 7969-82,
again impressive compared with the rest of the

economy and associated with growth in home
ownership and increased penetration of the
savings market. The post-1973 performance of
'other financial institutions' shown in Figure 7
indicates the most rapid and sustained increase

Investment and technological
change

70 Investment and capital stock data are not
in detail, but CSO figures for SIC
Division 8 (which includes business services
and leasing in addition to financial services as
available

defined here) show that gross domestic fixed
capital formation grew in real terms by 86 per
cent over 1973-1983. The equivalent figures
for manufacturing and for the economy as a
whole were -32 per cent (decline) and -3 per
cent (decline)respectiveþ Over the same
period (at constant prices) the gross capital
stock in Division 8 er<panded by 109 per cent,

while that in manufacturing grew by onþ
17 per cent and that in the economy as a whole
by 30 per cent. We thus have a picture of an
industry which is orpanding in output terms
and rapidly investing and increasing its capital

stock.

7I

Banks. These have seen the greatest impact

oftechnological change, and new technology
has now permeated most 'back office'
É'
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functions. The frst phase of automation
occurred in the 1960s, as customer accounts
were centralised through mainframes and an
electronic funds transfer sptem introduced for
inter-bank/inter-branch transactions. The
second phase since 1970 has involved the
introduction of computer terminals in branches

(initially in 'back office'

areas

but now at 'front

ofÊce' or counter level) and automatic teller
machines (ATMÐ. Further developments on
the electronic clearing side þoth domestically
and internationally) have also occurred. Future
developments are likeþ to involve er<tensions of
the ATM system þoth in function and
location), electronic funds transfer at point of
sale (EFTPOS) with a direct link to retailers
and eventuaþ 'home banking'.
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Building societies. Here the rate of
innovation varies greatly according to society
size. The process of development, however, as

in banking, begins with centralisation of
accounts through a mainframe computer, with
eventual on-line access in branches. Further
developments in larger societies since 1978 have
included 'front office' counter terminals and
more recently ATMs, while computerisation of
all routine head office functions continues.
Application of microelectronic technologies to
date has lagged somewhat behind that of the
banks, and apart from new innovations there
remains considerable scope for the
implementation of er<isting systems.

73 Insurance. Rajan has identified a sevenstage process

of technological development,

common throughout the sector, with the
majority of companies currently between the
third and fifth stage. The stages are:
(1) Head office using batch system
(2) Head office using on-line syrtem
(3) Branches with terminals on-line to head
ofÊce computer

(4)Branches

with own minicomputer(s) in

addition to 3
(5) Word processing
(6) 'Advanced functions'
agents have
terminals with direct access to computer
sptems; computer systems and terminals used
for job training; word processing integrated
with data processing, allowing combined use of
ter<t and numeric data bases

-

-

(7) 'Paperless office'
complete
transformation of work into electronic form via
electronic filing, electronic mail, etc.
Future development ir lik"ly to consist

this route, with rate of progress depending on
business developments, the company's ability to
absorb organisational change, the availability of
suitably compatible products and software and
the rate of fall in their prices.

Market sffucûrre,
concentfation, etc

74

A key recent feature of the whole sector
has been increasing competitive pressure,
coupled with ortensive product diversification,
such that the boundaries between the various
subsectors have become increasingly blurred.
Further influences here have been (and will be)
the dismantling of certain legislative controls
over financial companies' activities and the
impact of increasing foreign penetration of the
home market. 'For enample, some of the
clearing banks now conduct insurance,
brokering, leasing, factoring and HP business
alongside their mainstream banking activities.
Some long established insurance companies,
too, have diversified into management of

pension funds, investment trusts and corporate
finance' (Rajan 1984, p I8).

75 Banks. Considerable scope enists for
continuing gforÃ/th in demand for financial
services. How this affects the banks depends
on:

rTheir

competitiveness relative to the non-

banking institutions (notably building societies
and retailers) who are diversi$ring into

traditional banking business;

r

Their success in diversifring into ancillary
financial services and some non-related activities
(estete agencies, travel, leisure, for enample).

It is likely that the rationalisation ofthe branch
banking network via branch closures and the
development of different tiers of branches will
continue, under the cost pressures associated
with intensified competition. (The number of
branches operated by the six I¡ndon clearing
banks fell from 11,838 in 7972 to 10,993 in
b
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of

further moves by the 'average' company along

1984, and the number of branches in the three
Scottish clearers fell from 7547 to 1478 over
1974-84.)

76 Building societies. Contrary to the trend
in banks, the number of building society
branches has o<panded greatly in recent years
(from 4130 Ln1977 to 6644 in 1983)with the
expansion of business, although the rate of
expansion has begun to level off. This
o<pansion in the branch network has taken
place against the background of: an
increasingly competitive environment
(following the abandonment of the societies'
interest rate cartel); the increasing complexity
of building society administration (notably the
introduction of MIRAS); and a diversification
of activities into banking and related areas
(subject to the constraints of the Building
Societies Act 1962). These forces have
encouraged an accelerated rate of mergers in the
subsector. The number of societies fell from
in 7970 to 206 in 1983, and over the same
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period the proportion of the industry's total
assets accounted for by the 20 largest societies
rose from 77.4 per cent to 870 per cent.
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Insurance. The insurance industry has also
been operating in an increasingly competitive
environment, and also enperiencing a
'poaching' of its traditional activities from
other financial institutions. This has, however,
occurred against a background ofgeneral
overcapacity and a much less buoyant market
than in the other two subsectors. Thus the
corporate merger phase of the late 60s was

followed in the 1970s and 80s by large-scale
rationalisation of both staff and branch
networks. The longer-term prospects for the
size and structure of the industry are erramined
in detail by Rajan (1984).

FINANCIAL SERVICES:
EMPI.OYMENT TRENDS
Total employment

78

In March 1985, the sector

we have
defined it employed 758,600 people, 3.7 per
cent of total employment, compareå with 2.7
as

per cent in 1974. Figure III. 8 shows the trends
in total employment between 1974 and 1985
for two broad subsectors - banking and

finance (including building societies) and
insurance. As might be o<pected from our
previous discussion of business trends,
employment in banking and finance has grown
consistentþ and steadily throughout the decade
(recording a 32 per cent increase overall) while
insurance employment has been relatively
sluggish, although still recording an overall
growth of 19.1per cent (Great Britain's
employment declined by 6.3 per cent over the
same period). Official published employment
data are not available at a more detailed level,
but detailed trends for banks and building
societies can be obtained elsewhere.

79 In banks, Rajan has shown (using SIC
1968 data) that employment doubled between
1960 and 1982
with average annual growth
rates of4 per cent over 1960-70 and 3 per cent
over 7971-82 (with minor recessionary
intemrptions in 1976 anð 7982). The banks'
own statistics show that employment in the
London clearing banks increased by 16.0 per
cenr over 7974-84 (ftom 206,300 to 239,300)
and that in the Scottish clearing banks by 25.7
per cent over the same period (from 20,195 to
25,383).

-

80

Building

societies have shown an even

more spectacular growth and Rajan records a
more than doubling of employment over
1969-82, with some deceleration in the rate of
gro\Mth after 7977. Updating þan's figures
(using estimates from the Building Societies
Association) shows a level of employment of
just over 63,000 in 1984, representing a grov/th
ofover 90 per cent since 1974.

81 It should be noted that in the case ofboth
banks and building societies the growth in
employment is rather less dramatic when
expressed in terms of full-time equivalents and
much of the enpansion has been concentrated
a subject which
among part-time employees
we consider below.

-

Productivity
82 Banks. þan

derives estimates of the
labour productivity increases associated with
the rapid technolo$ical changes discussed above.
He found that during the first (1960-70) phase
of technological innovation productivity grew
at an annual rate of 1 per cent, but during the
.;,
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second (1971-82) phase it accelerated by an
average 8 per cent per annum (compared with
1.5 per cent achieved in the national economy
as a whole). He observes in the sector as a
whole 'a distinct labour saving tendency...
dictated by relative cost considerations and

technological requirements'. Thus, initially
employment increased rapidþ due to business
growth assisted by rising market penetration of
traditional services and the availability ofnew
services through diversfication. Over time,
however, as business growth has accelerated,
new technology and the associated productivity
improvements have featured increasingly
prominently in the industry growth strategy
and the rate of increase in employment has
begun to decelerate.

83 Building societies also orperienced rapid
productivity $owth (between 3 and 8 per cent

per annum over 7969-82) but, given the

rapidity of business growth, this has yet to feed
through to adverse effects on employment.
Under growing competition, and likeþ slower
overall business growth in the nent few years,
cost pressures

84

encourage continued

In insurance, sluggish business conditions
rapid
and
technological change have
paradoxically been associated with a decline in
productivity stnce 7977 (and a growth in
employment, albeit at.a slower rate than in the
rest of the sector). Rajan enplains this in terms
of the net effect of offsetting changes in three
occupational groups. Thus, growth in the life
L
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will

productivity improvements, coupled with a
'catching up' throughout the industry in terms
of introducing new technology. This \ ¡ill
eventuah lead to a slowing down of the rate
of growth of employment in the industry.

business generated a need for many new sales
staff, while the new technology itself gave rise
to an increased demand for computer-related
staff Finally, one effect of the technological
developments was a displacement of routine
clerical staff. During the 197782 period the
first two effects outweighed the third. In the
near future it seems likely that the balance
between these forces will shift and the
productivity gains through new technology
will begin to outweigh the increasing demands

for

sales and computer staff. Most projections
expect total insurance employment to fall

during the

1980s.

60.4 per cent over 7974-84. The part-time
figures are available for Scotland only from
7977but they reveal a trend even more marked
than in England (11.8 per cent of female
employees were part-time in 7977; in 1984 the
proportion had doubled at 23.1per cent).

88

Building societies. These have enperienced
a similar trend towards part-time work
in

-

7974,6 per cent of building society staff(men
and women) were part-timers; by 1984 the
proportion was 18 per cent.

89

A number of reasons are apparent for this
phenomenal growth in the use of part-time
workers in building societies and banks,
including:

Composition of employment

r Competitive pressures on manning budgets
leading to a greater desire to match staffing
levels to fluctuations in customer demand

Female and part-time employment

85

Insurance. We

will

consider insurance first
little recent

as the subsector has shown very

change

in terms of the proportions of

females

and part-timers employed. At 42.9 per cent,
the proportion of females in insurance is very
close to the 'all industries' figure, but unlike
that figure, it has shown no recent tendency to
increase (in 7974 it was 42.5 per cent). The
proportion of females who are part-time is, by
contrast, at 78.4 per cent, less than half the all
industries average, and in this respect insurance

is more like a manufacturing industry in its
employment profile. Further, the proportion
paft-time females has shown little or no
tendency to growth over the past decade (it
was 178 per cent n 1974).

86

of

Banking and other financial institutions.

In the rest of the sector, the proportion of
female employees is both relativeþ high and
growing (from 54.4 per cent to 58.1 per cent
over 7974-85), while the proportion of female
part-timers is relatively low, but growing
rapidly (from 15.9 per cent to 27.5 per cent
over 1974-85). Again, the Department of
Employment data do not pennit a further
breakdown, but some figure¡ are available from
industry sources. Thus, the six London clearing
banks had 56.1 per cent of their staff female
and 72.2 per cent of their female staff part-time
in 7974. By L984 the figures were 58.9 per cent
and 74.3 per cent respectively.

87 In Scottish banks the proportion of
women employed gtew from 54.5 per cent to

during the working week;
^r The syrtematisation of certain functions

through new technology, enabling jobs
previously requiring well-trained full-timers to
be undertaken by relativeþ unskilled parttimers;

r

A

conscious strategy to break up the

traditional internal labour market into 'career'
and 'non careef' streams.
'W'e

will not discuss

here these and other

potential rationales for the observed changes, as
they are the subject of detailed examination in
the main report.

Occupational structure of
employment

90

Unfortunately, no data series errist for
changes in the occupational composition of
financial sector employment. Again, however,
we may note the finding of Rajan's study. He
observed that in banks, l*g.ly associated with
the introduction of new technologies discussed
earlieç er<panding occupations have been
'managerial, professional and administrative',
'computer-related' and'advertising, marketing
and sales', while clerical occupations have been
in recent decline. In building societies þan
reported a broadly Similar picture, but with a
much less marked degree of change than in
banking, with the main occupations affected
being cômputer-related (expanding) and clerical

"

,r,

(declining). In insurance, again the same
general pattem was found, but if anything the
changes here were more marked than in
banking. þan also discusses in some detail
associated changes in the content ofjobs as well
as their relative numbers.
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